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JOURNAL 
WJ:LLJ:IIM H. NATCBER 




March 16. 1955 
Yesterday the House took up for 
cons~deration H. R. 4876, making 
appropriations for the Treasury and 
Post Office Departments, and the Tax 
Court of the United States for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1956, and 
for other purposes. The bill was 
l~ited to three hours debate, and, at 
the close of general debate, same 
passed on voice vote. 
Second Supplemental Appropriation 
bill for 1955 will be up for consider-
ation in the HOuse on Friday. 
March 17. 1955 
Today is St. Patrick's day and ~ 
should see the Green Ties. The 
McCormacks, Murphys, and O'Haras are 
really in their glory. Louise decided 
that I should wear a Shamrock with 
small Cabine. I consented and with my 
dark green tie hope to be able to gain 
admission to the Floor today. If 
Louise had her way I would also carry 
a Shillelagh. 
OUr Second Supplemental includes 
an item of $25,000 for investigation 
and preliminary plans for a New House 
Office Building. The budget last year 
carried an item of $6,000,000 to start 
the New senate Office Building and the 
- 954 -
House leadership has decided this year 
that what 1s sauce for goose is sauce 
for the gander. Our Chairman, Mr. 
Cannon, in explaining this item to the 
who~e Committee at the t~e the bill 
was reported, stated that in 1908 the 
Old Off1ce Bu1lding in which I have my 
office was constructed and at that time 
it was agreed by the Speaker, Mr. 
Cannon, and the majority of the members 
of the House that this building would 
be sufficient for all t1me. In 1924 
due to lack of space the New House 
Office Building was constructed and it 
was generally agreed at that t~e that 
no more space would ever be needed. 
One of the main objections of bu1ld1ng 
the Old House Office Building was 
brought to the attention of the HOuse 
by Speaker Cannon, who thought that 
the Members would be on the Floor so 
much they would never use their 
offices, but it developed that the 
Members would stay in their offices 
instead of on the Floor as the Speaker 
desired. 
A Chairmanship prior to the year 
of 1907 was qu1te an honor and in 
addition the Member was furnished an 
office 1n the Capitol. The other 
Members of the House had a rack 
furn1shed to hang their hats and they 
set up off1ces in the corridors of the 
Capitol or anywhere else availabl.e. 
Many of the Members mainta1ned their 
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o£f~ces 1n the1r hotels or residences 
and were not permitted to use chairs 
and tables in the halls of the Capitol. 
The new propos~d Honse Office 
BU11ding will be constructed on the 
parkin9 lot just across the street 
from the present New House Office 
Building with same fronting on 
Xndependence Avenue. The first two 
floors of the building will be used 
for automobile parking space and the 
three top floors for office space. I 
presume that upon completion of this 
buil.din<] we wil.l. a9ree that we have 
all the space we will ever need. 
After usual legislative orders, 
Representative Cooper from Tennessee 
asked unanimous consent to take from 
the Speaker's desk the bill. H.R. 4259 
which provides a one year extension 
of the existing corporate normal tax 
rate and of certain existing excise 
tax rates and to provide a $20 credit 
against the individual income tax for 
each personal exemption. with Senate 
amendments thereto. disagree to the 
senate amendments and request a 
conference with the senate. The clerk 
read the title of the bill and Joe 
Martin reserved t~e right to object 
and inquired of the Gentleman of 
Tennessee as to whether or not he 
knew how long it would be before they 
could reach an agreement in conference. 
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We had great laughter at this point. 
The House passed this bill and the 
senate tux-ned it down by five votes. 
The Gentleman from Tennessee informed 
the Gentleman fx-om Massachusetts that 
he was unable to advise the distinguishec 
gent~eman on that particular point but 
assured the gentleman that the Rules of 
the HOuse woul.d be fol.l.owed. Kr. 
Mart~n stated that he expected th~s to 
happen and that he woul.d not object to 
sending the bill to conference with 
the thought in mind that the House 
would have a chance to vote on the 
Conference Report prior to the expira-
tion date of the excise taxes. 
After the usual one minute 
speeches and extension of remarks. the 
House recessed until 3:00 p.m. at 
which time the Speaker. Sam Rayburn. 
presented to the Members of the House 
the Honorable Robert Gordon Menzies, 
Prime Minister of Austra~ia, who was 
escorted to the Speaker's desk by 
Congressmen McCormack. Richards. 
Martin and Chiperfield. With no 
prepared speech and standing beside 
the chair of the Spe~ker, Mr. Men~ie!!! 
delivered a fine extemporaneous 
speech. His opening remark consisted 
of the following: "Mr. Speaker. it is 
almost 5 years since I last stood in 
this p~ace. ! s~~~l never forget it. 
I was escorted in by four powerful 
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l()oking Members. There were a lot of 
lights burning. people were taking 
pictures and making television. X had 
g~ne to great pains to make a few 
~~telligible remarks. X put them down 
and X found I could not see them. I 
l-x>ked around. I knew there were 
K.mbers here because I could hear them 
b-.tt X could not see them. And, apart 
f rom my memories the only souvenir I 
hive is a photograph which shows me 
leaning forward with my eyes shut and 
Speaker Rayburn leaning back with his 
eyes shut. Mr. Menzies further stated: 
"It is a very good thing, sir, 1f X 
might engage in a small homily, which 
is an ill regard for your kindness, it 
111 a very good thing to make new 
f~iends in the world, and we-must 
n~ver give up hope that in time to 
come we will have reached to the true 
h.eart of people who are now unavailabJ.e 
to us through some form of dlctatorsh:1p, 
and that we may find some friendship 
with them. The search for new friends 
most always go on. But it is just as 
~rtant to remember that old friends 
most be kept, and that old friends call 
e!sily be lost in this world by neglect 
~~ by ~ndiff~ren~e. by migunderstandlng. 
<>or opponent in the world understands 
that to perfecti.on, and he devotes the 
bolk of his time in propaganda, in 
seeking to divide us, seeking to estab-
lish some misunderstand.1ng and every 
r.aow and then some hositJ.ity between 
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the people of the U. S. and the people 
of the British Commonwealth. We must 
constantly be on our guard against it. 
"X wou.ld li.ke to thi.nk, sir, that 
that spirit could pervade the whole of 
t he free world. I would l.ike to feel 
that in Canberra we could argue with 
Washington -- and we are a fairly 
argumentative crowd at Canberra - that 
we coul.d argue with Washington -- just 
as London could argue with washington--
just as we could all go on arguing with 
each other, not as if we are liable to 
become enemies. but on the footing that 
our friendship is indestructibl.e and we 
may therefore speak frankl.y -- with 
affectionate frankness to each other. 
When that happens and the whole world 
knows that the people of the free 
world are not so easily put asunder by 
Communist propaganda, I believe that 
will. be the most powerful. deterrent 
weapon that the world will have produced 
because the enemy is hoping all.the time 
to divide us. 
As I have just had the honor to 
say in another place, we know, do we 
not, t~t shQv~d this pass down once 
more into the valley of a world war. 
we know, do we not, that we are all 
together in it. 
Ooes anybody suppose that in such 
a catastrophe America would ,!O one way 
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and Australia another? Or Great 
Britain one way and America another? 
Not for one moment. 
The Second Supp~ementa~ Approp-
riations bill is up for action today 
in the House. 
Instead of the Second supplemental 
Appropriations bill for consideration 
today we had H.R. 3322, a bill to amend 
the Federal Property and Administrative 
Services Act of 1949 so as to improve 
the administration of the program for 
the utilization of the surplus property 
for educational and pUblic health pur-
poses. Under this bil~ no surplus 
property Shall be transfered until the 
secretary of Health, EdUcation and 
Welfare has received word from an 
appropriate state agency or official 
certification that such property is 
usable and needed for education and 
public health purposes in the state. 
The secretary may impose reasonable 
terms, conditions and restrictions upon 
the use of any single item of property 
designated under this law which has an 
acquisition cost of $2500 or more. 
Several weeks ago, secretary of 
state Dulles informed the Congress of 
the U. S. that the record of the 1945 
Yalta Conference would not be released 
at the present time. Eritish PrL~ 
Minister Churchill. the only living 
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meIllber of the wartil!le Big Three 
cons~6ting of Roosevelt. Stalin. and 
Churchill, objected to the issuance 
of this record at this time. sec;rGtary 
of State Dulles after a conference with 
senators Styles Bridges, and Wi~liam F. 
Knowl.and agreed to rel.ease the record. 
The 250,000 words contained in this 
record are now in the process of being 
printed for distribution out of the 
document room. Virginia called me today 
inquj.ring as to whether or not I could 
obtain a copy of the Yalta Conference 
Record since the press and radio were 
on a boom with the news of the reLease. 
I called my good friend, Thruston 
Morton, Assistant secretary of State, 
and was informed that their office 
copy was in the hands of the printer 
and it woul.d probably be two or tllree 
weeks before the Members of the House 
would obtain a copy from the Docunent 
Room. However, I was informed that the 
New York Times was carrying nearly the 
whole story. This is what is called 
the left handed method here in Ce>ngress 
where everything is so hush-hush and 
secret that it takes some two or three 
weeks for us to secure printed copies 
so in order to save ti.me we buy a 
newspaper and read about the great 
secret on the front page. 
At the time of the Yalta Conference 
president Roosevelt, wishing to make a 
stopover at Yalta for preliminary talks 
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for a new world organization, suggested 
that not more than 5 or 6 days be 
consumed and so advised Prime Minister 
Winston Churchill by cable on January 
4, J.945. The Prime Minister wished 
longer time and cabled on January 10, 
requesting prelLminary talks ahead of 
the main conference and further stated 
that he did not see any use in trying 
to build an o~anization like that in 
5 or 6 days. concluding his cable with 
the mischieveOUB statement: "Even the 
Almighty took seven." 
March 18, 1955 
The Supplemental Appropriations 
bill, which was passed over from yes-
terday will be up for consideration 
today. 
The full Committee on Appropria-
tions met this morning to consider 
Departments of Labor, Health, Education 
and Welfare appropriations for 1956. 
The appropriations for 1955 amounted to 
$2,431,740,575. The budget estimates 
for 1956 called for $2,337,522,261 
agreed upon as the amount for this 
p~rticular ~ppropri~tion. The Sub-
committee on Labor, Health, Education 
and Welfare did a fine job on this bill 
and Congressman John E. Fogarty, of 
Rhode Island, the Chairman of this par-
ticular subcommittee had same well in 
hand. 
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March 19. 1955 
We passed tne second Supplemental 
Appropriation bill yesterday. This 
biLL Was R. R. 4903. and was in the 
nature of an emergency bill to take 
care of deficiencies which have arisen 
for various reasons in the several 
Departments of the Government and which 
must he taken care of prior to the 
enactment of the annual appropriation 
bi11s. Bach chapter of the bill was 
handled by the respective Chairman of 
the subcommittee having jurisdiction. 
The bill carried recommendations for 
appropriations totaling $855,212,429. 
This was a reduction of $65,311,025 
of the budget estimates of $920,523,454. 
My subcommittees on Agriculture and 
Foreign Operations had two chapters in 
H. R. 4903. Our emergency appropria-
tion pertained to insects and especial-
ly grasshoppers, with the amount being 
$700,000. ~n Foreign Operations we 
had $4.000,000 for Technical Assistance 
under the United Nations Organization 
Program. This $4,000,000 item was the 
only item in the entire supplemental 
Appropriations bill which caused any 
serious troUb~e. My Chairman of the 
sUbcommittee. congressman Passman, of 
Louisiana. in pres~nt:lng this particu-
lar matter, stated that he intended to 
be quite frank w~th the Members of the 
HO\lse. and that he Was against the bill. 
This took every Member on the subcom-
mittee by complete surprise, and the 
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Members of the HOuse present on the 
Floor were very much confused. When 
the subcommittee aqrees and reports 
to the full committee with the bill 
approved the Chairman of the subcom-
mittee always defends the bill, and 
that portion of same recommended by 
his subcommittee. 7t just so happened 
in this particular instance that 
Congressmen Cannon and Taber, the 
Chairman and the ranking minority 
Member on the full Camnittee, were 
hoping that this particular item 
would be deleted on the Floor. There-
fore, they refused to speak in favor 
of same. After my Chairman, Congress-
man Passman, flittered and fluttered 
about for some fifteen or twenty 
minutes we finally succeeded 1n 
defeating all amendments to take out 
the $4,000,000 and passed the supple-
mental Appropriation bill with the 
$4,000,000 item intact. we had no 
fight whatsoever on our emerqency 
appropriation from the Subcommittee 
on Agriculture. 
The Legislative Subcommittee of 
the full Committee on Appropriations 
had a $25,000 l~em in the Supp1ernQnta~ 
bill for use in preliminary survey and 
planning of the new HOuse Office build-
ing_ When the Reading Clerk, under the 
five minute rule, reached this 
particular provision of the bill, our 
Speaker was recognized and proposed an 
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amendment which provided, in substance, 
that a new HOuse Office building was 
to be constructed on a site approved 
by the House Office Building Comm~ssion 
in accordance with plans to be prepared 
by or under the direction of the 
Architect of the Capitol, and further 
authorized condemnation of land, ~f 
necessary, with the Act carrying a 
$2,000,000 appropriation for carrying 
out the purposes of the amendment. and 
with the amendment further authorizing 
any and all necessary appropriations 
which might be necessary to carry out 
the construction of any House Office 
building. My Chai.rman, Mr. Cannon, 
was recogni.zed and stated that in view 
of the emergency involved and the 
urgent need of the faci.lity, the 
Committee accepts the amendment and 
approves the expenditure. Congressman 
Hoffman, of Michigan, made the point 
of order that the amendment was ~egis­
lation on an appropriation bill, but 
the Chairman ruled his point of order 
out of order due to the fact that it 
came too l.ate. A point of order must 
follow Lmmedlately the reading of that 
portion of the bill, or the amendment, 
and when Mr~ Cannnn wa~ ~mmediately 
recognized, accepting the amendment 
for the majority side, the point of 
order was ruled out of order. 
The press is sti11 fu11 of ~nP 
YaJ. ta Agreement. and Sen"lte Re.ouolican 
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Leader, william F. Know1and, stated 
yesterday that the late Pres~dent 
Roosevelt misled Congress on the con-
tents of the Yalta Conference. Senate 
~o~ratie Leader, Lyndon B. Johnson. 
of Texas, tangled sharp~y with Knowlan4, 
and stated that we .hou~d leave it to 
the judgment of history to determine 
whether this move in re1easing the 
Yalta Conference Report this week was 
intended to promote the cause of free-
dom and of America, and of the free world 
or whether we sUbmerged international 
relations to purely domestiC, political 
considerations. 
President Eisenhower requested 
Congress yesterday for an ~ediate 
appropriation of $12,000,000 to develop 
plans for evacuation, shelter and other 
means of meeting H-bomb attacks, and to 
solve radio active fall-out problems. 
pr~ Minister Winston Churchill 
may retire and hand over the premiership 
to Foreign secretary Anthony Eden early 
next month. according to reports circu-
lated in parliamentary circles early 
yesterday. 
PreSident Eisenhower's road program 
<:::a11:l.ng for $21,000,000,000 bond issue, 
has created quite a bit of discussion. 
To me, this proposal would give the 
Federal Government dictatorial controL 
over roads in the States £or all t~e 
to come. 
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~e have our postal pay increase 
bill up for consideration Monday under 
SuspenS10n of Rules. and I have this 
day received a n~~r of telegrams from 
the National Association of Letter 
Carr~ers and members of this particular 
organization, urging that X vote 
against Suspension of Rules on H. R. 
4644. The postal employees want this 
bill to come out under an open rule in 
order that the Postmaster General's 
classification proposal may be defeated. 
March 21, 1955 
The full Committee on Appropria-
tions met this morning and reported 
Interior Department and related agen-
cies Appropriations bill for 1956. 
Several weeks ago 100 Citizens of 
Congressman Frank Chelf's district 
proceeded to take sides concerning 
the $345,000 proposed appropriation 
for construction of new entrance road 
into MIlllIJlloth Cave National Park from 
U. S. 31W. Con9ressman Chelf and a 
group of citizens from Barren County 
appeared before the subcommittee on 
Interior and Related Agencies viqor-
(lu!'tly ",,,,king th",t this item be deleted. 
The Department of Interior held firm 
and refused to budge and upon making 
inquiry this morning, concerning this 
particular ~tern I was informed by 
Kirwin, Chairman of thi.s subco:mrnittee 
't':\at c.u.e to the fact that testimony 
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had been heard on both, the subcom-
mittee was of the op~nion that the 
items should remain in the budget and 
not be deleted. TO me this c~early 
shows progress 2!nd will be very bene-
ficial to my Congressional district. 
This appropriation contains 
dollar appropriations amounting to 
$298,271,246. It is interesting to 
note that the anticipated revenues 
from the Department of the Interior 
amount to $315,357,000 in 1956 which 
means $11,850,754 more than the amount 
appropriated for this particular 
Department. Another interest1.ng 
matter is the fact that $180,763,400 
of the revenue derived go to the 
Treasury General Fund. 
TOday on the Floor, we take up 
H. R. 4951 which is the Agriculture 
Marketing Quota bill for burley 
tobacco. This bill will include four 
or five SU9gestions which in my 
opinion will be of great benefit to 
kentucky, due to the fact that we 
have 60 million pounds more of Burley 
tobacco than anticipated. 
We also have up for considerati~n 
H. R. 4~44 which is the Postal service 
bil.l.. Under this bill we have a 6.81(. 
pay ~ncrease for postal employees. 
Both of these bills are UP under 
Sus~nsion of the Rules ~nd will 
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require a two-thirds vote for passage. 
X have my doubts that H. R. 4644 w~ll 
receive the necessary two-thirds. 
If we complete the above we will 
then take up H. R. 5046 which is our 
Bealth. Education, and Welfare Approp-
riation bill for 1956. 
On Saturday, Maxvh.19, President 
Eisenhower appointed Harold stassen 
as a special assistant with Cabinet 
rank handling matters dealing with 
disarmament. Stassen is presently 
Director of the Foreign Operations, 
which is to be taken up by the Depart-
ment of state, effective June 1. 
The Republican leadership is 
demanding further release of the 
secret documents concerning Teheran, 
Cairo and pottsdam conferences. 
Release of the Yalta papers has cer-
tainly caused an uproar and Churchill's 
retirement soon may be connected with 
his feelings as to the release of the 
Yalta agreement. Churchill was 
definitely against releasing this 
document and together with France is 
vigorously protesting release of the 
pottsdam, Teheran ana Ca~ro conferences. 
Church:!.ll states that such releases 
made for political purposes within the 
United states certa~n1y wi11 not lead 
to better relationships abroad.. 
Certain statements concerning England 
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made by Roosevelt to Sta~in, have the 
English up in arms and certain state-
ments roade by Church~11 to Roos@ve~t 
about the French are working the same 
way. Zt seems that Churchi~~ smu9~Y 
stated that in order to be permitted 
to enter France must have so much 
money and five million men under a~­
and that at the present time, was not 
sufficiently ~portant enough to enter 
into negotiations. Such statements 
will receive many constructions 
and in my opinion clearly demonstrates 
that the release of the Yalta document 
was a terrific mistake. I believe 
that the Potts dam, Cairo and Teheran 
agreements should not be released for 
a great number of years. Regardless 
of mistakes made in the past, same to 
a certain extent may be corrected by 
our present day leadership provided we 
have continued cooperation from the 
free nations of the world. 
March 22, 1955 
By a vote of 302 to 120, H. R. 
4644, the Postal Service Compensation 
Act of 1955, was refused under suspen-
were not suspend.ed the bill goes back 
to the post Office and Civil Service 
Committee. I presume the next step 
will be for issuance of Rule. 
By a vote of :'.5:'. to 2'50 the rules 
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were not suspended on H. R. 4951. which 
provides £or market~ng quotas for bur~ey 
tobacco. together with other provisions 
which are imperative at the present 
time. This :b1.11 is now back before the 
Committee on Agriculture, and I presume 
wi~l go up for a Rule. 
H. R. 5046. making appropriations 
for the Department of Labor. and Healt~, 
Education and Welfare. and related 
agencies for the Fiscal year ~956 was 
passed by voice vote. 
Today we have up for consideration 
H. Res. 170 and H. Res. 171. with both 
of same being disapproving resolutions 
concerning the sale of certain rubber 
plants in this country. In addition 
to the two House Resolutions we have 
up for consideration H. R. 12. a bill 
amending the Agricultural Act of 1949 
fixlnq price supports at 9~ of parity. 
March 23. 1955 
H. Res. 170 required all afternoon. 
I voted for the adoption of the Resolu-
tion, which objected to the sale of our 
rUbber plants. On a Roll Call vote the 
Resolution failed 132 yeas to 283 nays. 
The Kentucky delegation certainly split 
on this vote. Siler. Robeson, Gregory, 
and Watts voted no, and Chelf, Spence, 
Perkins and I voted yes.. We are today 
a9ain fa ceo. wit~ a critical situation 
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as far as our so-called Cold War is 
concerned and if war should come soon, 
s~le of our rubber plants at the 
present time is certainly a mistake. 
We have up for conSideration 
today H. R. 12, better known as 90~ 
parity. Tllis bill seeks to amend our 
Agricultural Act of 1949. ~ shall 
vote for fixed price supports at 90% 
of parity. ~ have my docbts that we 
will be able to pass this bill but 
organized labor announced yesterday 
that they would join with the different 
farm organizations who are support~ng 
this legislation. This means that we 
will get quite a few votes from the 
large cities. 
March 24. 1955 
H. R. 12, which seeks to amend 
Agricultural Act of 1949 fixing pr~ce 
supports at 90% of parity, was passed 
over until April. 
We had up for consideration, E. Res. 
171, disapproving the proposed sale to 
Shell Oil Company of three synthet~c 
r~bber plants in the State of Cali1orn-
ia. I voted for adoption of the 
resolution, which is a "no" vote as 
far as sa1e is concerned. 
We next took up House Resolut~on 
~_~) .•. orov:l.d:tn? that the House resolve 
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itself into the Committee of the Whole 
House on the State of the Union for 
the consideration of H. R. 4941, to 
amend the Foreign Service Act of 1946, 
as amended, and for ether ?U~0ges. 
Under this Act certain compensations 
and privileges are granted to Foreign 
Service officers placing them on the 
same basis, insofar as these matters 
are concerned. with military and naval 
attaches, and other representatives of 
the Federal Government assigned to 
diplomatic missions abroad. This bill 
passed on Voice vote. 
we next took up Bouse Resolution 
151, which amends the rules of the 
House of Representatives insofar as 
hearin<]s before committees are con-
cerned. Section 2. Rule XI (25) was 
amended as follows: 
.. (h) Each committee may fix the 
number of its members to constitute a 
quorum for taking testimony and receiv-
ing evidence, which shall be not less 
than two. 
ff(i) The chairman at an investiga-
tive hearing shall announce in an 
opening statement the subject of the 
investigation . 
.. U) A copy of the committee 
rules, if any, and paragraph 25 of 
rule XI: of t:':1.e House of Representatives 
- 9;.3 -
shall be made avai~able to the witness • 
.. (k) Wil:;nesse s may be accompanied 
by their own counsel for the purpose of 
advising them conc~rnin9 their consti-
tutional rights. 
"( 1)' The chai rman may punish 
breaches of order and decorum, and of 
professional ethics on the part of 
counsel. by censure and exclusion from 
the Dearingsr and the committee may 
cite the offender to the House for 
contempt • 
.. tm) If the committee detennines 
that evidence or testimony at an in-
vestigative hearing may tend to defame, 
degrade. or incrUninate any person, it 
shall --
"(1) receive such evidence or 
test~ony in executive session: 
"(2) afford such person an 
opportunity voluntariLy to appear 
as a witness~ and 
.. (3) rece.l.ve and di.spose of 
requests from such person to sub-
poena additional witnesses • 
• 1 (n) ~xcept as provi.ded. in p~ra­
graph (m) the cha~rman sha11 receive and 
the committee sha~l dispose o£ requests 
to subpoena addit~onal witnesses. 
"(0) No evidence or testimony 
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taken in executive session may be 
released or used in public sessions 
without the consent of the committee • 
.. (p) In the discretion of the 
committee, w~tnesses may submit brief 
and perti.nent sworn statements in 
writinq for inclusion in the record. 
'!'he c01lll!littee is the 801e judge of the 
pertinency of testimony and evidence 
adduced at its hearing • 
.. (q) upon payment of the cost 
thereof, a witness may obtain a trans-
cript copy of his teBt~ny given at a 
pUbl1c session or, i.f given at an exec-
utive session, when authorized by the 
cOl'mIittee." 
~ will attend the American Legion 
Annual. Banquet tonight. 
Received notice from the Committee 
on Appropriations that the full 
COl'lIl'IIittee will meet tomorrow at lO a.m. 
to pass upon the Department of Agricul-
ture's appropriation bill for 1956. 
OUr hearings began on January 11th and 
extended through March 11th, with hun-
dreds of' ..... ttn ... !'!se" heard and with four 
volumes of test~ony printed containing 
2205;>age6. 
On Friday morning of last week 
James H. Smith, Assistant secretary of 
- 975-
Navy for Air. stopped by my office to 
discuss with me the question of con-
tinuing necessary appropriations for 
compietion of the ~arge carriers now 
under construction. The Chairman of 
my conunittee, Mr. Cannon, is not sold 
on carriers due to the fact that he 
maintains, with the atomic weapons, 
same wil.l be obsolete. 1: disagree 
with him at the present time, and. even 
though the future holds carriers obso-
lete so far as atomic and hydrogen 
weapons are concerned. 1: am in favor 
of every weapon at the present tJ.me as 
a matter of maintaining and preserving 
peace. we had a nice conversation, and 
I informed Mr. Smith of my position in 
this particular matter. Before he left 
my office :I stated that we people in 
Kentucky did not feel too good about 
the KENTUCKY (BB-66). At the beginning-
of ~"orl.d War II the keel of the 
KENTUCKY was laid, and, since 1: was in 
the Navy during the war, 1: have 
followed this construction carefully. 
The KENTUCKY at the present time is 
l.oc ated at the Newport News Shipbuild-
ing and Dry Dock Company in custody of 
the Norfolk Naval Shipyard. I have 
th:Ls day recei,,~d ~_ 1etter from Re~r 
Admiral ~If. D. Leggett, Jr., which 
states as follows: 
"My dear Mr. Natcher: 
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"The Honorable James H. Smith. 
Assistant secretary of the Navy for 
A.ir, hillS asked me to provide you 
with info~4tion concerning the 
present status of the uncompleted 
battl.eship hull, l<ENTUCl<Y (BB-66). 
"As yoa probably know, construction 
of the I<ENTOCKY waS suspended by 
virtue of the Act of June 19. 1948 
(Publ.ic Law 690, 80th Congress). 
'rhis h'-1ll :l.s now located at the 
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry 
Dock Company, :1n custody of the Nor-
fol.k Neval Shipyard. The ship is 
well-preser~d. being Watertight and 
weathert1.C;ht to the second deck. 
The major port:l.on of the main pro-
pulsion machinery is installed and 
the machinery spaces are dehumidified. 
Approx1mately $45 to $50 million was 
spent on the 1<ENTUCRY to the date of 
suspension. Not all of these expend-
itures, however, are represented by 
the h~l as it now exists, because a 
considerable amount of equipment has 
been tIansferred to other naval uses. 
MainteJrlance of the hull. has averaged 
about -$5,000 annually. 
"To cattplete the KENTUCKY as a battle-
ship ~ul.d. cost an est:i.mated $80 
million; completion as a guided 
missil e ship would cost an estimated 
$100,000,000. The Navy has no defin-
2te p~ans a: present for the KE~'TUCKY. 
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However. because of rapid technolog-
ical advances in naval warfare, 
particularly in the field of guided 
miss~les. the Navy desires to retain 
the hull of the KENTUC~Y for possible 
future completion or conversion. 
"I trust: that the foregoi1l9 will be 
helpful to you. If you should desire 
any additional information, do not 
hesitate to call upon me. 
"Sincerely yours, 
"w. I). Leggett. Jr. 
Rear Admiral, U.S.N. 
Chi.ef of Bureau" 
I in~ormed Assistant secretary of 
the Navy Smi.th that I bel:leved we 
should make use of the KENTUCKY, and 
if not as a battleship as a guided 
missile ship. I shall keep in touch 
with the Department of the Navy con-
cerning this matter hopi.ng that before 
too long our $50,000,000 :lnvested in 
the KENTUCKY so far will not be lost. 
H. R. 5085, which is the Depart-
ment of Inter~or Appropriations bil~. 
was up for consideration in the House 
today. The l:>udget estimate for 1956 
amounted to $313.353,056. Th:ls bill 
recommended. appropriations amounting 
to $298,271,24'5. Thi.s made a 
= 97~ = 
$~5,08~.BI0 reduct~on under the budget 
estimates. and $3,203.380 reduction 
under the 1955 appropriations. My 
good fr~end. Frank Chelf, was bitterly 
opposed to the $345.000 item in this 
particuLar bi~l wh~ch was to be used 
for new entrance route to Mammoth Cave 
NationaL Park. On Tuesday of this 
week Conrad Wirth. Director of the 
NationaL Park Service. testified 
before the Senate Appropr~ations 
Committee to the effect that this 
particuLar item of $345,eOO wou~d not 
be used to buiLd the new entrance to 
Mammoth C.ve National Park unless the 
two privately owned caves more fully 
provided for under S. 79 were purchased 
during the claendar year. He very 
emphatically stated that if negotia-
tions could not be reached for the 
purchase of these two caves this year 
the $345,000 would be transferred to 
another national park. Of course, 
this certa1n~y did not suit Senator 
Clements and me, therefore, Congressman 
Che~£ received a whole lot of assist-
ance that he was not expecting. At the 
time Congressman Chelf proposed his 
amendment on the floor today congress-
man Mike Kirwin, Chairman of the 
Interior Subcommittee, acceptec the 
amendment without argument, and read a 
letter into the record from the Oepart-
ment of the Interior which was to the 
effect that the $345.000 item could be 
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deleted. we are very much ~nterested 
in the purchase of the two pr1vately 
owned cs,,-.es, and at the proper tLme 
congressman Chelf knows that the new 
entrance route will be congtructed. 
March 28. 1955 
On Saturday we reported out the 
Xndependent Offices Subcommittee bill 
making appropriations for sundry inde-
pendent executive bureaus, boards. 
commission., corporations, agencies, 
and offices for the fiscal year of 
1956. This bill provides for a total 
of $5.845,595,375. 
On Friday the HOuse was not in 
session but on this day the Senate 
approved the ten percent pay raise 
legislation for both government 
classified and postal workers. The 
vote on this bill was right close 
with same being 51 to 42. This was a 
stinqing defeat for the Administration. 
P'or several days we have had the 
squirrel question up for consideration 
and it now seems that the squirrels 
have won their emancipation. President 
Eisenhower can now be compared to 
Lincoln in that he has emancipated the 
squirrels. 2t seems that the White 
House lawn squirrels were damaging the 
President's trap shooting eqUipment 
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and while practicing golf a few days 
ago the President found the damage and 
the report was issued that squirrels 
were being trapped on the White House 
lawn and sent over into Virginia to be 
released. A lot of funny jokes have 
been told and especially the one where 
Harold Stassen, who has only recently 
been placed in charge of disarmament 
is supposed to have rece~ved his new 
assignment solely for the purpose of 
negotiating an armistice w~th the White 
House squirrels. High school girls 
from allover the United States began 
send~n9 nuts to the Wh~te House and 
f1nal~y the presidential press secretary 
James Haggerty, released the news that 
no squirrels would be trapped and for 
some reason or other no one knows who 
~ssued the order to trap the squirrels. 
"l'Oday we have on the Floor for ac-
tion the bill from the Subcommittee on 
Agriculture of the Committee on Appro-
priations and I have prepared a 21 
page speech covering the~entire bill. 
During my tenure in Congress this will 
be my first major speech and I: am look-
ing forward to the delivery of same. 
We will ha~Pe two and one-h"lf hours to 
the side and I will consume from 25 to 
30 minutes. We restored the School 
Lunch program cut of slightly under 
$15,000,000 recommended by the presi-
dent and the Department of Agriculture 
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and have also restored cuts and 
granted increases for R.E.A., Soil 
Conservation. Research, Control Pro-
grams and Extension Work. 
~f I was forced to make a bet 
concerning the Chinese situat~on at 
the present time X would bet that 
within twelve weeks we woul.d be 
engaged in a Chinese war over Formosa. 
X believe that the Chinese thjnk we 
are bluffing and will not go all the 
wa:y in the defense of Formosa. OUr 
stand has been made and we would lose 
face with the whole world if we backed 
up at the present time. I sincerely 
hOpe that my prediction is wrong. 
On Friday the House Conferees 
ga~ up their fight for $20.00 per 
person tax cut. They yielded to the 
senate by accepting the Administration 
bill which merel.y extends for another 
year the existing corporation and excise 
tax rates due to expire April 1. 
According to the press releases a 
Texas State Senator has talked for 22 
hours and 27 minutes in a Texas state 
S~nat~ filibuster. He is now in his 
sock feet and still talking. I presume 
we will see h~ in Washington before 
too many years expire. 
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March 29, 1955 
The House resolved Ltself into 
the Committee of the ~~oLe House on 
the state of the Union for the consid-
eration oi the bi~l, H. R. 5239 making 
appropriations for the Department of 
Agricu1tuze and Farm creait Administra-
tion for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1956 and for other purposes. By 
unanimous consent, general debate on 
the bill was limited to five hours. 
with one balf of the time controlled 
by my Subcommittee Chairman, Mr. 
Whitten. and the other half controlled 
by Mr. H. Carl Andersen, of Minnesota. 
I spoke fer 32 minutes and my speech 
appears om page 3275 of the Congression-
a~ Record, This was my first major 
speech simce I have been a Member of 
Congress. As a member o£ the Subcom-
mittee on Agriculture of the Committee 
on AppropIiations. I dec~ded that I 
should ta~e an active part on the Floor 
when we pIesented our bi11. Up to this 
time I have made short speeches includ-
ing one-minute speeches and short 
statements extending my remarks in 
th~ Recore. In preparing my speech I 
covered t~e b~~l completely bec~use I 
knew that my Subcommittee Chairman and 
the Republicans would trade blows over 
the secretary of Agricu~ture. Ezra T. 
Benson. ~y Chairman ~ediately 
started in on Benson's policies and 
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especia~ly his failure to place our 
surplus commodities on a competitive 
bid basis in world trade. Congressman 
P4 11eck. Horan and Vursell immediately 
come to the defense of the secreta~J. 
In presenting the bill I took up item 
by item, and in fact my speech Was the 
only speech which really presented the 
bill and stayed away from political 
propaganda concerning the Secretary. 
secretary of Agriculture, Ezra T. Ben-
son is in favor of discontinuing Soil 
Conservation and cutting down on REA as 
much as possible. We added $41,000,000 
to the billr nearly six million more 
for soil conservation. The $15,236, 
197 reduction in school lunch approp--
riation for 1956 waS restored. In my 
opinion we presented a good bill and 
one which clearly shows that the 
American farmer haS the right to demand 
a standard of living in keeping to the 
contribution he makes to the National 
economy. 
I attended the National Soil 
Conservation dinner last night and 
during the round table discussion 
received information concerning the 
state of Nevada th~t certainly sur-
prised me. Our nuclear tests are now 
being held in the State of Nevada and 
there has been some criticism from cer-
tain sections of Nevada concerning the 
aftermath of the tests. A great many 
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people are of the opLnion that il~ 
effects w1~1 be suffered in the State 
of Nevada. It just so happens that the 
Federal Government owns 86% of the land 
in Nevada and selected Nevada for this 
reason. 
yesterday the largest nuclear test 
of the year took place in Nevada. 
March 30, 1955 
We had a call of the Private and 
Consent Calendars yesterday. The 
Consent Calendar is quite an institu-
tion, and a great many dangerous 
pieces of legislation Can slip by 
right easily on this Calendar. 
Our next order of business was 
the consideration of House Res. 180, 
providing for the consideration of 
H. R. 3659, a bill to increase crimi-
nal penalties under the Sherman Anti-
Trust Act. Under this bill, passed 
without too much difficulty, the max-
~um fine was increased from $5.000 
to $50.000. Therefore, a violation 
now means a fine of $50,000 and, or. 
one year 1.,n the p:::n.itent:!.ary. 
We have up for conSideration 
tod.ay in the House the Independent 
Offices Appropriation Bill for 1956. 
Our Committee has approved six 
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appropriation bills so far, and passage 
of today's bill will bring us up to 
date for all of the approved bi~ls. 
March 31, 1955 
The House resolved itself into 
the committee of the Whole House on 
the state of the Union yesterday for 
the further consideration of the bill 
H. R. 5240 making appropriations for 
sundry independent Executive Bureaus, 
Boards, Commissions, Corporations, 
Agencies, and Offices for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1956 and for 
other purposes. This appropriations 
bill contained more legislation than 
all those previously approved by our 
Committee and point of order was 
maintained striking all points of 
legislation. After the legislation 
was out the bill passed. 
prime Minister Mario Scelba of 
Italy appeared before the House yes-
terday and made a very short speech. 
The speech delivered by the Prime 
Minister was interpreted by Mr. A. 
Jose De Seabra of the State Depart-
ment. :In substance the prime Minister 
stateCl. "that th.e Amer.J.can 7.'axp<>yer had. 
been a great help in the recovery of 
Italy fro ... :I.t", World W<>r :1::1: dev",sta-
tion and that t'he :i.nterest of the two 
countries coincio.e, w1th J:taly 
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realizing that in safeguarding their 
freedom they are safeguarding the free-
dom o£ others. 
we next took up for consideration 
the adoption of the Conference Report 
on H. R. 4259 providing for a one year 
extension of the 52% corporate Tax 
rate. Under this bill the Corporate 
Normal Tax, which was scheduled to 
drop from 30% to 25% on April 1, 1955 
will be continued for one year at 52%. 
Xn addition the $20.00 tax credit for 
each taxpayer was deleted. 
We next took up for consideration 
H. Res. 154 authorizing the Committee 
on Education and Labor t~ continue 
studies and investigations relating to 
matters coming within the jurisdiction 
of such committee. we next took up 
H. Res. 98 providing that the expenses 
of further investigations incurred by 
the Committee on the Judiciary shall 
not exceed $1.25,000. We next took up 
H. Res. 201 extending our felicitations 
to Mount vernon, Knox County, Ohio on 
the celebration of its sesquicentennial 
and expressing our appreCiation of the 
sp~endAd services rendered to the Nation 
in the p<o<;:t 150 ye<lrs. Mount Vernon is 
the birth place of ColQmous Delano, the 
~an who nominated Abraham Lincoln for 
the presid.ency and the birth place of 
Daniel Decatur Emmett. the composer 
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of the song "Dixie". 
The entrance road to Mammoth Cave 
caused quite a bit of controversy and 
my good friend Frank Che~f original~y 
was committed to the construction of 
this road but later changed his mind. 
This item was deleted from the Depart-
ment of Interior appropriations bill 
and sunday's Courier Journal carried 
an editorial stating in substance that 
Congressman Chelf's embar~assing, cute 
speech requesting that this item be 
deleted might bring him the support of 
people in Cave City who had invested 
money in establishments along existing 
roads but that such a victory was won 
at the expense of the state. and one 
of our finest tourist attractions. 
This editorial further inquixed, "and 
we must wonder if it is the duty of a 
Congressman to demand nothing but 
second best for his people." 
OUr tobacco bill passed the 
Senate and was returned to the House 
today for signature of the Speaker and 
Clerk. Only special orders up today, 
and just before having lunch ! was 
reading one of the local newspapers in 
the Sp<=aJ<:er' s Lounge <3nd could h.ear 
Congressman Adam C. powell, Jr., one of 
our C'oJ.ored. l'I.epresentatiVf!s from ~arlem. 
New York, shoutlng at the top of his 
voice that on April 18th in Bandung, 
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Indonesia. a conference representing 
2.000,000.000 colored people attend.ed 
by delegates from thirty nations would 
be held, and. at his own expense, he 
would attend the meeting. 
The President was today very com-
plimentary in his remarks concerning 
senator George, of Georgia, who is the 
Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee, for his truly bipartisan 
approach to our foreign poliCY program. 
The President stated that Senator George 
is trying to preserve a true bipartisan, 
unpartisan approach to all of our for-
e ign problems. 
The Chinese situation is still 
right critical and events and circum-
stances are pressing President Eisen-
hower toward a decision on committing 
united States Forces to the defense of 
Quemoy and Matsu, the Nationalists held 
islands close to the Red China coast. 
During the week White HOuse conferences 
have been held with the Republican and 
Democratic Leadership concerning our 
present position insofar as these two 
islands are concerned, and. after 
attending one of the m~~t~ngs, Senntor 
c.eorge issued. a statement to t'le 
effect that he believed our position as 
to whether or not we will defend these 
two particular islands should be one 
of silence, and that if and when the 
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opportunity presented itself we could 
then make our action known in no uncer-
tain te~s_ The President is having to 
make decisions today in Asia which make 
his task all the :mor@ d.iff.:tcu.lt" and. 
this is one of the main reasons why I 
am positive, in my own mind. that he 
doesn't intend to become a candidate 
for reelection of his own free volition. 
Within the next few weeks my 
Subcommittee on the appropriations for 
the District of Columbia of the 
Committee on Appropriations will start 
hearings. and we wil~ take up, item by 
item, some $250,000,000 in requests. 
One day last week r %eceived a long, 
detailed letter from Congressman ~ohn 
L. McMillan, of South Carolina. Chair-
man of the Legislative Committee on the 
District of Columbia. in which he 
stated that for a pe%iod of seventeen 
years he had been a Member of the 
Committee on the District of Columbia, 
and during this period of time there 
was never complete harmony between the 
legislative and the appropriating 
committees. The Congressman maintains 
that a request will be made to the 
Legislative Committee for the ina~g~ra­
tion of certain services. and, in many 
instances. when the request is denied 
and no legislation is forthcoming the 
Commissioners simply go before the 
subcommittee on Appropriations for 
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for the District of Columbia and obtain 
t~e necessary funds to inaugurate the 
programs which were denied previously 
by the Legislative Committee. The 
Congressman makes the request that we 
work in a little closer harmony this 
year, thereby hold1ng the comm~ssioners 
in li.ne. The Distri.ct, at the present 
time is about 65-35 colored, and the 
leadership in the House very carefully 
sees that a 'iJOOd substantial group of thE 
hardheaded Southern Members are members 
of the District of Columbia Committee. 
Home Rule, and the many requests for 
the District are being very carefully 
scrutindzed at the present time, and 
especially so since the supreme Court 
saw fit to rule against segreqation. 
The City of Washington is in dire need 
of add~tional taxes, but isn't alone 
among the Cities of the country who are 
search~ng for additional sources of 
local revenue. Population changes 
occur very frequently in the District 
w1th Mary1and and the Virginia suburbs 
simply bursting at the seams. In 
seeking new sources of revenue to 
finance pending pay increases for 
municipal employees, and to meet rising 
o~rat:~onal cost o£ l.ocal C..overnment, 
the COlT\missioners hope to secure 
Budget Bureau support for increase in 
the Federal payment. 
April 5, 1955 
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Congress called time out for a 
ten day Easter vacation. we have a 
~ong wa~ to go before final adjourn-
ment if ~~ complete worK on president 
Eisenhower's ~egislative program. So 
far the president"s Foreign Trade. 
Super H:1ghway, School Construction, 
Hea1th and Hawaiian Statehood bills 
a11 seem to be in trouble. 
The Supreme Court yesterday up-
held the conviction of former congress-
man Ernest K. Bramblett. Republican of 
California, who was charged with 
accepting kickbac~ payments over a 
seven months period from an office 
employee. The District Judge held up 
sentenc~nq Bramblett after a jury 
trial, and a direct appeal was taken 
to the Supreme Court. Bramblett con-
tended the false statement law under 
which he was convicted applied only to 
the Executive Department and not to the 
Legislative Department. 
Sir Winston Churchill and Lady 
Churchi~l entertained Queen Elizabeth 
II at 10 Downing Street last night in 
What was generally believed to be his 
farewe12 party as 3 pUblic official. 
Churchi~l is expected to hand his 
resignation to Queen E11~abeth at 
Buckingham Palace this afternoon. 
During the past week John Marshall 
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Edrlan took t~ oath as an Assoc~ate 
S~preme Court ~ustice. He was e~evated, 
after a 20ng delay in the Senate, to 
s~cceed the ~ate Robert H. JacKson. It 
j~st so happens that Justice Har~an's 
grandfather, of the same name, whi~e 
serving on the supreme Court of the 
united States, was the lone dissenter 
t~ a 1896 opln~on which held that 
separate but e~al facilities for 
negroes was le~al. 
During the week of April 19th 
s~ eleven So~iet newspaper editors 
will make a tour of the United States. 
A great portion of their time will be 
spent visiting college campuses from 
coast to coast. 
TWo of our leading American jour-
nslists died last week. Joseph 
~olitzer, publisher of the st. Louis 
~ispatch, died at the age of seventy, 
~nd Colonel Robert McCormick, publisher 
~f the Chicago ~ribune died at the age 
of seventy-four. 
Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, 
retired, wil~ hEad another expediti~n 
~o the S~~th Po~e. P1ans and pzepaI-
ations are now being made for the 
sixty-six year <>ld explorer's fifth 
tri~ to the South Pole. The expedition 
~ilJ. leave in November of this year. 
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From time to time Congressman 
George A. Dondero, Republican of 
M~chigan, addresses the House for one 
minute, and revises and extends his 
remarks on the Subject of Congressional 
behavior. During my tenure I have 
heard him make two speeches on this 
subject, and each of same pertained to 
dress, CJeneral behavior, congressional. 
demeanor, and statesman~ike qu.~ifica­
tions which shou~d be exhibited by 
every Member of the House, accordiJNJ to 
the good Congressman from Michigan. 
Each t~e that I meet the congressman 
on the street a~d look at his b~ack 
smal~ crowned. ~arge brimmed hat I 
can't keep from smiling and wondering 
as to whether or not this is the 
appropri.ate Chapeau. If so I certainLy-
wi~l continue to be out of step with 
my plain Stetson. 
Visitors in the gallery are 
admonished not to smoke, applaud, read, 
take notes, s1eep or lean on the rail. 
Violation of anyone of the above is 
detected by the Doorkeeper and the 
visitor, in some instances, 1s embar-
rassed over the admonition. The 
Gentlewoman from !dono. Grac~e Pfogt~ 
h~s ins~sted that our Doorkeeper, 
Fishbait: .M:I.lJ.er, have written 
instructions orinted on the back of 
each ga11ery ?ass setting forth the 
do's and don'ts. Beg~nning as of 
this past wee~ our accommoC'.a,:!."q 
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Doorxeeper has complied, and now Mrs. 
Pfost's husband, who seems to violate 
alL of the don'ts. will be able to read 
same on tl"eback of the gallery oard. 
General Douglas MacArthur has 
called upon the Defense Department to 
make public the entire official £~le 
of documents bearing on the effort 
to bring Russia into the war against 
Japan. The good General now states 
that he emphatically recommended again-
st bringing the soviet into the Pacific 
War at the time of Yalta, but certain 
other military men maintain that 
General MacArthur sent messages to the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff during the war 
plead~ng for concessions to get Russia 
into the fight against Japan. 
The Tennessee Valley Authority 
Board of Directors announced last week 
its new proposal for providing addi-
t~onal sources of capital for TVA 
expansion. The new proposal would 
place a part of the TVA budget outside 
the Federal budget. Under this plan 
the ~ would have authority to issue 
bonds to be sold to the pvol:!.c gener-
ally, or to the Treasury, and with the 
bonc.s retired out of TVA income. ."'.a!.n-
taining that one-half of the entire 
outyut would be consumed by 1957 by 
the Yedera1 Governmen~, new steam 
pJ.ants are essenti.al at t'"le :?resent 
t:tme. 
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April 6. 1955 
Winston Churchi1~ resigned as 
Prime Minister last night. Queen 
Elizabeth II accepted his resignation 
as Prime Minister and Sir Anthony Eden 
is expected to be named Prime Minister 
today. 
This. to me. seems to be the 
opportune t~e for Winston Churchill 
to resign. At the age of 80, and with 
his Party hold~ng a comfortable major-
ity in the Parliament and as one of 
the great leaders of all time, this is 
the proper time to surrender this 
difficult assignment to a younger man. 
I shall attend the test~onial 
dinner for Speaker Sam Rayburn. which 
is to be held here in Washington on 
April 16th. It seems that another 
testimonial dinner is to be held on 
the same date Ln Aiken, South Carolina, 
in honor of former Governor James F. 
Byrnes. Some of the politicians are 
of the opinion that this dinner was 
staged for this particular date just 
to have same conflict with the National 
Democratic Organization=s dinner for 
our Speaker. President Eisenhower was 
invited to attend the Byrnes' testimon-
ial dinner sinc-e he will be in Augusta. 
Georgia. for a short vacation at this 
particular time. 
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Dr. Earl A. Moore and the debating 
team of western Kentucky State College, 
composed of Miss Jeanne Jones, Miss 
Elizabeth McWharter, Mr. William Short, 
and Mr. James OWens, stopped by my 
office today. Dr. Moore i.s the instruc-
tor and the team debates this afternoon 
in Virginia using as their subject, 
"Should Communist Chi.na be admitted to 
the Un1ted Nations at the present t'i.me?". 
We visited the Capitol and had a pic-
ture made on the Capitol steps. we 
next visited senator Clements and met 
several members of the House and Senate 
during our travels. 
My chairman of the Appropriations 
Committee, Representative Clarence 
Cannon, wrote me a real nice letter 
the day before yesterday congratulating 
me on my speech of March 28th. In part 
he stated as follows: "1: take this 
opportunity to congratulate you not 
only on the splendid work you did as a 
member of your subcommittee during the 
hearings, but especially On the very 
convincing and effective way in which 
you represented the committee and 
presented the salient items under 
~"a~"cta"l"\n ~.,r;,...n +-"'U:!Io """,,""o-4~,:::t .... ,., ... ';nn of ______ ~ ___ ~. _______ = _~ _____ A ____ ~ ________ _ 
the biJ.l. You are the right man in the 
right place. With heartiest congratula-
tions and best wishes for continued 
progress in the service of the House, 
your friend, Clarence Cannon." 
- !l9.7 
April 8. 1955 
Severa~ ye~rs ago on one of pr~e 
Minister Winsto~ Churchill's visits to 
the White House, at the time President 
Roosevelt was t.e occupant. it seems 
that the President went into Churchill's 
bedroom and discovered the Prime Minis-
ter just emergi_g in the nude from his 
bath and hurridJy started to withdraw. 
Churchill told .im to come in. and in 
a loud booming "",oice said: "The Prime 
Minister of Gre~t Britain has nothing 
to hide from the President of the 
United States." 
Winston Churchill declined a 
dukedom yesterday. thereby placing 
himsel~ in a position to remain in the 
House of Commons. Queen Elizabeth Xl, 
in accepting t~e resignation of the 
greatest commoner since Pitt. offered 
him the highest titular dignity in the 
land. Churchi1L declined, pointing out 
that he has been a House of Commons man 
for almost fift? years, and prefers to 
remain one rather than accept a peerage 
and enter the Eocrse of Lords. 
During our subcommittee hearings 
on App1:'opr:i.at:i.o~~ for the Department 
of Agriculture, '.;e had many di.scussions 
concerning our !!'~rpl\ls comrnod.it;~_E's al"o 
in fact our re~rt, which accompanied 
the biLl passed on March 28th, set 
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forth the fact i-hat t.l-:!e secretary of 
A~ricu2ture had abso2utely fai2ed to 
o Efer our surpl.us comrnodi ties on a 
~titive bid basis in foreign 
t:-tO!!'!!nerce t...~creb'.i' p1ac5.ng t...~e .,t"\merican 
farmer in a dangerous position. 
A-ccording to the Daily summary. which 
I received. from the u. s. nepartment 
o-f AgricUlture as of February 2B, 1955, 
~e C.C.C. had invested in price 
S -.:ll?port commodities the sum of 
$7,440,156,000 made up of loans out-
standing amounting to $3.372,483,000 
vnich includes $2,507,673,000 of loans 
fi.nanced. by lending agencies, and the 
cost value of inventories, 
~,067,673,OOO. Price support opera-
t.:ions in four COliliodities accounted. 
for the bulk of the February 28, 1955 
~oan total as follows: cotton-
&,706,785 bales, $1,144t632,114~ 
ybeat 396,643,186 bushels - $880,625,495. 
tobacco 815,819,521 1bs. - $407,070,545, 
cern 234,221,756 bUshesl - $365,203,304, 
and ot.1:ter cOImlOdities amounting to 
$574,960,217. 
William J. Lodwick, Administrator 
of the Foreign Agricu2tural service, 
appeared before my subcommittee on 
Agricultural Appropriations, and with 
~~~ersecretary Butz testified as to 
the future !?rogram for agricultural 
attaches. It now appears t.~at LOowicK 
~i.l1 be succeeded as Foreign l\gri.c'Ul-
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tural Serv~ce Administrator by 
Gwynn Garnett of Iowa, and Mr. Lodwick, 
beginning Apri~ ~5th. will return to 
foreign field work as Agricultura~ 
Attache of Mexico. 
V~rginia and the children, 
together w~th Samuel, our Cocker 
Spaniel, sailed out of the Oistr~ct 
this morning for Kentucky. We had 
quite a job locating Louise's car 
sickness pills and Samuel's t-bone 
candies. Since school was not out 
until yesterday in Maryland, it made 
it impossible for all of us to go to 
Kentucky prior to today, and since 
Congress convenes again on W9dnesday 
of next week, it now looks (!!IS if r 
will be in the District for the entire 
Easter vacation. My subcommittee on 
Appropriat~ons for the District of 
Columbia begins its hearings on Thurs-
day, April 14th, and for that reason 7 
must be present when congress convenes 
again. 
Some of Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill's stories are quite humorous. 
It seems th~t on one occasion Sir 
Winston was entertaining a £rLend at 
his country home and t~e frLend later 
records ChurC'':l:tlJ.' S pj.e!,Cj.ng the 
Sunday goose. Churchill abruptly put 
down the carvinq knife and said to 
his wife. Clementine "You caryg him 
Clemmie, :.,e was a frienc_ 0= ~;';..ne." 
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Fie~d Marsha~l Viscount Montgomery 
told Churchill in one of their earlier 
meetings that he did not use either 
alcohol or tobacco and was 100% e££1-
c.1ent. ChurchJ.ll replied, "I lise both 
and my efficiency .1s 200%. 
Laborite Gordon Walker. ~fore the 
end of the postwar period, asked wbere 
was the "red meat" the Government had 
promised. Churchil.l ilmIediate ly jumped 
to his feet and replied "we a~l look 
fo:r:ward to the !IIOIIIent when we sha~l. be 
able to ram "red meat" down tM throats 
of lfOn. Members opposite.· 
It seems that the Prime Min.1ster 
was traveling by rail during o~e of his 
visits to AmerLca and remarked to a 
lldlitary aide tllat. "You know. I will 
wager that I have drunk this w~ole 
railroad car full of brandy in my life-
time." 'l'he aide. a liberal miJlded 
person, promptly got a tape mecasure 
and began to measure the car t~ deter-
m.1ne its volume. He inquired ~f the 
Prime Minister as to how much ~ drank 
in a day. After several minutes of 
calc~lations the aide was able to in-
Sir, you have drunk ~nly up to the 
window ledge." Chur<:hU.l. repl.:t.ed, 
"so much to do. so little time." 
Churchill on several occa~ions 
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remarked that he had taken more out 
of alcohol than alcohol had taken out 
of h11n. 
Apz:1l. 11. 1955 
Xn read:lnq this morninq' s paper 
1: discovered that we a1so have a 
Bowling' Greel'1, Virginia. It seems 
that a fire ~r the weekend wiped out 
nearly all t~ business section of 
this community of 800 people. 
presidert Eisenhower will help 
1aunch the W~shington Nationals on 
their 55th American League Season.by 
throwing out the first bal.l at 1:15 p.m. 
today. Ei9hty-f1ve year old C1ark 
Griffith. boss of the Nationals says 
that Pres1.dent Bisenhower has the best 
arm of all P.eaidenta to date. I 
would certai1'11y be there today 1f I 
had a ticket. 
P'or days now, I have received 
letters concerning an increase of aome 
$13.000,000 ~or the Federal GOvernment~ 
share of the District of Columbia 
revenue for the yeal' of 1956. 
This past weekend EdWard J. Corsi 
was notified by Secl'etary of state 
Dulles that his temporary employment 
of 90 days h~ ceased and that he no 
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~onger was Deputy Admin~strator of 
the Refugee Act but wou~d be offered 
a new travel assi~nment to South 
America to make a refugee survey. 
Representative Franc1s Walter of 
pennsylvania has for three months 
accused Corsi of be1ng a member of 
several Communist organisations. 
Representative Walter has been persis-
tent in his plea that Co%si be fired 
and notwithstanding his positive 
position concerning Comm~nist organiza-
tions he has declared from t~ to time 
that he was mistaken in accusing Corsi 
of belonging to certain organizations 
but was not wrong in the entire 
accusation. Mr. Corsi is a naturalized 
Ztalian and the r~alian. in New York 
City and New YOrk State are up in arms 
about this matter. My good friend, 
former Representa~1ve Jack Jav1ts. the 
conqueror of fonner Representative 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., has taken 
this case up and maintains that a 
great injustice has been done Mr. Corsi. 
The National Chaicnan of the Republican 
Party will hold a conference today with 
Mr. Corsi and it seems to me that Sec-
retary of state Dulles committed a grave 
as a fellow traveler, S~eretary Dulles 
lnfoxroed the world at large that he was 
the best man in the U. S, for the job. 
With no public explanation so far, the 
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secretary's action the last weekend 
is peculiar to say the least. 
On Saturday, April 9. Russia 
moved to block off Mutua~ Aid Pacts 
with Britain and France in retaliation 
~or those countries' approval of West 
German :rearmament. The Bussian Govern-
ment has asked the supreme soviet 
(Parliament) to renounce the Anglo-
Soviet and Franco-Soviet treaties. 
I have often remarked that next 
to Xentucky. the people of Virginia 
are probably the most outstanding 
people in the country. Beginning with 
Thomas Wythe. Thomas Jefferson and 
others we have true leadership and 
brilliant minds in the state of Virgin-
ia through the years. The Supreme 
Court of the united States is now 
receiving briefs from the different 
states which contain sugqestions con-
cerning the segregation DeCision and 
when same should be imposed. Virginia. 
through her Attorney General, J. 
Lindsay Almond. Jr., stated that 
integration is ~poss1ble at this time 
in Virginia because Negroes have a 
lower level of educational attainments 
and a higher rate of infectious disease 
than whites. This brief declared to 
the courts that integration at the 
present t~e would result in complete 
col~apse of the state's public schools 
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and that in Virginia where Negroes 
const~tute 22% of the popuLation. 78% 
of the cases of syphi1is and a~ of 
the cases of gonorrhea occur among 
Negroes: a1so intelligence tests given 
h1qh schoo1 seniors show • .in the cities, 
the 10west 25% of white pupils has a 
higher level of attainment than the 
highest 25% of Negroes. Oce out of 
50 of the whites are illeg~t1mate and 
one out of five Negroes are illegiti-
mate. It wou1d seem to me that the 
above reallons set forth in the Virginia 
brief would be somewhat difficu~t to 
answer. 
Apr11 12, 1955 
The full Committee on Appropria-
tions meets at 10 a .m. tomorrow to 
consider the Appropriation bi11 for 
state, Justice and Judiciary Depart-
ments for Fiscal Year 1956~ Beginning 
at 2 p.m. Thursday our subcommittee 
on Appropriations for the Distr1ct of 
Columbia will begin hearil19s. Accord-
ing to the news items appearing in the 
local papers, we w!11 have quite a bit 
of pressure concerning the amoUI'lt for 
the Federa1 contribut~on. 
Accordlng to the papers, Ix!s 
B1itch the new Gentlewoman from Georgia 
who defeated our baseball pitcher, Don 
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Whee~er. is critica~~y i~~ in a Georgia 
hospital. Before we adjourned :t had 
occasion to talk with Mrs. BLitch for 
severa~ minutes on the :Floor of the 
HOuse and at that time she certainly 
appeared to be anything but well. 
My good friend, congressman John 
A. Blatnik, Democrat of Minnesota. 
while traveling in Germany a year and 
one-ha~f ago met a very attractive 
German secretary at Hamburg, Germany. 
and returned to Germany this past week 
to marry Gisla Hager. 
The Washington Senators defeated 
the Baltimore Orioles 12-5 yesterday 
and the President made a bad pitch. 
He has been suffering with Bursitis in 
his right shoulder and the ball hit 
the ground long before it reached the 
line of the players who were to catch 
same. The Orioles took the ~ead from 
the washington team 3-2. The President 
turned to Clark Griffith, 85 year old 
boss of the WaShington team and said it 
was t~ to take out the rabbit's foot. 
The Chief Executive reached into a 
pocket and pulled out the paw of a 
lonq-gone bunny, a good luck token he 
carried when he was suprerr~ ~~~t~~nder 
of 3,000,000 men in World War II, and 
Griffith came up with another rabbit's 
:foot. .lit. picture was made of the two 
rabbit's feet being rubbed together 
and shortl.y thereafter the Washington 
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club took the lead and all. ended well. 
Judging by the games that :I witnessed 
last year a win by the washington 
senators was right unusual.. 
OUr ex-candidate for President, 
Adlai Stevenson, came up in a speech 
last night with a four-point plan to 
solve the Formosa crisis. Mr. 
Stevenson believes that the present 
Administration should promptly consult 
with our friends, requesting that they 
join us in an open declaration contin-
uing the use of force in Pormosa. His 
other three suggestions run along the 
same l.ines and to me are not very 
practicaL I recall that we took a 
stand in Korea and ended up with only 
three or four of our friends assist-
ing. 
senator Hennings of Missouri has 
introduced l.egisl.ation allowing a 
candidate for the United States Senate 
to spend $50,000. Candidates for the 
House to spend $12,500 and candidates 
for t:he House from the state at: large 
woul.d be permitted to spend the same 
amount as a candidate for Senator. 
The existing laws are so unrealistic 
that they have become debt wel]'s. 
For example, a canc.idate for the 
Senate is permitted to spend $10,000 
or $25.000 and a great lIIany Members 
of the House are limited to $2,500. 
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I am just wonder.i.ng whethe:a: the 
T • V.A. proposal. for f .i.nancing its own 
necessary expenses by issuance of a 
serles of revenue bonds payable out 
of ~n.c~e w:l11 :be received by the 
Congress of the united States. OUr 
suJx:amni.ttee on public:: Works of the 
Camnittee on Appropriations will 
shortly begin hearings and the 
question of whether or not the 
$27.500.000 appropriation for the 
fiscal. year of l.956 to the T.V.A. 
should be raised. will be decided. 
Great publ.icity today has been 
given to announcement that the Salk 
Pol1.o Vacci.ne is _fe. effective and 
potent. The vaccine. according to 
today's announcement was found 80 to 
90 percent effective in preventing 
paralytic polio in tests l.ast year. 
ThLa announcement came from Dr. 
Thomas Francis. Jr •• from the univer-
sity of Michigan, who has been working 
w1th Dr. Jonas E. Salk of the un1ver-
s1.ty of pennsyl.vania. According to 
t04ay's announcement the vaccine is 
at-ost 100% effective amd can bring 
cOinplete triumph over pol.i0. The 
vaccine was found to be incredibly 
saEe and with only .4 o£ 1% of ChJ.l.d-
ren suffering minor effects. 
April. l.3. 1955 
I have just returned from full 
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Commlt~ee meeting of the Committee 
on ~pp~opr~ations for ~scussion of 
the bi~l making necessary appropria-
tions for Departments of State. 
Justic~ and Judiciary. The bill was 
favoraJ>ly reported and wi1.1. be up 
for c~s~deration on the Floor of 
the JiOoIlse beginn~ng at 12 noon today. 
This :Ls rapid procedure and to _ is 
probal>ly too fast. It seems to me 
that all Appropriations bills should 
lay o~r at least three days to give 
the Members of the cammJ.ttee a chance 
to bear any complaints before the bill 
goes to the Floor. My attention was 
attracted especially to that part of 
the b1.11 pertaining to expenses by the 
Department of state in bringing to 
this country Members of the Reichstag 
for observation purposes. one out of 
four .n the lower House and seventeen 
percerlt of the Upper House have been 
~n th~s country during the present 
fisca~ year at our expens.e. In 
check~ng the votes of these Members 
who came to us as our guests, at our 
expense, we find that a great many 
of the Socialist Democrats voted 
againEt the united states on all 
quest~ons during the present fiscal 
year. Here we have another exampl.e 
of bi-ting the hane. th.at feeds you. 
~e above appropriations bill 
carri~s a total of $450,398,227, 
whicB 1s $2l,145,385 more than the 
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L955 appropriation and $33.~33.685 
~ess than the 1956 estimates. 
:I received a letter today from 
A~fred Kohlberg of New York City, 
enclosin9 a copy of a letter recently 
mailed to John Foster Dulles. Secre-
tary of State. In the secretary' s 
1etter f~ Mr. Kohlberg, I find a 
statement made by Senator Harry S. 
Truman which was quoted by the New 
York TimeS on June 24. 1941. which, 
by the way. was prior to the t 1me that 
Senator TrUman was Vice president 
Truman. It seems that the senator 
stated the day following Hitler's 
attack on Russia that "if we see that 
. Germany 1s winning, we ought to help 
Russia and if we see that Russia is 
winning we ought to help Germany and 
that way let them kill as many aa 
possible, and although the senator 
:further stated that he d1d not want 
Hitler to be victorious under any 
circumstances, neither of the coun-
tries thought anything of their 
pledged word." It developed later 
that our senator Truman was very much 
correct. 
A):!ril 14. 1955 
Due to prior commitment that no 
:roll call vote would be held on 
Appropriations bill appropriating 
necessary funds for State. Judiciary, 
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and Justice, the bi.ll was passed over 
until today. 
president Eisenhower. in an 
international good will gesture. 
yesterday dec.ided to send latest 
information on the Salk polio preven-
tive to 75 nat10ns around the glObe, 
including Russia and other Red coun-
tries. The World Health Organization 
whi.ch is composed of every nation in 
the world will also be provided with 
copies of this information. Confirma-
tion of the Salk Polio preventive 
serum comes as a great blessing at 
thi.s time and this scientist who 
realizes no benefit financially from 
his discovery is certainly to be 
connended. According to my info%1lla-
tion, one of the Members of the House 
will ~dia~ely introduce a bill 
providing for the awarding of the 
Con9ressional Medal of HOnor. 
I have th1s day received a 
letter from the Kentucky Farm Bureau 
informing me that this organization 
is a9ainst H. R. 12 which provides 
for fixed price support at 90% of 
parity. This comes as a surprise 
because X had hoped that our Farm 
Bureau in Rentucky would not join 
the United States Chamber of Commerce, 
Farm Bureau and Jllftlerican Manufacturers 
Associati.on in this matter. TO me, 
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H. R. 1.2 ;Ls a good bil.l.. and unles s 
.I change my mind I shall cast the vote 
of our d.1str:!.ct for passage. Accord-
~n9 to figures recently released by 
the Depar-...ment of Agr:Lculture the 
price support program J.osses for the 
last 20 years and the losses for 1954 
and est~ated losses for 1955 are 
almost amazin.g. 
The J.OS8 for corn under our 
price support program for 1933-1953 
amounted to $70,910,347 with the loss 
for 1954 $80,502,840 and with est±ma-
ted loss for 1955 being $101.623,0001 
for wheat we have $95,J.27,450 for 
1933-1953 and $71,338,944 for 1954 
and $123,757,000 estimated for 1955: 
for butter, 1933-1953 $48,743.225. 
for 1954, $35,690,135 and estimated 
for 1955 $148,547,8027 for dried and 
fluid milk 1933-1953 $62,756,242, for 
1954 $82,363,920 and estimated for 
1955 $129,560,843: cheese $25,025,429, 
$12,659,476 and $64,440,725: barley 
1933-1953 $10,063,725, 1954- $2,047,568 
and estimated for 1955 $8,990,000. For 
oats 1933-1953 we had $1,374,255, 1954 
$4,185,553 and estimated for 1955 
$26,204,0001 rye, $162,501, $68,967 
and $1,081,000; all basics (corn. 
cotton, peanuts. rice, tobacco, wheat) 
1933-1953 $20.720,931 for 1.954 
$177.385.988 and estimated for 1955 
$225,578,209. Total price supports 
for 1933-1953 $1,049,994.726, for 1954 
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$558,393,687 and estimated for 1955 
$860,011,923. 
subcommittee on Distr1ct of 
Col\rnl'bil!'! stl!'!rtl!l ",t 2 p.m. and accord-
ing to correspondence received in the 
last few days we will have a right 
full session. 
Apr:1l 16, 1955 
Hearings before the Comm:1ttee on 
HOuse Appropr:1ations for the Distr:1ct 
of Columb;la are well underway. The 
Cornmiss:1oners and their top budget 
officers completed general statements 
during the past week concern:1ng the 
city's needs and f:1nances. Examina-
tion of the Department's est:1mates 
item by item will cont:1nue for the 
next few weeks. The hearings are 
held behind closed doors and this 
eliminates all of the pressure from 
the many groups and fact;lons ;In the 
District of Columb:1a. Accordinq to 
estimates of revenue the present 
$175,000,000 budget is :1n balance but 
same wil.l l:1e out of bal.ance some 
$12,000,000 if Congress enacts pending 
government pay raise measure. 
One of OQr Niki guided missiles 
went astray on Thursday of last week, 
traveling from Fort Meade to the 
middle of the Baltimore and Washington 
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Parkway Dr:lve. This is some miles 
south of tbe entrance to the Fort and 
created qu:lte a bit of excitement. 
On Thursday the HOuse resolved 
itself into the Committee of the 
While House on the State of the Union 
for the consideration of the bill 
H. R. 5502 making appropriations for 
the Department of State, Justice, 
Jud:i.c:i.ary eI%ld related aqenc:i.es. After 
some argument concerning minor matters 
this bill passed.by voice vote. 
The Louisville and Nashville 
Railroad company is still on strike. 
This is the fifth week with several 
bridges burned and one or two homes 
of employees bombed. yesterday, the 
"Dixie Flyer" composed of some nine 
cars, the property of the Nashville 
and Chattanooga and st. Louis Railway, 
which is affiliated with the Land N 
Railroad Company was derailed eight 
miles south of Nashville, Tennessee. 
The railroad strike plus the telephone 
strike certainly is upsetting from one 
to fourtee~ states in the South. 
Prime Minister Anthony Eden 
announced on Friday that a British 
general election would be held on May 
26. Parliament was ordered dissolved 
effective ~ay 6. 
Chief Justice warren issued a 
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statement that he definitely was not 
a candidate for any pub~ic office and 
woul.d spend the rest of his life on 
the bench. This announcement followed 
a Ga~lop Poll declaring hL~ second to 
President Eisenhower. 
Senator welker. Republican from 
Idaho collapsed in the Senate Dining 
Room and was taken to the office of 
Dr. George Calver. Capitol Physician. 
Dr. Calver, after exlllltining Mr. Wel.ker 
said he was in ill state of exhaustion 
and recommended an extended period of 
rest. In carrying out the duties of 
Congress sometimes you are too tired 
to sleep and too irritable to eat. 
Former President Harry S. Truman 
arrived in Washington yesterday with 
Mrs. Truman and plans to attend the 
Democratic dinner in honor of our 
Speaker Sam Rayburn which is to be 
held tonight. According to my infor-
mation there will be some four thou-
sand stalwarts who are either guests 
or who have paid $100 for a ticket. 
In fact the crowd will be so large 
that the place for hol.ding the dinner 
was changed and we now meet at the 
National Guard Armory. 
I received a letter today from 
Thruston B. Morton, Assistant Secre-
tary of State. outlining future pro-
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ceQ~1).re £Qr transmitting cOl'!!'nunications 
through t."'e Diplomatic Pouch. communi-
cations on officia~ bQsiness from Membe~s 
of congress to united states Diplomatic 
MiniBters~ oonsu~s or to U.S. Nationa~s 
who are employ@es of the tTni t'!". st",te!O 
Government on duty abroad may be sent by 
pouch with all such communications franl4lll 
and not requiring postage. Other commuci-
cations to private citizens abroad or 
officials of foreicpl governments must be 
sent into the State Department unsealed 
and upon investigation decision will be 







shall attend the dinner to be he~d 
Kentucky society at the willard 
TOnight all. of the Kentucky dele-
will probably be seated at table 
April lB, 1955 
The smn Rayburn dinner was enjoyed 
by 3702 Democrats £rom allover the unite< 
states. This was one of the most de-
1ight£ul dinners that X have ever atten~ 
A catering firm from ph:Uadelphia. penn-
sylvania, brought the foed and servants 
from pennsylvania and served this dinner 
in tne National r.uard Armorv to neot'fectiol -- - .---- -- --------~ - - ..... ---
I was amazed because I felt that the 
d inner would be somewhat like one of th.e 
national. conventions Where noise and good 
fellowship prevail and not much order. 
The order was fine and t..'e food was 
c.eli.cious. 
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My good friend, the Speaker. 
reee.:lved a tremendous roaring wel.come 
when he came into the Armory with a 
Texas 1one-star fl.ag in the lapel. of 
his dinner jacket. The purpose of 
the dinner was to honor Mr. Rayburn, 
who has served longer than any other 
man as Speaker, and for 41 years has 
been a member o£ the House of Represen-
tat:l.ves. From the standpoint of tenure 
onl.y one man 1n h1story. senator Carl. 
Hayden, of Arizona. exceeds the Speaker 
fram the standpoint of longevity. All 
of the b1.g names in the Demoerat:lc 
party were present at this time. 
Three of the more dist1nquished 
ladies present were Mrs. WOOdrow Wil-
son. Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt. and 
Mrs. Harry S. TrUman. As a general 
rule the National Democratic Committee 
in holding these annual dinners, 
dedicates same to Jackson and Jefferson 
the founders of our party. but this 
year this particular dinner was in 
honor of our Speaker. A huge cartoon 
appeared on a canvas in front of the 
Speaker's table with Jackson and 
Jefferson discussing the fact that 
Rayburn was a good fellow and with the 
statement - "We coul~""l' t have l:~en 
replaced by a nicer guy" appearing. 
The speakers were Senator Lyndon 
Johnson of ~xas, Representative John 
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McCormack of Massachusetts, Former 
President Harry S. Truman, Adlai 
Stevenson, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
Paul Butler, Nati.onal. Democratic 
Chal~an. and Mr. Rayburn. 
PoERter Pres:l.dent Truman made the 
best speech that I have ever beard him 
make and both he and Mr. Rayburn main-
tained that the Democratic party. 
while maintaining a loyal opposition, 
certainly has not been guilty of 
treason. and that the a:l.m of the Dem0-
cratic party was not to make people 
f:l.ght for the United States. but to 
win friends over to victory. and to a 
peaceful and prosperous world. A por-
tiOil of Mr. Rayburn' s speech is as 
folJ.ows: 
" ••• Between the br:1ef br:tllfht day 
of Woodrow Wilson and the warming sun 
of Franklin Roosevelt, there came a 
long Republican ecl.ipse. In its murk 
and gloom this Nation almost lost its 
way. 
"The profound changes wrought in 
Amezican 1i£e by recent Democratic 
Administrations rooted this Nation so 
strongly in £xeedarn·s so~~ tn3t no 
storm of alien doctrine can uproot it. 
The tempests of communism blow. but 
not a 1ea£ of our tree is disturbed. 
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··we have seen .I.l.es and libel. 
before, wholesa~e and retail. But 
this is the first time that 11es and 
libel have been used on an atom bomb 
scale to besmirch millions of people 
w~th the b~ack charge of treason. 
"Jefferson, Jackson. Roosevelt 
and Truman - these were quite differ-
ent men. But they were alike 1n these 
things. They cared about people. 
They had courage. Their hearts were 
big. They burned with the humanitar-
ian spirit that has always animated 
the Democratic Party. 
"Now we have cane upon times 
whose like 1. not in the annals of 
mankind. Por today it is possible 
to enshroud all men in a seamless, 
cloudborne garment ofJpoison and make 
our planet as lifeless as the moon. 
"I would therefore beseech Dem0-
crats and Republicans alike to conduct 
themselves with a becoming restraint 
in all those things that pertain to 
war and peace, since they pertain also 
to the life and death of all men. 
"Today darkness broods over the 
fact of the earth. Evil stalks the 
hills. No man knows what devouri.ng 
monsters tomorrow may br1nc;r us. May 
I say then to my countrymen: Let us 
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i,I1I this desperate hour nobly con-
ceive and nobly act in the greatness 
tbat js our heritage and our light 
and o.r l:!.fe. II 
7n coming down to work this morn-
~ng. l heard over the radio the 
annoumcement concerning the death of 
Albert Einstein. He was admitted to 
Princeton Hospita~ on Friday and died 
at l.~5 a.m. today. 
After the d.inner and before the 
former president left the Armory he 
made the statement that he was some-
what tired of Democratic senators 
kissimg Eisenhower on both cheeks. 
He probably will receive some criti-
cill1ll on this statement. After the 
fine speeCh he had made. I had hoped 
he would avoid some of these unneces-
sary statements. 
Apri~ :22, 1955 
on Tuesday, April 19th, the Board 
o£ visitors to the Naval Academy con-
vened in Annapolis. Our first meeting 
was held in the board room at Maury 
Hall begJ.nn1ng at 10:30 a.m. President 
Eisenhower named as his appointees to 
the Board Walter E. Borden, President, 
National Shawmut Bank of Boston, Mass-
achusetts. This gentleman graduated 
f:rom the United States' Naval. Academy 
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~n 1916. and served through 192~r Dr. 
F..arlan H. Hatcher. President of the 
University of Michigan: Dr. Henry T. 
He ld. Chancel.lor of New York Univer-
sity: Re~re"d Theodore M. Hesburgh. 
President of Notre Dame: Dr. James R. 
Killian. Jr •• President of Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology: Admiral 
Ben Moreell. 0.5. N. Retired, now 
Chairman of the Board. Jones and 
Laughlin Steel corporation. Pittsburgh. 
P&nnsylvania. All of these gentlemen 
are outstanding Americans. and it cer-
tainly was a pleasure for me to serve 
with them on the BOard of Visitors. 
Our meeting was called to order 
by Mr. Borden. and Admiral Moreell was 
elected permanent Cha~Zl'IIan. we pro-
ceeded to make our ~vestigation of 
the Naval Academy. the Cadet Corps. 
and all financial requests of the 
Academy for additions. extensions. new 
buildings and grounds. Six ±mportant 
requests are now be~g made by the 
Naval Academy. and they are as follows; 
(1) Modern airfield. 
(2) ~cquisition of land through 
the filling in of Dewey and santee 
Basins, and the area to seaward of 
~arragut Pield. (In the year 1845 
the Naval Academy had some 7 instruc-
tors. 50 midshipmen, and 40 acres of 
land. Today there are some 246 acres 
of land, and 3600 midshipmen with 
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several hundred instructors. Begin-
ning w-lth the 40 acre tract we have a 
filli~g in for all of the balance of 
the l~nd now held by the Academy. A 
g~at port.icn of this land wag in the 
river and bay. ~e acquisition of 
l.and DlClW' requested w1l1 be a filling 
1n pr~ess in water and will cost 
$ 79, O()O per acre.) 
(3) TWo wings to be added to 
Bancrc.ft Hall. 
(4) A need for auditorium which 
can seat 5000 persons. 
(5) Adequate stad1um. 
(5) Additional barracks for 
enlisted personnel. 
JIIe had luncll in Bancroft Hall, 
the l.argest dormitory 1n the world. 
This one building houses a11 of the 
midshipmen, and a qreat number of 
enlisted personnel. It contains near-
ly 2000 rooms. As soon as we entered 
Bancroft Hall a p1.cture was taken of 
the Soard of ViSitors, and, as the 
mids~n marched into the hall cer-
tain ~dsh1.pmen dropped out of ranks 
who ~re from the Congressional 
DistrLcts of the BOard of Visitors. 
TWo who dropped. out are Kentucky mi.d-
shipmen Albert Lee Dawson of Russell-
ViU .. Er Kentucky <!Ind w.O.S. Simpson, 
of Bardstown, Kentucky. These two 
young gentl.emen took me to their table 
and ~ntroduced me to midshipmen 
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present, and there I had lunch. 
To see the midshipmen and watch 
them march certain~y makes your heart 
fee~ good. Here we have a select 
group of young Americans, and they 
certainl.y look fine. 
we attended a rece~ion at 
Adnliral Boone's residence, Who, by 
the val", is the Superintendent of the 
Academy. and after dinner I drove back 
to W"llshi.nqton. 
on Wednesday. A.prll 20th, we took 
up for consideration H. R. 4644 to 
increase the rates of basic salaries 
of postmasters, officers, supervisors 
and emp10yees lnthe postal field 
servi.ce p~rsuant to Bouse Res. 211. 
I voted for passage of this bill, and 
the roll call vote showed 224 aye 
votes and 189 no votes. The percent-
age of increase is 8.8. The president 
agreed to 7.6, and still threatens to 
veto because we exceeded the 8J\\ount. 
SOllIe 12 Republicans jo1ned the Demo-
crats On this vote. The 189 were all 
Republicans with the exception of the 
nUl1lber of Democrats mentioned above. 
yesterday the HOuse resolved 
itself into the Committee of the Whole 
House on the State of the union for 
the consideration of H. R. 4393 to 
J.023 -
prov.lde for the construction and 
conversion of certain modern naval 
vessels. and for other purposes. 
'l'his bill provides. in part. for 
conversion of certain cruisers into 
n.va~ ships, and for construction of 
one additional large carrier and two 
additional atom1c submar1nes. J: have 
this day directed a letter to the 
Members of the Armed Services Approp-
r1ations Committee not1fyinc; them of 
the present status of the Kentucky. 
and requesting that ment10n be made 
in the report that this ship should 
be used as a guided-miss1le ship. 
thereby saving from $40,000,000 to 
$50,000,000 1n additional money 
necessary 1n cutt1~ down a cruiser. 
J: voted for passage of this b1ll. and 
on ill roll call vote the vote was 373 
to 3. '!'he three vot:l.ng against the 
bill were Davis of Wisconsin, Harrison 
of Nebraska and Marshall of Minnesota. 
April 23, 1955 
We completed hearings on the 
District of Columbia budget for all 
Department Reads, and Divisions yes-
terday. and on Thursday and Fr1day 
nights of next week we wi1l hear 
interested citizens. We will mark 
the bill up and same will 90 to the 
Floor for action. 
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On We~nesday of this week presi-
dent Eisenhower delivered to the Con-
gress of the United States a written 
messa~ recommending that Congress 
~uthorize for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1956, the sum of $3,500,000,000 
for Mutual security. AJ.d to Asia is 
stressed in this message, and same 
recommends that Congress approve funds 
amounting to $712,500,000 for economic 
prob~emsr $172,000,000 for a continua-
tion of technical cooperation programs: 
$175,500.000 for special programs: 
$165,000.000 for development assistance: 
$200,000.000 for the special president's 
fund, $100,000,000 for worldwide con-
tingency fund: $1.300,000.000 for 
defense support serving both economic 
and defense purposes by supplementing 
the efforts of countries, particularly 
in Asia carrying out de fensive measures 
beyond their current financial capacity: 
$1,717,200,000 for military assistance 
and direct forces support. Congress 
provided in the Mutual security Act 
of 1954 £or the termination of the 
Foreign Operations Administration by 
June 30, 1955. The president will 
shortly issue an executive order 
effective June 30, 1955 transfering 
the a£fa~rs of the F-orei~n OpSra~ions 
Admi.n;i.stration to the Department of 
State, except for certain military 
aspects which will be transferred to 
the Depar+-..ment of De fense. 
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Red China i s premie r Chou En-l~3t i. 
told the A~ian-African conference 
today "Red China has no intention of 
gOing to ... ..ar with the united States." 
Delegates quoted ChOO2 ~s making 
the statement before a closed session 
of the co~ference's Political Cannittee. 
From delegates' accounts of the 
meeting which was still ~n progress. it 
was not tmmediately clear in what way 
Chou referred to the united states. 
But they agreed that the clU.nese 
Premier said "I respect the polit:1cal 
and econaoic system of America, and 
China has no intention of going to war 
with the United States." 
Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Texas) 
yesterday said. "I am for extending the 
East front of the Capitol," and the 
wheels began to move at once. The 
House Off:1ce Building Commission, 
headed by RaYburn. authorized Capitol 
Architect J. George Stewart to draw 
up a budget est~te for the project 
for inc~usion in the 1955-56 legisla-
tive apprtOpriation bill. This provides 
mondy for congressional needs and will 
come up £Or action in a month or so. 
Rayburn also said no aut~orization bill 
wil.l be n-eeded. Nobody :knows now 
exact loy ~ hat is contemplated in moving: 
the fron~ of the Capitol out, but it 
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hiilS been talked about for 50 years. 
Tille East Front never has been archi-
tecturally riqht; the Capitol dome 
seet!O-s to hang over the edge. '!.'he front 
ian I t close to being even with tlle 
EDuse and senate w~ngs. Nowadays 
there's a cr~t1cal and chronic space 
Bmortage at the Capitol. Last year, a 
pLan called for extending the East 
WLnq 40 feet at a cost of $7,500,000 
£or 42 more off~ces and two large 
hearing rooms. But the shortage of 
:restaurant space apparently is the 
motivating factor this time. The 
Bouse Administration committee, which 
had been studying the restaurant pro-
bLem, introduced a resolution on 
Thursday for the extens:1.on. The HOuse 
approved it. In years past, the Senate 
twice has voted for the extension, but 
the House didn' t. Now the House :1.s on 
:record favoring it. But senators 
:recently have been talk:1.ng about build-
10g an entire new Capitol building. 
Eow they will react to a House move to 
l!lpend money on expanding the old one, 
remains to be seen. 
April 26. 1955 
Yegterday~ Command@rs Ma~thews 
and Clark of the Naval Academy submitted 
to me for my signature the annual report 
for the Board of Visitors to the united 
States Naval Academy at Annapolis, 
Maryland for the year of 1955. The 
'II ..... -._ 
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Boaro or v~s~~ors must sUbm~e a report 
to tne President concerning their 
recommendations. As a Member of the 
Boar~ of Visitors ~ served on Committee 
Numb~r II. to make investigation con-
cerning the Department of seamanship 
and Navigation, Electrical Engineering: 
Department of Aviation; Foreign Lan-
guage, and the necessity at the present 
time of new airport facilities. We 
divioed the Board of Visitors into four 
Committees and after making our inspec-
tion and investigation. consolidated 
our .reports into final report to the 
pres.1dent. We made certain recanmenda-
tions concerning the curriculum and 
paid special attention to the develop-
ment of education television programs 
now .1n process at the Academy. ,;'hls 
program entails an annua~ cost of some 
$300,000 but after seeing live tele-
vislon instruction direct from the 
inst%Uc1:or to the classrO<llft, I was 
amazed. I definitely am for the con-
t1nuation of this program and believe 
that same should be expanded. 
We recommended that a suitable air 
faci1ity for indoctrination and training 
of midshipment at an approx~ate cost 
of $16,900.000 be constructed. This 
would include 4,500 acres of land and 
a 10.000 foot runway. We also recom-
mended that due to the inadequacy of 
the outdoor training area for sports 
and physical exercises that 60~ acres 
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of land he reclaimed by hydraul.ic fiLl.. 
from the Severn River adjacent to 
Farragut Field and the filling of San-
tee and Dewey Basins at a total. cost 
of $7.7CO,OOO. We further recommended 
extension of Bancroft Hall, the dor.m1-
tory fo~ midshipmen, in the amount of 
$7,SOO,COO. In addition to extension 
of BancIoft Hall we recommend the con-
struction of an auditorium with a 
seating capacity of 5000 with an es-
t~ated cost of $4,875,000. We also 
recommended a new academic building 
costing $2,300,000 to replace Luce 
Hall. We also recommend additional 
barracks for the enlisted personnel 
to cost some $1,339,000, and a new 
stadium to cost apprOKima~ely $3,000,000. 
Zn our conclusion we emphasized our 
belief that the improvements recomm-
ended, particularly the air facility 
and the addition of 60~ acres of land 
are matters of great emergency and 
should no longer be deferred. This 
report was signed by Mr. Walter E. 
Borden, president, National Shawmut 
Bank of Boston, Dr. Harlan H. Hatcher, 
PreSident, university of Michigan, Dr. 
Henry T. Heald. Chancellor of New York 
University 7 Rev. Theodore M. Hesburg, 
James R . .Killian, Jr., president, .Mass-
achusett9 ~nstitute of Technology; 
Admiral Ben Moreell, U. S. Navy, (Ret.) 
Chairman o£ the Board, Senator Dennis 
Chavez~ senator Everett M. Dirksen: 
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Representative Richard E. Lankford, 
5th District of Maryland; Representa-
tive Joseph P. O'Hara, 2nd District 
of Minnesota: Representative FArold 
C. Ostertag, 39th District of New 
York; Representative F. Edward Febert, 
1st District of Louisiana: and myself. 
Commanders Matthews and Clark 
ate lunch with me in the House Res-
taurant and we visited the House and 
senate Chambers. I certainly enjoyed 
myself on the Board of Visitors and 
still am just a little prejudiced as 
far as the Navy is concerned. 
The HOuse met yesterday but we 
had no legislative business. Today 
we take up H. R. 4954 a bill to amend 
the Clayton Act and H. R. 5645. the 
bill pertaining to the construction of 
an office building for the Atomic 
Energy Commission. Tomorrow we take 
up H. R. 2107. a bill pertaining to 
the Reserve Forces and especially to 
Armory buildings. On Thursday and 
Friday we have H. R. 12. the bill 
concerning price supports for consid-
eration. 
Burl S. st. Clair. President of 
the Kentucky Farm Bureau and his 
E~ecu~ive secretary John W. Koon 
stopped by my office on Monday of 
this week and stated that the ~entucky 
Farm 9ureau had reversed its stand on 
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H. ~. and th",t they favor flexible 
price supports. Last fall at the 
State Farro Bureau convention they 
enoorsed fixed price supports at 90 
percent of parity and X was very proud 
of 'their action and I am definitely 
sol~ on this bill. Unless there are 
s~ amendments put on this bill that 
des~roy the intent and purpose of same 
X will cast my vote for passage of 
S~ fixing price supports at 90 per-
cen.tof parity. 
April 27, 1955 
I had breakfast this morning with 
the League of women Voters. '!'he two 
de:leqates from Kentucky were Mrs. 
Su31ivan from Paducah and Bottomheimer 
from Louisville. Senator Clements, 
and John Robsion and X held down the 
delegation seats. 
Started on H. R. 5645 in the 
HOQse yesterday with this bi11 auth-
orizing the Atomic Energy Commission 
to construct a modern o££Lce building 
i~ or near the District of Columbia 
to serve for its central office. The 
l:i 11 provided in part that the build-
ing Should be constructed within a 
radius of 30 m~~es of the District 
and. this provision brought on lots of 
controversy. A nUI!\b'!!r of the !-1emhers 
,,:'II: the House believe that the records 
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for this Cornmiss:ion should not be 
located this close to the Capitol and 
should be at least 200 or 250 miles 
away. The controversy brought on a 
?O~tponement and final action will be 
completed today. 
The Washington Post and Times 
Herald carried an article on the front 
page entitled "MCMillan Asks Apology 
to Fol.ks Back Home." It seems that 
in yesterday's Washington Post and 
Times Herald an editorial appeared to 
the effect that Representative McMillan 
of South Carolina was attempting to 
make the District of Columbia into a 
hick town. Representative McMillan 
stated that the paper called his home 
town II hick town. McMillan is Chair-
man of the District committee, this 
being the legislative committee. X am 
on the sUbcommittee on Appropriations 
for the District of Columbia and X 
know of the attitude of Mr. McMil.lan 
toward certain District activities 
which the two papers do not agree with. 
The Representative is against home 
rule and believes that the District 
should carry their own tax burden. In 
the article today Representative McMil-
lan stated that when the paper ca11ed 
his hOl1:le town a "hick town" he fe 1 t he 
should call their hand and that not-
withstanding what they said about him 
personally, his home town was not a 
hick town and that the editor of the 
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Washington Post and Times Herald 
should direct a letter to the Mayor 
of F1orence, South Carolina apologiz-
ing for the statement made. ~t seems 
that Rep. McMillan called for an inves-
tigation concerning the parking situa-
tion here in the District and also an 
investigation concerning the Police 
Department and the spending of the 
taxpayers' money. These investigations 
do not meet with the approval of the 
local press and both papers are of the 
opinion that same axe a waste of time 
and money. Xn today's editorial the 
Washington Post and rimes Herald 
states that MCMillan did not read the 
editorial carefully because his home 
town was not: described as a hick town. 
It stated that McMillan was making tbe 
District a hick town by forcing it to 
abandon its parking regulations and 
that the small city of Florence was 
referred to because it has regulations 
of the sort that Mr. McMillan would 
disapprove here. 
The question involving the 
Federal Government's contribution of 
$20,000.000 to the District with the 
taxpayers in the District paying only 
$22.00 ~~r thousand on real estate 
tax certainly needs some investigation 
and I intend to go into this matter 
in detail at the time the District of 
Columbia's budgetand appropriat ions 
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for same go to the Floor under our 
Appropriations bill. 
secretary of state Du~~es now 
agrees that he favors discussion in 
conference with Chou-En-Iai concern-
ing the present Chinese situation, 
without Chinest Nationalists repres-
entation. Chou-Bn-lai's statement 
several days ago in effect that China 
does not want war with the United 
states certainly came as a surprise 
to me. 
Soviet Russia ag'reed yesterday 
to a meeting of the big four Ambassa-
dors on May 2 to spell out final texms 
for an Austrian state treaty. 
The Senate Finance Committee 
favorably reported a three-year exten-
sion of president Bisenhower's liber-
alized Reciprocal Trade Program after 
sidetracking proposed mandatory quotas 
on oil imports and other "crippling" 
restrictions. 
April 28, 1955 
We received a message from the 
Preeident of th~ United States j~ster­
day concerning the development of 
Agriculture's human resources. After 
the agricultural appropriations bill, 
the secretary of Agriculture and the 
President have discovered that in 
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this country we have a large number 
of American farmers whose cash income 
" ., Th" ·d t" h" ~s sma...... • e _ res ... en l.n .. loS message 
to Congress stated ~n part as fol~ows: 
"In this wea~thiest of nations 
where per capita income is the highest 
in the world. more than one-fourth of 
the families who 1ive on American farms 
still have cash incomes of less than 
$1,000 a year. They neither share 
fully in our economic and social 
progress nor contribute as much as 
they would like and can contribute to 
the Nation's production of goods and 
services. 
"This human problem is inadequate-
ly pictured by charts and figures. 
curtailed opportunity begets an econ-
omic and social chain reaction which 
creates unjustified disparity in 
individual reward. PartiCipation 
diminishes in community, religious, 
and civic affairs. Enterprise and 
hope give way to inertia and apathy. 
Through this process all of us suffer. 
This problem calls for understanding 
and for action. 
"We must open wider the doors of 
opportunity to our mi).lion and. a half 
farm £arnilies with extreme1.y low in-
comes -- for their own well-being and 
for the good of our country and all 
our ~ople. 
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"Recommendations to achieve this 
end have been made to me by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture. I transmit them 
to you, with my genera1 approva1, for 
your consideration. 
"The secretary's recommendations 
for starting the program are based on 
the accompanying report prepared for 
him by the Department of Agriculture, 
entitled "Development of Agriculture's 
HUman Resources, a Report on Problems 
of LOIf-:Income Farmers." This report, 
more than a year in preparation, 
emphasizes the long-range nature of 
the low-income problem in agriculture 
and will serve to st~ulate continuing 
study and action. Nevertheless an 
imnIediate start is extremely important." 
April 29, 1955 
Xt seems that President Eisenhower 
is corresponding with Russia's Marshall 
Zhukov. Marshall Zhukov Was Commanding 
General of the Russian forces during 
the closing days of World War II and 
served with Eisenhower in the early 
days of serlin. The president stated 
that his letters to Zhukov were person-
al and due to Zhukov's present position 
in the Russian Government great hopes 
of peace and agreement are discussed. 
Zhukov recently wrote a letter to the 
Overseas Press Club at New York in 
which he stated that the cammon people 
of t...'1e world. whether in New York. 
Moscow, ~ondon or Paris do not want 
war. His statement further contained 
the comment that he felt sure that the 
Presid~nt o£ the t~ited States remem-
bered their common assurances concern-
ing the peaceful intentions of their 
countr~es and will do his best to pro-
most practically the cause of peace. 
I hope that something good results 
from this correspondence and since 
diplomacy today works in strange ways 
maybe we will have a turn for the 
better. 
April 30, 1955 
For the past two nights our Sub-
committee on the District of Columbia 
Appropriations has held meetings in 
the CauCus Room on the th~rd floor of 
the Old House Office Building for the 
purpose of hearing all interested 
citizeos who desire to testify as to 
the needs of t.."1e schools, Fire Depart-
ent, streets, sanitation and other 
gover~ental functions here in the 
District. The first night we heard 
35 wit~esses and last night we heard 
37 witmesses. Some of the testimony 
was right unusual. and del.i.vered by 
crackpo":s. We haC. members of the :;:>T.O-
gressi~e party. Teachers' Association. 
Aro@~ic~ns for Democratic ~ction and 
almost every organization imaginable 
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present. My Chairman. Mr. Rabaut of 
Detroit, Michigan. is about 71 years 
of age and a fine gentleman. 
The Senate Roads Subcommittee 
approved a highway construction pro-
qram calLing for Federal and state 
outlay of $21,000,000.000 over the 
next five years. In approving the 
measure the Subcommittee scrapped 
major features of the BiilenhOlorer Ad-
ministration proposed ten-year plan 
and $101,000,000,000 highway program. 
The chief item dropped by the Subcom-
mittee was the Administration's pro-
posal to set up a special Government 
corporation to float 3O-year bonds to 
finance a $27,000,000.000 Federal con-
tribution for interstate highways. 
~he Subcommittee bill provides for a 
Federal. expenditure of $7,700,000,000 
for interstate highways for the next 
five years beginning as of July 1, 
1956. The states would provide an 
additional $2,500,000,000 under a 
75--25 matching arrangement. This 
hilL al.so contains a recommendation 
that Federal tax on motor fuels be 
raised 1 cent per gallon thereby gain-
ing an additional $750,000,000 per 
year ~nd th3t truck weight~ exceeding 
state imposed limits be rigid.ly enforced 
over federally approved highways. 
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May 3, 1955 
TO~y we start on H. R. 12, a bill 
fixing ~~ice support at 90 percent of 
parity. We anticipate quite a battle 
but belLeve that we have a SO-SO 
chance t.o pass this bill. 
Yesterday my Chairman of the 
Agriculture Appropriations Subcommittee, 
Mr. Whit.ten, asked unanimous consent to 
take from the Speaker's table the bill 
H. R. 5239 making appropriations for 
the Department of Agriculture and Farm 
Credit Administration for the fiscal 
year enaing June 30. 1956 and for other 
purposes, with Senate amendments there-
to, disa~ree to the Senate amendments 
and agree to the conference asked by 
the senate. Speaker Rayburn appointed 
the folLowing conferees: Messrs. 
Whitten~ Marshall, Deane, Natcher, 
Cannon, HOran, vurse11. Taber, and H. 
Carl An~ersen. This was my first 
assignment as a conferee and since z 
am the freshman member of this parti-
cular s~committee I was somewhat sur-
prised ~hen the Speaker named me as a 
member. Yesterday afternoon at 1:30 
the conferees from the HOuse proceeded 
to the Senate side and met with the 
Senate conferees: Senators Ric:h.ard 
Russe~l of Virginia. A~~en 3. Sllender 
of Louisiana, Carl Hayden of Arizona, 
Mi~ton ~oung of North Dakota, Carl Z. 
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Mundt of South Dakota and A. willis 
Robertson of Virginia. The Senate 
increased the appropriations under 
this bill nearly $5.000.000 and their 
increases were contained in the items 
pertaining to the following subjects: 
Research, P~ant and Anima~ Disease 
and Pest Control, Extension Service 
penalty Mail. Soil Conservation Ser-
vice. Agricultural Conservation Pro-
gram. Marketing Research and Agricul-
ture Bstimates. Marketing Services, 
Foreign Agriculture service, Agricul-
tural Adjustment services. Sugar Act. 
Farmers Home Administration, Office 
of General Counsel. Office of the 
secretary, Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion. Wheat to Pakistan. Famine Re-
lief to Friendly peoples and General 
Provisions - Sec. 504. 
we agreed on every subject with 
the exception of Research and due to 
the vigorous disagreement over this 
particular subject, we passed over 
same in the beginning and concluded 
our conference by going back again to 
this SUbject. Xt developed that the 
Senate's $1,040.000 increase could 
not be agreed to because the Senate 
confer~~g would not agr@e to put the 
necessary language in the report 
designating certain projects that we 
are interested in on the House side. 
The conference adjourned and we will 
attempt to solve our differences on 
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Wednesday or Thursday of th1S week. 
On certain other items the HOuse 
receded and on certain other items 
the Senate receded. other items were 
reduced. 
We mark up our District of 
Columbia bill tomorrow. 
I am preparing a speech to be 
delivered on the Floor of the House 
concerning the budget of the District 
of Columbia and have been assured by 
my chairman of the Subcommittee that 
I will receive fifteen minutes from 
our side and Congressman John Taber 
of New York, a ranking Republican 
Member on our committee on Appropria-
tions, assured me yesterday that since 
I would develop all of the facts con-
cerning the inequities and the real 
estate assessment progress in the 
District he would be glad to give me 
fifteen minutes of their time. It 
now looks like I will have ample time 
to develop this subject fully on ~~ 
Floor. 
May 6, 1955 
The Chairman of each subcommittee 
on the Committee on Appropriations 
a~ways makes the announcement at t~e 
first day of the hearings that a11 
matters coming before the sUbc~ru"ittee 
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are strictly confidential and that 
neither the Chairman nor any Member 
of the Committee or the assistant 
c~erks shou~d issue any ~ress re1eases 
or give out any information whatsoever 
until the bi~l is marked uP. finally 
reported and released to the press by 
the Chairman of the fu~~ Committee on 
Appropriations. This is a fine rule 
because this means that no outside 
influence or pressure can be used on 
the Members concerning any requests 
for appropriations. one of the sub-
committees with only a small amount 
of money involved is the Subcommittee 
on the District of Co~wnbia. Here 
for instance we only consider the 
appropriation of some $174,000,000. 
This is almost insignificant when 
compared to Foreign Operations where 
you have several bil~ion dollars to 
pass upon. Nevertheless, the amount 
makes no difference insofar as the 
District of Columbia Subcommittee is 
concerned because the Members receive 
letters, telephone calls and are con-
stantly called upon by the press for 
releases during the hearings. 
The first day of our hearings on 
the District of Columbia we received 
the usual admonition from our Chair-
man and notwithstanding the fact: tha'.: 
each and every day we had from five ':;0 
ten newspaper reporters standing in 
............ 
- .i.v,*, 
the ha~~way just waiting to nab a 
Member for questions, we had nO l.eaks. 
This applied all. along throuqhout the 
hearings and on Wednesday. May 4th, 
we marked up our hill. under Public 
Law 364 passed by the 2nd session of 
tlle 83rd Congress the Federal contri-
bution was increased to twenty million 
dollars. This was simply an authoriza-
tion measure and did not mean that this 
amount had to be contributed each and 
every year. In marking up our bill we 
reduced the Federal contribution to 
$16,000,000 and made certain other 
reductions which brought the bill down 
to $170,000.000 from $174,000,000. 
Upon leaving the Subcommittee room 
after the mark-up several of us noticed 
the newspaper reporters questioning 
one of the Members of the Subcommittee. 
In the Washington Post and Times Herald 
Thursday morning, May 5th, on the front 
page appeared an article in bold head-
Lines entitled "House Subcommittee Cuts 
Four Million From Federal Payment to 
District." The article goes on to 
state that it was Learned reliably 
after the five man Subcommittee meeting 
behind closed doors for four hours, 
that the District's $174,000,000 spend-
ing requests was reduced over $4,000,001 
The article goes on to state that the 
C1:l.airman of the su:bco!nmit~ee ~ouis G. 
Rabaut, and Representative otto S. 
Passman inaugurated the move to cut 
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the federal payment. The balance of 
the artic~e, with the exception of 
the part played by the Chairman was 
corr~ct to a word. This leak is bound 
to have cane from one of the Me!!Ihers 
of the Subcommittee because I am 
positive that neither one of the 
executive secretaries would have 
released this information. For one 
thing we cut out a request for the 
construction for~the new Potomac 
River bridge and this item together 
with the reduction of the federal con-
tribution will really bring on a floor 
fight when our bill comes up two weeks 
from today. 
Between now and the time our 
bi11 come s before the full Committee 
and then to the House, pressure of 
every sort will be exercised on a~l 
of the Members since the facts are 
known this far in advance as to our 
action. One of the Democratic Members 
on our Subcommittee accused one of the 
Republican Members of leaking the 
information and the two Republican 
Members on our Subcommittee accuse 
this particular Democrat of leaking 
this information. 
The Senate by a vote of 75 to 13 
this week passed th~ Rec~proca~ Trade 
Agreements bill. The Senate accepted. 
our version and extended the 20 year 
o1d Reciprocal Trade Program fOr an 
additiona~ three years empowering the 
Pxesident to cut tariffs another 15% 
o~r that period. One chanqe i.n the 
senate bill departs from the original 
recommendations which were contained 
in our bill pertaining to the tight-
ening of the escape clause procedure. 
The Senate changed this procedure to 
the extent that the Tariff Commission's 
findings must be pUblished. thereby 
making it easier for industry to show 
inj ury from import •• 
The president stated yesterday 
that he would study the 8.8% postal 
pay raise bi~l very carefu~ly before 
deciding whether or not he wou~d veto 
same. I have my doubts if _ can pass 
this bill over his veto. 
The House is in a "wait and see" 
attitude on the question of direct 
negotiations with Communist China. 
Yesterday I had a right full day. 
At 10 a.m. I testified before the 
Public Works Subcommittee of the 
Committee on Appropriations requesting 
$750,000 for the start of construction 
of the Rough River Reservoir and 
$150,000 for planninq money for Green, 
Barren and Nolin River Reservoirs. As 
a member of the Committee on Appropria-
~ions l: testi.£ied first and then 
presented the other witnesses who 
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appeared from Kentucky and also 
senators Barle C. Clements and Alben 
W. Barkley. The HO\lse met at 10 a.m. 
ana _ were interrupted several times 
by quorum and yea and lillY rol.l calls. 
At 3:30 p.m. X went over on the Senate 
side and te.tifie4 before the Senate 
Subcommittee on Appropriations con-
cexnin9 the same projects and here 
Senator Clements was in charqe. we 
have great nopes of securiDq' addition-
al funds for the planning projects and 
construction money for Rough River 
Re_rvoir. In the present budC)8t 
there are items lIIIIOuntill9 to over 
eight million dollars to my congre.s-
iOllal diatr:ict. '!'bese items are 
ccapletion of two locks and daIII on 
Green Ri..,.r and ca_lizatioD of Green 
Ri~r. We llava done right well so 
far and if _ are successful. this year. 
our district for the first time in 
fifty years will receive its share of 
the Public Works Fund. 
The bill. up for consideration in 
the Boas. yesterday was H. R. 12 to 
amend the ACJriculture Act of 1949 as 
_ended with respect to price supports 
for basic ccmmodities. At the 2nd 
seasion of the 53xd Con~~s~ : bill 
Was passed providing for £1exible 
price 9UDt>Orts of 62.5 - 90%. Yester-
dliRY by main force and awkwardness we 
finally succeeded in passing R. R. 12 
fi.1Cing price supports at 90% taking 
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effect January 1. 1956 and throwing 
out flexible priee supports. After 
reeapitulation of the vote. whieh. 
by the way, w.. the _coRd t.ime that 
I have seen this procedure since I 
have been a Member. the final vote 
WU aJUlOUnced a. 206 to 201. "e 
adjourned to meet at 12 o' clock Monday 
of next _eke 
Under the Pi98 Minute Rule 
Speaker Rayburn took the Ploor and 
di.ligently requested the Democratic 
Me.bers to repudiate the Administra-
tion'. faD! policy whieh policy pro-
vi~. for sUPPDrts ranging fram 82.5 
to gO'!' of parity for wheat. corn, 
eottoft, rice and peanuts. 'J.'IObacco is 
not ineluded because we have separate 
leg~alation fixing price aupports at 
90% of parity notwithstanding the 
faet: that tobacco i. ODe of the six 
ba.s~c C'CIIIaOdities. We felt exceedingly 
qooa when the final roll call was 
aJUllounced but our action may turn out 
to- =- only a geat"IJr8 since it is UIl-
ce~.in that the senate will consider 
a fi.rm bill this year and even if we 
pas. this bill in the senate abandoning 
flexible supports. president Bi.enhowerr 
Bight new eases of polio following 
injection with the Salk anti-polio 
va cc ine were reported throughout the 
Nati.on yesterday by Publie Health 
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investigations. All vaccine manu-
factured DY the Cutter Laboratories 
of Berke~.y, California, was being 
withdrawn becaasa in sOIIle i.nstants 
live po~io 981'1118 were found in aame. 
The question Of whether or not legis-
lation is nece.sary at the present 
time controling the distribution of 
the Salk vaccine was referred to the 
HOuse Committee on BaDking and 
currency and the dean or our delega-
tiOD, Brent Spence, alUlounced that 
hearings would Dec;rin today. 
one day last week the president 
announced that iIlD atOlllic: peace ship 
would sa11 around the world on a 
qoodwil~ tour and this proposed 
multimillion dollar atomic peace ship 
may never raise anchor if some Members 
of ~he Joint Congres.ional cOlmdtt_ 
on ~tOlllic anergy haw their say. '!'he 
Members, includin'1 Representative 
sterling Cole, Republican of New York, 
say that this mission would be a waste 
o! IIIOney. 
yesterday the senate passed a 
bil~ entitling former Presidents of 
the United state. to a $22,500 alUlual 
pen:ion pl~= ~ =~:~£. office space~ and 
free mailin'1 privileges. '!'his bill 
also provides a $10,000 pension to 
widows of former presidents. Pive 
people now would be entitled to the 
benefit •• Herbert HOOver, Harry S. 
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Tr"UDlan, ~xs. Woodrow Wilson, Mrs. 
Calvin coolidge and Mrs. Pranklin D. 
Roosevelt. 1'his bill now come. to 
the Hou •• for consideretion. 
The ~~eco Referendum held in 
Xelltuck.y on .t.pril 28, 1955 was 
endoraed 220,207 to 7,363 for a 96.8 
fayorable vo!:e. '!'he referendum was 
heLd in Indiana, Rentucky, Mia.ouri, 
Ohio, Virginia and west Virginia, 
North Carolina, Texa. and Tennea.ee. 
The total ~e was 319,639 for the 
referendum and 13,414 again.t the 
~f.rendum with the percentage vote 
for the referendUlll being 96". 
W:i.th a:ll of the rush yesterday I 
fai~ed to mention that the full 
Caamittee o~ Appropriations met for 
the eonsidezation of the Armed service. 
Appropziaticn bill. OUr CCllUllittee 
fayorably reported a bill providing 
for $31,488.206,000 for support of the 
Azmed Forces during the fiscal year 
beginning July 1st. This i. 
$744,609,000 under the president's 
request. This bill calls for cutting 
military st~ength to 2,859,000 by 
June 3(), 19~6. 'l'he Army will go down 
Navy and Marines will absorb smaller 
reductions and the Air Force will 
e><pand. 
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May 7, 1955 
For the past fifty-nine days 
employees of the Louisville and 
Nashville Railroad Company have been 
on strike, and conditions down 
through the fourteen states served by 
this raiLroad are quite serious. 
Several trains have been wrecked, 
bridges burned and gun play resulting 
in the death of one railroad union 
employee. '!"he President has refused 
to intercede, maintaining that the 
Mediation Board should solve this 
matter, and one day this past week it 
looked very much like a settlement was 
in sight. Seyeral hours be~ore the 
Boa~ was to meet with officials of 
the railroad and union the railroad 
employee was found dead alongside the 
L&N track. This prevented a settle-
ment and the strike continues on. 
~e State Administration in 
Rentucky is backing Judge Bert Combs 
of the Court of Appeals in his race 
for Democratic nominee for Governor. 
Judge Combs practiced law in Preston-
burg before his election to the court 
of Appeals, and is a native son of 
Manchester, Kentucky. A. B. "Happy· 
Chandler is the anti-Administration 
candidate, and for well over a year 
now Eappy has been campaiqning over 
~entucky. A former State senator, Lt. 
Governor, Governor, United states 
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Senator and Baseball Commissioner. 
and one of the best campaigners that 
we have had in Kentucky during the 
Twentieth century. SO far this race 
has not warmed up too much. If the 
primary should be an ugly one. such 
.s the Dona1dson-Ril90re-Myers' Pri-
mary, the Republicans might have a 
chan<:e to elect their candidate. Ed 
Denny. who resigned as District 
Attorney of the Eastern rederal 
Dist rict to make this r<1lee. Senator 
Al.be n W. Barkley issQed a pres. 
rele ••• laat week statin9 that he 
would take no part in the Democratic 
GUbernatorial pr.i.mary in :Kentucky. 
and this simply wa. carryin9 oat his 
practice over the past forty years. 
He did s.y that he would campaign for 
the Democratic nominee in the NoY8lllber 
el.ection. This action from the Sena-
tor certainly did not meet with the 
approval of the present Administration 
in Kentucky because many, many thou-
sUlds of dollars were raised by the 
Aaministration and much work was done 
in ~arkley's last race in NOvember of 
1954 against John Sherman Cooper. 
Reqardll!lss of how the Administration. 
or anyone feels. Barkley has made his 
decision and same is finai. some of 
my best fril!lnds are for fI.appy Chandler. 
and I have just as many good. friends 
011 the side of Bert: Combs. 
Tonight I attend the Gridiron 
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Next week we take up in the 
!!iOuse H. R. 1806. a bill to consoli-
date the Roosevelt Memorial Associa-
tion, H. R. 1925, a bill providiD9 
for auditorium construc::t.ion, H. R. 
2986, a bill to adjust Judges salar-
ies: B. R. 4909, a bill providing 
for -consolidation of related tax 
IUtters: H. R. 2535 •• bill providing 
for Statehood for Alaaka and Hawaii: 
B. It. 6042, our Depaxtment of Defense 
appropriation bill for 1956: H. R. 
529;, a bill pertaininq to the 
Rati.onal ae.er.e pian, and JcDown •• 
the Manpower bill.: H. R. 2126, Saline 
"ater Act, a bill perta.iniD9 to the 
SalLne Water Act of 1952. 
Under general debate on B. R. 
2535, proposing Statehood for Alaska 
ane! Hawai.i, we wi.ll hear much for and 
89'al.nst admission. Tlds is one of the 
more important pieces of legislation 
1:.0 c:!:ome be fore the Hou.e this Session. 
J: can see more reason for admission of 
P.1aIlKa than Hawaii, but Hawaii is 
Itep&lblican and the RepQblicans in the 
COllgress of the United States wil.l. not 
agree to the admi.ssion of Alaska with-
elm: Hawaii., and with Alaska being 
:t!ellloOcrat:tc. naturally the Democrats 
in the Congress are expectinq as their 
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just due two Democratic Senators 
and at least one Democratic Congress-
man frOll! Alaska. 
May 9, 1955 
'!'he Baltimore Orioles and the 
W.shir19ton Senators played a double 
header yesterday with the score being 
4 - 3 in favor of t.he Baltimore 
Oriole. for the fir~ 9--- and 15 - 7 
Washill9ton in the .econe! 981118. Louise 
and I attended and I enjoyed both '1.... and Louis. seemed to enjoy both '1-.. tQ98ther with some two hot dogB, 
two bag'S of popcorn, two coke.. etc •• 
On Saturday ni9ht of last week Z 
attenaed the aDnual dinner of the 
Gridiron Club which was held at the 
Statler HOtel. This was t.he 70th 
anniversary. :t certainly enjoyed this 
banquet and especiall.y the Gridiron 
Club program. The dinner bell ran9 
at 7 p.m. and at 7:15 President 
Bis.Dhower entered the roca. The 
li9hts were turned out and with low 
music we had a very vi90rous speech 
concerninq the program which was to 
fo1l.ow. The Gridi.ron program of 
course consistB of panning those in 
high pUblic office in a nice way. 
The Marine Eand was present and we 
had speeches from president Bisenhower. 
Governor Harriaan of N_ York and 
Gctvernor iWight. of Cal.i£ornia. Zn 
between we had a delicious dinner and 
press sk.i.ts of _very deacx1ption. 
some fifty n_spapex men sang I danced 
and miJllicked members of the Cabinet, 
presidential aspirants, Members of the 
Senate and House of Representatives. 
Tbere were 500 in atten~nce with a 
hQge speakexs' table and twelve -.aller 
tables connected to same from one end 
of the roam to the other. At the 
speakers' table we had the president 
and Members of the supreme Court. 
nearly all of the Ambassadors from 
the foreign countrie •• sam Ra}"burn. 
speaJeer of the Bouse. a qreat _ny of 
the Governors. the Reverend Hesbecq, 
Pre.1c!em of Notre Daae, ". .... A. 
Farley, General Marshall, Admiral 
Leahy, our Allbassadore~to the united 
Nation •• the Vice Pre.ident of the 
united states, Richard Nixon, the 
owners of all of the larqe n_.papers 
throuqhout the united Stat... Admiral 
Radford, all of the members of the 
President's Cabinet, General Bedell 
SIIlith, Admiral carney and a great III&ny 
other distingui.hed quests. Z w •• 
seated at the Speakers' Table and have 
never enjoyed myself more. 
The show opened at the White HOuse 
portico where the colored doorman was 
announcing stag members for a Presiden-
tial dinner and when he came to the 
president of the peoplel!J' Gas and 
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Electric coapany, be s~ddeRly excla±med 
"People, nobody represents the people 
tllat CQlleS to the.e dirIJlera. It The 
aone;. "Whelll the Saints c~ Marching 
In" was useQ. lIeXt we hac! the White 
HOuae press secretary camp1aining 
about the squirrels OIl the White Bouse 
lawn. "'!bat' s All I Want rEOI1I You." 
With tile tcne "orweedleclee.. Senator 
KIIOWlancl was hoping that the,_ 'President 
wollld move to Gettyaburq. Se_tor 
Kefauver naltt appelred witll the coon-
slein cap alllC! 9Uft siltCJill9 "Bewitched, 
Bother.d allld lIewildered. a .. 4 St:i.ll 
l'ryillg to lie pres ident. .. Bext _ had 
Averi1.1 Ha::r:rilllan with hill "!'am.any 
Chief both dre •• ed.a Indiau throwing 
the money allover the staoge with the 
tune "])a".~ eroc:kett" used. Se".ral 
other skit~ were uaed and the dinner 
was over a-t 12 o·clock. 
'l'his :.c)rning·, washington Post 
carried an. articl.e on the front page 
giving Representative WilLiam H. 
Hatcher, ~rat of J(ent"laCky, full 
credit for making the su~.tion that 
a complete new re •• se .... ~ of all 
re.l eatat-s be -.de at once in the 
District of Columbia. !'he printed 
eoPY' of O\l!!: heu:.inqll of tme HOuse 
Appropriations Su))cOllll1litt..e handling 
the DiatrLct budget waa released today 
and the information contained in this 
arti.cle ... secured there:frOlll. The 
articl.e goes on to state t.'lat the 
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commissioners and the Assessor 
adlRitted that in a great many areas 
in the District of Columbia there has 
been no reas_slIIDent program for a 
period of approximately thirty years 
and further that in a great many 
instances some property is overassea.-
ed and other property is under-a.sessed. 
The article ~urther states that before 
the Hearing. ended Natcher got Cammia-
s~oner Samuel Spencer, President of the 
Board of commissioners for the District 
of Columbia. to agree that ten years 
was too 10119 to wait for a reaa ••• _nt 
of the rea~ estate in the District. Xn 
conclusion the article stated t~at 
rea.se .... nt was the first and last 
subject discussed during the entire 
hearill9s and it kept croppill9 Ull 
periodical~y al~ the way througb. 
Since appearing before the Public 
Work. subCOmmittee of the Committee on 
Appropriations in the House and the 
senate Appropriations Committee. X 
have be.n informed that we have a 
good chance to include our Rough River 
Reservoir project. 
We accepted the Conference .lteport 
on the Pos~a1 Pey Xncrease hill ~~~ay 
and I presume that this 8.8% inczease 
will be vetoed by the president. 
We pas.ed three bills pertaining 
to the District of Columbia and next 
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we took up the rule for H. R. 2535, 
the bill providing statehood for 
A~aska and Hawaii. The rule was 
adopted and same provides for seven 
hours of general debate. When_ 
adjourn today _ will convene tomorrow 
morning at 10 a.m. for further consid-
eration of this statehood bill. 
During the past year and a half 
I have reeeived hundreds of letters 
and calls concerning the Statehood 
bill. At the tiJae the rule was up 
for consideration today % was somewhat 
amused to find that Bob Bartlett, the 
delegate from Alaska and Mrs. Joseph 
Farrington. the deleqate from Hawaii. 
_re both temporarily off the Floor. 
These two members have worked day and 
night for .onths and months for this 
particular bill. 
Under the rilles of the Bouse a 
Member cannot make a statement in 
which he points out the Members on 
the opposite side by saying "you are 
attempting to destroy such and such a 
bill. It Under the rules of the Hous. 
the word-"you" in this particular 
instance is a violation. During the 
general debate on H. R. 12. the bilL 
?roviding for fixed ?rice ~u?por~~ 3~ 
90% of parity, Conqressman Poage, 
Democrat of TeXas, on four occasions 
used the word "you" as mentioned above 
and point of order was sustained promptly 
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on each occasion. Poage then 
shouted "Al~ right, but X want you 
a~l to know you all are trying to 
destroy the peanut farmer." This 
"you a~l" is not a vio~ation of the 
rules of the ROuse. 
On wedn •• day of la.t _ek at the 
time the Reciprocal ~rade Agreements 
bill was up for consideration in the 
senat.e. senat.or Alben W. Barkl.ey of 
Kentucky inquired as to whether or 
not S.nator Doug-la.. DeIIIoCrat of 
I~liDOi. wou~d yield to ht. for a 
question. and Senator DOUglas very 
graciously replied "I am willing to 
yield to the First Member of the United 
State. Senate... Senator Barkley 
J.m.ediately stated that he didn't 90 
quite back that far. 
May 1.0, 1955 
.. rem January 5th through April 
30th the Senate has be.n in •••• ion 
49 days and the HoUile 56 days. 1'he 
senat.e has consumed 2570 paqes of the 
Congres.ional Record and tlla Rouse 
has consumed 1898 pages. we have 
passed 245 Senate bill. and 248 Hou •• 
bills during this period. 2047 bills 
were introduced in the Senate and 
period. 'l'he senate confixmed 409 
postmaster nom:i.nations out of 947 
presented. During this period of 
time 24,848 nOlllinat:lon8 were received 
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by the Senate for postmaster nomina-
tions, Army nominations. Air Force 
nominations, Navy IIIC111inations, Marine 
Corps nomination. and civi~ian nomina-
tiona other than postmaster and 21.799 
of S2IIM _re confirmed. we are _11 
along with oar appropriation bil~ •• 
During this period of time R. R. 2091 
designated .s the ·Vrgent Deficiency 
1955 Supplemental bill- was passed 
appropriating $1.013.950. R. J. Rea. 
252 Deficiency supplemental bill for 
the JUatice Department for 1955 passed 
appropriating $710 •• 00. H. R. 4903 
the second Suppl ... mtal bill for 1955 
was paa.ed appropriating $945.412.835. 
R. R. 4876. the regular Treasury and 
Post Office bill for 1956 pa.sed 
appropriating $3.358,622,000. H. R. 
5046. the regular Labor-H.B.W. Approp-
riation bill for 1956 pas.ed. approp-
riatiDq $2.337.522.261. H. R. 5085, 
the reqular Interior Appropriation. 
bil1 pas •• d, appropriating $297.925.~6. 
H. R. 5239. the regular Agriculture 
Appropriation bill pas.ed appropriating 
$880.260.050. This bill is now in 
con£erence and I am serving as one of 
the RI>_e Conferee.. R. R. 5240, the 
regular Independent Offices bill passed 
appropriating $5.64~.595.375. R. R. 
5~02. the regu1ar St~tA, J~g~!e~. 
Judiciary Appropriation bill, passed 
appropriating $450,398,227. 
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May ~~, 1.955 
yesterday the HOuse completed 
general. debate on R. R. 2535, a b~ll 
to enable the peop!.e of Rawa.ii and 
Al4ska to form a const.itation and 
St4te of Government. X voted to 
re~i.t this bill. The vote was U8 
to 170 for recCIIIIIIlittal. 'l'hi ... ans 
tha bill 9088 back to the Committee 
on Xnter.ior and I_alar Affa.ira where 
it will remain for sometime to come. 
If we had aamitted Al.aska and lfawai.i 
.cae 6l0, 000 new citizens would have 
had four United States senators. rbis 
would ha". _aDt that each Benator 
represented less than 200,000 people. 
Each united State. Senator today 
repre.ent. over one and a half lIIi1.1ion 
people. Pinaneially Hawaii and A1.a.ka 
would have beeD too great to carry at 
the present time and X certainly am 
DOt in favor of peDlitt.il'l9 Cammuni.sts 
from Rawa ii to come and go in this 
country a. they please. A l.ot of 
peopl.e in this country still believe 
that Alaska is contiguous to' the border 
o£ the United States, overlooking the 
fact that we have to cross a riqht nice 
.trip of Canadian l.and before we reach 
Al.aska _ 'T'he Pacific OCean connects 
Hawaii with the mai.nland of thi.s coun-
try and to me this certain~y is not 
contiguous. 
This morning X found a Washington 
Post and Times Herald newspaper on my 
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front porCh. I talce the ISven;i.ft9 star 
whicn I bel.ieve to be the better paper. 
In ~lanci~9 throuqh the copy, I find a 
very poteRt .di torial mark.c! ~Obsol.ete 
ASSeISlllf!nts." The editoria1 ogoes on 
to .tate that we have obsolete real 
property aas •• sm.nt in the District 
or col.UIIIl>i.. anel that our SuJ)COIIIIIIitt_ 
had • C}OOC point in say11lg that frCIBI 
f1 ve to ten yea rs is too lOIlg a time 
to yait for the de.ired adju.tme~_ 
The editoE1al adaitted that the real 
property a ....... nt. were obsolete anc! 
that actioD. should be taken immediate-
ly to corEect this .att.r. HOwever. 
the .4ito~i.l .tated that congress in 
the past had failed to provide the 
necelsary nUlllber of A •• i.taM Asse.aors 
to take care of this job. 
'1'0 _ the l •• t portion of this 
edit<lrial is quit. aJIIUsillg when the 
Tax As •••• or. in aDswer to qu •• tions 
propoundea DY", .tated that it would 
take ten years a.nd that nGtwith.tandinog 
the fact t:hat the Di.trict of Columbia 
had ~uthoEization at the present time 
for ~en A •• iatant A ••••• or. they only 
had eiqht c»n the payro]'l. Be .. intained 
that he COllild not find two nen to suit 
him. They now come in and ask U8 for 
three more Assistant Asaessors, makinq 
ene toea4 ~~. ~£ we grant the 13, ! 
am jQst wOllldering how many be will. 
actual.ly Plllt on the payroll and what 
will happem to the money authorized for 
the additional. Assessors. This District 
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Gover!'.ment has the bad 'h3'bit of t:ralls-
ferring funds without authorization: 
fund.8 of the Con9ress frOlll one Depart-
ment to the oth.r and the tran.fer ends 
up •• • •• ~.ry incre... down the line 
for a group of favored employee •• 
Acoording to an article in one of 
the washington paper. this pa.t week, 
the First Congress of t.he United St.at. •• 
had no senators over 65 year. of age 
and DO Repr.s.ntati.... 0ger 70 year. 
of age _ '!'he a".rai}e age of the sena-
tor:. for: tZ- ru.t coftCJress was SO aDd 
of the Howl. Meabers 46. 'l'Oday t.he &ge 
of the Senators a ... rage 56 and the House 
M8IIIbers 51. I have lIlY dOUbt. that this 
i. a good sign. 
By It unanimous 'V'Ote t.he Senate 
pa ... d the bill for a $22,500 penSion 
rar ex-President. this week. 
swap. won the Derby last Saturday, 
much to the chagZ'in of the favored 
Nashua and his backers. 
'1'0 me the hardest thiD9 for 
American. to do today is to be patient 
and to learn to live with their 
troubles as the rest of the world has 
learned to do. We .hcr.;;.lC! buy iW-!)~ 
titHI in thelle dangerolls times and make 
good use of it. 
We started on H. R. 6042 today. 
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the bill making appropriations for 
the Department ofDefe_e for the 
fiscal year endinq June 30. 1956. 
Thill bill has $31.488,000.000 of new 
contractin9 authority BIOney and is 
the result of _eka of hearings which 
compiled a record of 5100 pages. '!'he 
report accOlilpanyinq this bill contai_ 
61 typewritten pages. with this 
aJIIOUnt beinq nearly one-half of our 
total. budget for the fiscal year 1956, 
you would think that: at least one-half 
of the Me.])ers would be on the !'loor 
dur.ing general debate of this particu-
lar bill. one quorum call was neces-
sary and ~diately after an.wering 
the roll moat of the Members left and 
accordinq to my own count: 61 M~rs 
were pEe sent on the !'loor throughout 
most: of the debate. one of the impor-
tane it... that was discussed during 
qeneral debate was excessive profits 
made by SOllIe of the contractors dealing 
with our Defense Department for new 
weapons ana supplies. In scme instances 
profits realized were s~ply outrageous. 
May 13. 1955 
we completed H. R. 6042, a bill 
m~k1nq appEOpriatiofts £or ~he Depart-
ment of Defense for the fiscal year 
end~n9 June 30, L956, yesterday after 
several amen~nts 'IeEe voted down. 
One amendment woul.d have prevented the 
expenditure of any part of the 
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$3k,480.00Q,OOO for construction of 
ships in Government owned Navy Yards. 
At ~en o'clock this morning we 
present our District of Columbia 
Appropriations bill for 1956 to the full 
conDitt •• on Appropriations. This bill 
wikl then 410 to the Ploor for action on. 
weanesday of next weele. 
May 16. 1955 
The 8i41 Pour foreign minister. met 
yeaterday in Vienna. Austria. and 
Signed the Austrian Treaty 41rantinq 
free40111 to Austria. 'l'he Biq Pour con-
siat of Bnqland, Prance, United States 
and Rus.ia. J:n 4riving down to my 
office this morning, J: heard a news 
report over the radio that celebrations 
had continued all night in Austria and 
_re still qoinq on. 
Molotov promised at a dinner mee~ 
ing with the Biq pour ministers in 
Auatria that the Soviet Union would 
joim in a Biq Pour Power Conference at 
the topmost level in an effort to reach 
an !!:ast-West settlement. presi4ent 
Eiaenhower has indicated now that he 
wikl attend such a conference if the 
~ .:_""" ..... A _, ~_a ,"s..." """6 :a."'~AA" ''''''''''''1''11 
""~...... Q. .... - J!'---- -_ .... -- -"!J- --- -r---· 
The Washin9ton papers are really 
up in arms over the four million dollar 
Federal contribution cut in the District 
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budget. Articles have appeared on the 
front pages of the Evening Star, wash-
ington Post and Times Herald and the 
Washington Daily News giving my sub-
committee the very devil for its action. 
Those weak-kneed members of the House 
who intend to seek publicity by fight-
ing our bill on the Floor will find 
that this particular bill will pass 
in its present form and passage of 
same will then be a mandate for no 
changes when the Senate magnanimously 
places all or part of the Pederal con-
tribution back in the bill. 'l'he House 
conferees will be in a position of 
simply saying that no agreement can be 
had restoring any part of the four 
million contribution cut because this 
matter was vigorously contested at 
the time of passage of the District 
of Columbia Appropriations bill for 
fiscal ~ar 1956 and the Committee 
action was ratified by passage of the 
bill. It seems to me that it would 
be better to have no fight in the 
House, hoping that the Senate would 
restore the cut and that the conference 
of the Rouse and Senate managers would 
be successful. An editorial appeared 
in yesterday's Sunday Star which stated 
seeminqly cavalier treatment of the 
District of Columbia by the House 
Appropriations Committee and that the 
subcommittees charge of fiscal irres-
ponsibility lodged against the District 
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of Co~umbia Commissioners is not on~y 
extravagant and unwarranted but is 
derived from coaditions which congress 
itself has created. This editorial 
goes on and on with its spanking and 
then ends up by statin9 that the 
problem bo~ls d~n to a failure of 
cOPmunicat~on between those who 
present the District side and the 
Members of the sUbcommittee and that 
nothing is to be gained now by berating 
the committee. This is somewhat amus-
ing when you reacd the berating part of 
the editorial. 
This past w.ek has seen the Salk 
Vaccine situati~n thoroughly discussed 
as to whether or not the present vac-
cine ill use is safe. After the 
anoouncement was made and ratified by 
the National health authorities con-
cerning the succ.ss of the Salk Anti-
Po1io Vaccine. t~ousands upon thousands 
of children throughout this country and 
in several forei-gn countries began 
receiving vaccin~tions. Within a few 
days some _venty cases of polio 
resulted from ch~ldren recently 
vaccinated. They traced the defective 
vaccine to Cuttez Laboratories in 
Ca1ifornia and later other laboratories 
turned up with l~ve polio virus in the 
vaccine. 'M"le HU~se commi i:tee on iSank-
ing and Currency and one of the sub-
committees of tbe Judiciary committee 
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in the Senate have been holding hear-
ings al~ week concerning this matter. 
Mrs. CWE!ta Culp Hobby. secretary of 
He~lth_ Bducation and Welfare, was 
severely criticized this week for 
failing to respond to an invitation 
to appear before the House Committee. 
Dr. schee~e. Director of the Nationa~ 
:Institute of! Health. has appeared and 
assure. the people that the Salk 
Vaccine is now sa~. and is successful. 
against polio. 
The fai~ure of the BOase to pass 
the Hawaii - Alaska statehood bill 
received much pUb1icity during the 
past _ek. I voted against this bill 
because in my opinion present condi-
tions do not justify the admission of 
two territori.s .s states who cannot 
carry themselves financially. OUr 
national debt, amounting to $283 
bi1lion should be considered. A 
public works program in Alaska and 
Hawaii amounting to hundreds of 
millions of dollars would certainly 
not be to our advantage at the present 
time. Arizona, Nevada and seyeral 
other of the western states with state 
population of less than 500,000 with 
two United States Senators are still 
being criticized. The two United 
States Senators ox New York State 
represent nearly twenty million people. 
~t now appears that the Soviet 
strategy veers toward peace. Happiness 
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and good fellowship started bursting 
out allover since Malenkov's dis-
missal and continues down to the 
present: day. r am wondering just 
where we 90 from here. 
H. R. 2126. a bill to amend the 
Act of July 3, 1952, relating to 
research in the development and util-
ization of saline water was up for 
consideration i~ the HOuse today. 
'!'he Act of 1952 known as the Saline 
Water Act authorized the appropriation 
of $2,000,000 to carry on a five year 
research prQ9ram with the objective 
of developing an economically feasible 
process for converting se. water and 
other saline waters to fresh water of 
a quality suitable for agricultural, 
industrial, municipal and other bene-
ficial u.... ~s bill pas.ed without 
any difficulty and the basic act is 
now modified by extending the pe~iod 
of research until the year 1963 and 
authorizing an additional appropria-
tion of not exoeeding $6,000.000 for 
further research and development of 
the conver.ion of s.id waters and other 
saline waters to fresh water. Accom-
plishment of this research project will 
be of great ben~f.it: to this country. 
For a number of year. candidates 
from the 2nd congressional District of 
Kentucky to West Point and Annapolis 
have been unable to pass the mental 
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eX5minations. At the present time 
there are four vacancies from my 
a1strict at West Point ana four 
vacancies at Annapolis. All. of the 
candidates nominated last year failed 
for both west Point and Annapolis and 
this has been the procedure for a 
period of approximately ten years. It 
certainly does not speak too _1.1 for 
our high schools. This year two of 
my candidates passed the examinations 
for entrance to the Naval Academy and 
two pas .. d entrance examinations for 
West Point. '!'be _ Air Porce Acad_y 
to be opened in Denver. Colorado. under 
legislation passed by us at the 2nd 
Session of the 83rd Congress. has today 
released the names of the five success-
ful candidate. for the first class. 
ID Xentucky each Member of the HOuse 
aDd each senator were authorized to 
submit ten names and the 100 candidates 
met in Louisville for physical and 
mental examinations. Xentucky's '.quota 
for the first class. according to the 
population of the state. was five. 
This simply meant that it was possible 
to make a score of 99 and still not be 
one of the succe.sful five. Out of 
the five successful candidates one came 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ .. _ __ .. __ " __ .. ~_ ~ _a_ _ _ .s "---.!_ 
xram my ~QngressAona. ~~a~.A~ anu n.z 
name is James R. Blackwell. of Provi-
dence. Kentucky. This young man had 
no political backing at all and simply 
wrote me a nice letter setting forth 
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his ~alifications and his desire to 
take the physical and mental examina-
tions for entrance at the new Air 
Fore. Academy. X sent in his name 
toqe~her with nine other candidates 
and ~wo of my other candidates passed 
the ~hysical and mental examinations 
and .re on the alternate list. Senator 
C1_nta had two of the top five. 
Conqressman Chelf - one. Congresaaan 
Robi .on - one. and J: had the other 
candidate. For the five alternates 
Conqressman Spence had one. Congress-
man. 'Yatts - one. X had two and Senator 
Clentents - one. Several of the names 
that X sent in were sponsored quite 
viq~roualy in their home counties and 
I fe It right qood over the Blackwell 
boy Decauae he had no political 
strength or aponsorship at all. A 
nice letter. well written. denoted his 
inte llt,iona and it j uat so happens that 
he ~l. the proper qualifications to 
pass a very difficult examination. 
May 17. 1955 
TOday we take up for consideration 
H. ~. 5297. the bill providing for a 
National Reserve Plan. This particular 
bi.:ll W~~ fin.:ll!! vot.@d 0",J,1; of the 6L~d 
Services Committee by a vote of31-S 
afteor many weeks of heari1'l9s. Under 
the provisions of this bill. which 
pro~ide mainly for 17 and 18 year olds 
vol\l.lltary service of six months plus 
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7~ years of reserve, is provided for. 
Several weeks ago we continued our 
present Draft ~aw for four additional 
year~ and under th~s bi~l induction 
means ~4 months. Notwitstanding the 
fact that this bil~ carries no compul-
sory military training features which 
have long been advocated by President 
:eisenhower. we expect a lively debate 
before final roll call. The sponsors 
of this ~ill in the fl:)use and in the 
Pentagon are of the opinion that we 
will be assured of a ready. trained, 
reserve of adequate size and effect-
iveness in case of emergency. 
The fiqht to repeal the 1954 
Sliding Scale Farm law moved into the 
senate this week following last week's 
victory in the Rouslto:f 206-201. 
Senator HUmphrey of Minnesota has only 
recent1y directed a 1etter to Democra-
tic Kaj~rity Leader Johnson informinq 
him that the promises made by the 
Democrats last Fall should now be 
carried out. Xn fact, Senator HUm-
phrey cited one of Senator Johnson's 
spee~hes in Minnesota in which the 
good Senator reaffirmed the pledqe of 
the Democratic Party to make revision 
goal during the first session of the 
84th Con'9ress. 
The farm situation is certainly 
no b~tter and according to recent 
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r~ports the income of the American 
farmer mal' probably be off some 
$12 billion at the close of the 
calendar year 1955. 
The National Farmers union is 
rapidly overtaking the American Fa.rm 
Bureau. Here we have the National 
Fa~rs union endorsing fixed price 
supports of 90% of parity and American 
Far. Bureau ~ndorsiD9 the present 
Administration'. flexible price sup-
port.. The American Farm BUreau is 
aL80 oppo_d to II raise :in the minmlllll 
wage from the 75¢ level. The National 
Farmers Union bas urqed congress to 
raise the minimum wage from 75C' per 
hour to $1.25 per hour and to extend 
coverage to six and ODe-half million 
additional workers. The Minimum wage 
Law bill will certainly be a hotpota-
to during the present session with 
salary increases to the Members of 
Congres s. postal workers. eertif ied 
euployees and probably an increase 
in retirement benefits for all former 
Government employees. A vote against 
increasin9 the Minimum Wage Law will 
bring forth an iJmIediate roar. 
May .lSI 1955 
Yesterday we gave furtner consid-
eration to the bill, H. R. 5297. which 
provides for the strengthenin9 of the 
reserve forces and for other purposes. 
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under this bill, which by the way is 
voluntary, a young man may volunteer 
and enter the Armed Service for a 
period of six months and upon his 
discharge serve 7~ years in the 
Reserve, makins a total of 8 years 
service. If he does not voluntarily 
enliat for six months service, he will 
be inducted under the present Draft 
law, which we extended for four years 
several weeks a90, and upon completion 
of 24 months service will serve three 
year. in the active reserve and three 
years in the standby reserve making a 
total of eight years. A. great number 
of amen4ments were offered on the 
Ploor and most of same were attempting 
to reduce the Reserve period down to 
four years, which would make this 
law expire with our present Induction 
Law. under the Pive Minute Rule and 
while the bill was being read. Con-
gressman John Robsion, Jr. of Kentucky. 
moved to strike the last word thereby 
being authorized to speak for five 
minutes. He stated that he could not: 
understand why there was so much 
opposition to this particular bill 
and he for one would support same 
unequivocally. He further stated 
tha~ he was 38 }~~re old when he 
enlisted for service in World War II 
and served nearly four years. AS the 
result of this service he said that he 
lost his business, his home and his 
wife. Then with a big grin, he stated 
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that it wasn't so bad after a~l 
becallse after the war was over he 
gained ~ack his business, purchased 
another home and had a whole 10t 
better vife than the first one. We 
all Just howled and John Mccormack 
turned ~round to me and in a very loud 
whisper asked if all the Kentucky 
Members had the .~ experience in 
the war. I whispered back just as 
loud that Robsioo's wife was probably 
glad World War IX took place. In 
chec~ing the Congressional Record 
today I find Robsion's statement, 
whic~in part is as follows: 
•••• Xr. Chairman, the opponents 
of ~is legislation have told us how 
terrible it is that the young boys 
cannot plan for their future so 10n9 
as the possibility of the draft and 
the ~eserve service hangs over the1.r 
head3. If you wil~ pardon me, my 
heart refuses to bleed. I was 38 
year~ old when World War II came along. 
:t diod n.ot question wl\ether or not: the 
President was right or whether our 
foreign. policy was right. My country 
was in danger, and I volunteered for 
service and served four years, two of 
my b~siness~ I lost my home~ and I lost 
my wife. But I did not lose my life 
like J!lany others did. Before you start 
feeling sorry for me, may I say that I 
got a ~tter business, a better home, 
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and a better wife, and above a~~ r 
have my se~f respect for having dis-
charged my ob~igation to my country 
in time of need. And, I will say 
something else: my father was in 
Co~gress at the time. and X experi-
enced a lot of very unhappy situations 
in the Army. but not one single time 
d~~ X ask Daddy to speak to the mean 
01~ War Department about the way they 
were treating his sonny boy." ••• 
congressman Adam Powell. one of 
our three colored Representatives. 
offered an amendment. His amendment 
provided that there shoul.d be no seg~ 
gat ion insofar as our National. Guard 
is concerned. r voted against this 
amendment and much to my surprise same 
passed by a voice vote of 126 to 87. 
Powe~l. married Hazel Scott and .s X 
have heretofore written. preaches in 
the ~argest Baptist church in Barl.em. 
New York. on Sunday. and operates a 
very risque night club during the 
week. For several. months at a time 
we never see him on the l"l.oor and 
after he creates an uproar he is con-
spicuously absent for several weeks. 
Xn speaking for his amendment he 
stated in part as foll.ows: 
"The issue here i.n Ameri.ca and 
throughout the world is the black and 
the brown and the white and the yellow 
men :marching i:..oqether on an integrated 
basis. :I was able to say what :I did 
say to the COllIIIllunists in Bandunq 
because we had an integrated A~y and 
because we ha...-e an integrated Capitol 
here in this democracy. 1: could not 
have said that if we had a Jim Crow 
Al:I1Iy or if Yasld.ngton was II Jim Crow 
city, which it was until a year ago." 
"Do you vant to turn back the 
timetable of tile forward march of dem-
ocracy? 
"we have been very slow and 
laqqard in th.i.s body. The things that 
we have done .i.n America have been due 
to O\E' Supreme Court and to our Presi-
dent, Mr. Bisellhower, and before him 
M.r. Truman, and before him, Mr. Roose-
velt. They are the two branches -
the JUdicial and the Bxecutive -- that 
have given the impetus and leadership 
to the onward surge of democracy. we, 
the congress, nave been backward. 
Now here is an opportunity for us to 
stand up and take our place in the 
forward march_It .•• 
"X tell you that if you do not 
accept this a!Elendment, you will be 
playing directly into the hands of ____ •• _.: __________ ..;3.: _~ _ .... '; ___ .... "" __ 
_ Vl.IUUU.,U.::=" ~ ~.LV.,b-Jc:lyCl".lU-L.I::»"-~. .L 4'\. ... .1"'" ~:.J.a"-
it is a hard question for many of you 
Members who cane from certain areas 
to adopt this amendment. • ••• " 
Befo~ too many da}P8 expire, my 
subconunittee on Foreign Aid will begin 
hearing witnesses. The President is 
~questing $3,500,000,000 and according 
to investigation recent1.y made, the 
!!'oreign Aid progra..'!! stU.l MI! t:ontrl)l 
of over $10 billion. Last year we 
appropriated $2,800,000,000 not know-
:inq that there was nearly four times 
this amount unspent and unencumbered. 
We w ill have quite a session over the 
unspent money. secretary Dulles now 
states that by June 1. of this year 
there will be only $500 million unen-
cUlllbered. 
on Monday of this week the 
COIIIIIIittee, on the part of the House 
and Semte, aqreed ~n conference and 
our Agricultural Appropriat:i.on b:i.ll 
cOIIIIIIittee report was adopted by the 
Eouse without any trouble. The bill. 
r10W provides for $696,917,855 in 
direct cash appropriations and 
~388,OOO,OOO in lendinq authority. 
The House of Representatives is 
overrun with Cupids. They spend more 
time pr~oting romance than interna-
tional qoodw:i.l1.. My good friend Noble 
.::. Gregory of the 1st Congressional 
District of Kentucky and porter Hardy, 
~r., of Virginia are tt'lO of th~ ~h~te£ 
offenders. 
"If a married member becomes a 
,,,..,.., -
..... v •• -
w.idow or w.idower. t:he Cupids become 
even busier. They do everything 
except concoct love potions. 
I have never been able to under-
stand why our elected Representatives 
are so dead set against any of their 
nlllllber enjoying single bl.essecmess. 
They seem to take it as a personal 
affront if the single ones resist the 
unsubtle matchmaking. 
Right now the Cupids are prac-
tically dislocating their wings trying 
to pranote a romance bet_en a bachelor 
legislator from Tennessee and a wtdowed 
gentlewoman from West Virginia. 
They have been work ing on the 
Tennessean, 60 year old Rep. TOm 
Murray. to the pOint where he isn't 
sure any longer where the kidding ends 
and seriousness begins. They've been 
doing the S5me to Rep. Blizabeth Kee, 
whose ~ate husband, John Kee, repres ... 
ented west Virginia I s Fi fth Di.strict 
before her. 
Mrs. Kee tries to laugh i.t off. 
but every time she has a flower on her 
dress or on her desk one- of the CUpids 
rushes around telling everybody it 
came fruu Representati~~ M~:ray. 
And when Murray makes a speech on 
the Floor of the House, the Cupids 
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always accuse Mrs. Ree of ~eading 
the app~ause. 
There are only two singletons 
in Congress who have won 1mmunity 
fram the matchmaking - Speaker Sam 
Rayburn and Minority Leader Joe 
Martin. The cupids worked on them 
for years but finally jU8t plumb 
gave up." 
May 20, 1955 
The HOuse refused the Military 
Reserve Program bill yesterday and a 
motion that the Committee ri •• w •• 
sustained. When Congressman Adam 
PowelL of New York, one of the three 
Beqro members bf the House, proposed 
the Civil Rights amendment on Wednes-
day. which in effect would mean that 
the National Guard in all of the 
States would be mixed, X kn_ that the 
bill would never pass. Since X have 
been a Member of the House. X have 
ne-ver Been as many mad Representatives 
as r saw yesterday. Notice was served 
on Representative Carl Vincent of 
Georgia. the Chairman of the Armed 
Services Committee, that unless this 
bill was sent back to Committee. it 
would be defeated. By a vote of 161 
l24 the motion that the Committee rise 
was sustained. 
President Eisenhower vetoed the 
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S.S% posta1 Pay Increase bill x~ster= 
day. This veto carne as no surprise 
to me because when we passed this bill 
in the House the Republican leadership 
stated unequivocally that this bill 
"Q'Qld be vetoed. :In vetoing this bill, 
the President stated in part as follows~ 
"I return herewith, without my 
approval, A.1 ·To increase the rates 
of basic compensation of officers and 
employes in the field service of the 
Post Offiee Department.' :x take this 
action for three reasons. First, the 
btll createB new discriminations or 
i~equities which would affect many 
t~ousands of postal employes. Second, 
the bill creates grave administrative 
problems such as the establishment of 
thousands of individual pay rates. It 
forces awkward and unfair administra-
tive practices in a Government depart-
ment whose operations affect every 
person, every enterprise, every 
cormnunity in the country. Third, the 
bill imposes a heavier burden upon 
the taxpayer than is necessary to 
establish salary rates throughout the 
department which will compare favorably 
with rates for similar work elsewhere 
i.n Government and in private industry." 
The 
ments to attempt to pass this bill 
o~r the Pre$ident'g veto, and this 
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move to override is set for Tuesday 
{)f next. week. I believe that we 
have sufficient votes i.n the Erouse 
to O'VIerride the veto but have my 
doubts about t..lte senate. 
Sinee the .Ml.J.itary Reserve Plan 
biJ.l failed, the Speaker called up 
the District of ColUllbia Appropria-
t10l18 bil.l and our 8uDcOJQIlittee took 
oyer. 'l'he BOIl .. resolved itself into 
the Ccamittee of the Whole HOUse on 
the state of the union for the consid-
eration of the bil.l R. R. 6239. By 
agreement the time was fixed at 2!s 
hours for '9'enera1 debate. My Chairman 
Mr. Rabaut. took the Fl.oor and 
expl.ained the bUl. up to the point 
When II question was propounded which 
simply caused my ChaiDilaD to lose his 
head. He then proceeded t.o qet mad and 
COllSUlDed nearly all the time on our 
side. The Repqbl.i.cane were nice to 
us aDd yielded 25 minutes of their 
time. Of course we realized that the 
only .-ndraent of any coneequence to 
be pr~sed would be the one attempti~ 
to ~store the $4.000.000 Federal. con-
tribution cut. Public Law 364, passed 
last year, provided that the Federal 
corltrih>...1tion shot.11d not e~ceed $20 
million but automatically had to be 
$2~ nillioD. In 8e1:1:1ng up the bud-
get for the District of Columbia our 
subcommittee unanimous1y pi aced the 
Federal contribution at $16,000,000. 
- 1.081 
Fc-r day-S the waslUngton papers have 
written editorials and have had the 
papers full. of criticil!lm of t.he sub-
committee. According to one editorial 
the Members composing tile subcollimittee 0= tbe Committee on Appropriations 
~re men of little vision. rbis 
natura1~y had al.l of us in the riqht 
frame of mind when we took the Floor. 
Z spoke for 24 minutes and made the 
best speech that I ha .... made since I 
have been a .Member of congress. Mr. 
Rayburn, J!r. McCormack. and my Chair-
man of the full CatlJllittee on Appropria-
tions. Mr. Cannon of Miasouxi were all 
very compliJDentary. life did not real.ize 
tnt half so much campaigning had 
taken plilce during the past few days 
to restore this cut until the amend-
ment was proposed by COIIgr8slIIIIan Smith 
of Virginia. ey a vote of 86 to 95 
tlle HoUle defeated the attempt: to 
restore the $4.000,000 cut. This 
vote was so close we then realized 
t:.at a quorum should definitely be 
established aDd succeeded finally in 
obtaininq a call of the Bouse. When 
a call was demanded by our opponents. 
'ole simply used the old parl.iamentary 
triCK of making a motion that the 
committee do now rise and demand 
te liers. Thi 9 l1Iotion supe rseded the 
::-'!o'tio!: for t.M Call of the House and 
\o'~n we decided it was necessary to 
h.~ the Membership on the Floor to 
"'I- .......... .., 
- .J..uo, 
save our Bill# we succeeded in having 
a call of the House. "'!len the 365 
Members appeared, we defeated all other 
amendments and passed our Sill wi thout 
a dissenting vote. My speech appears 
on pages 5673-76 of ~he congressional 
Record of May 19th. The papers so far 
today have eliminated the cr~tic~sm 
directed toward the subcoliulttee. l:JUt 
before we go into conference with the 
senate on this Bill, I presume that 
more wUl be said about the MEmbers of 
this particular sub::ommi~tee in the 
press. 
The senate approved yesterday. :by 
a vote of 76-3 a proposed constitutional 
amendment setting up machinery for a qu 1e 
repJ.acement 0 f HoUse Members in ca se 
leqi.slators are wiped out in a nuclear 
bomb attack. Since {3OVe%nOrs already 
have the power to fill senate vacancies, 
the amendment applies only to the HOuse. 
This measure needs ratification by 3/4 
of the states within seven years. 
May 21. 1955 
Prior to general debate on H. R. 
6239. the bill making appropriations 
for the District of columbia, ! ta'keQ 
with several Members of the Virginia 
Deleq-ati.on conc.erning -t11e ~i.strict i :; 
attitude in regard to the Federal 
contribution. The newspapers in t...':Ie 
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District, especially. believe ~hat it 
is mandatory that the conqress of to'l!!!' 
tIni ted states forget all about the 
money that. is made in the Distri.ct - for 
instance $250,000.000 f~ tour~sts -
and pass the necessary laws which almost 
cOInFl.etely reliG'lle the residents of th~ 
District of taxation. My next ciocr 
neig'l1bor, Edward J. RObeson. Jr., 
serving his fourth term, frotll warwicJc:, 
grumbles all the time about everything. 
He Frides hilnsel.f on his conser:vatism, 
and is one of the few individual.s that 
I have met durin<) my life who would 
complain about Heaven. 'l'his man if 
admitted would wi thin ten minutes start 
complaining about:. sanething that be did 
not like in Heaven. When he was 
info:aaed that our suJ:x:onuittee had 
reduced the Federal contribution from 
$20,000,000 to $16,000,000 he stated 
that this was one of the finest moves 
that he had ever witnessed. 'l'tlis 
sentiment was also echoed by pat Jennings 
£.rom Narion, Virgulia, serving h~s first 
term, who a1so prides himself on his 
conservatism. J. vaughn Gary, of 
Richmond, Virginia, serving h~s sixth 
term, is a Member of the eommi.ttee on 
Appropriations, and, he too, prides 
himse~f on his conservatiSll\. :In pa ssing, 
"t..,. ......... '\o...... r-..,.~,. .,.:~.;, -A..t ....... -,:I"n+ ~ ~A1"I: +hp "",p::.f-
...... -~ ... - ... ............... ..1 ------ -- • - - - _._- --.- ..... -- . . ~ 
was on in R. R. 6239. At ~he close of 
general d."""''!:e, a..TlC_ when Howa~ w. smith. 
serving his thirteent."1. term, from Broad 
Run, Virginia. t"1.e leading advocate 
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of conservatism from the Virginia 
Del~ation, proposed his amendment 
restoring the $4,000,000# you sr~Jld 
have seen Jenn:tngs, Robeson, Porter 
Hardy '* "Wat:.kins !-ot. ~J\bbi tt. _ wilJ.iam M+ 
~, former Governor. and Buxr 
Harrison J.ine up and fo1low Judge 
smith up the center aisJ.e past the 
tellers. 1: often wonder just "What 
would bappen to the Members of the 
Democratic Delegation fram Virginia if 
Howard w. smith shou1d be ill and unable 
to attend sess:i.ons on the floor, and 
be too i11. to pass along the WOrd to tlIe 
other boys. '!'his same situation holds 
true in the uru.ted states senate. It 
is openLy tal.'ked about by the senators 
that when the Clerk calls the roll on a 
vote in the senate as soon as the name 
Harry l1'lood Byrd is called, and the 
good Senator indicates how he wants his 
vot.e recorded. the Clerk before o:oallinq 
another name l1lOVes his hand down the 
list and marks Senator A. Willis 
Robertson, of Lexington, Virginia, in 
t."le same column. Of course# this action 
does not take place, but when Senator 
Byrd is not on t.."le floor to vote 
Robertson runs up and down the aisle, 
and t-hrough t.."lJ.e cloak rooms, l.i.'l::e a 
bird dog looking for his master. 
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The l.ocal. papers are now carryi-"lg 
p:wess releases to !::he effect that it is 
a foregone conclusion that the $4,000,000 
w:ill be restored When H. R. 6239 reaches 
tbe senate. This may be whistling in 
tJ::1.e dark because it just so happens that 
the Members of my sulX!ol:uu.ittee will be 
t!le HOuse OOl1ferees. The washing-ton 
n_spapers state that there is now a 
ceEpelling challencre to District groups, 
::t:cth official and private, to see to i.t 
tIlat the senate fully tmderstands the 
se:riousness of the city's own efforts 
tc> help itself. :I am still amused at 
tlte F«ieral contribution. The tax 
assessor informed congressm.an passman 
twL.at 'he could give him the tax list for 
r_l estate of any individual. corpo-
ration or partnership, but that before 
he wo~d release the assessment of the 
r_l estate owned ~ the three news-
papers - the EVening star. washington 
pc>st and rimes Herald, and the oaily 
N_S - a court order woul.d first have 
te ~ obtained. Passman maintained up 
te the very end tilat he would haVe this 
matter corrected, but failed to do so. 
TILe rax rate in tne District is $22 per 
tJ\<Iusand, ano. in Boston, Massachusetts, 
i~ is $68.40 per t'1ousand. Tid.s 
cC!J!IParison is general. throughout the 
~~ited S~ates. Re:e ~~ere i~ e $4 r QOC 
ueorne tax exemption for each individual, 
w~ic~_ is ~:tear~y outrageous. 
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May 23, 1955 
Ye!!t~rday'!'I Washinqton POst. had 
a front-page article in bold headlinezs 
pointing out a budget error which leaves 
the District of columbia with a deficit 
of $1.703,000. According to this 
article the subcommittee of the com-
mittee on Ap!>roprlat.ions made the 
mistake and t.'le House passed the Sill 
with the deficit wbich at the very 
I_at will aJ'II:)Unt to $6B5. BOg. The 
article .goes on to state that the members 
of the subcaerlittee are new members on 
this particular subcormdttee and the 
clerks are nE'li' also. 'l"he fallacy of 
this article is that. in my speech I 
atatea that the bud'3'et: would be out of 
balance between 5 or 6 million dollars 
before the end o£ the fiscal year 1956. 
:In taking all of the surplus out of the 
bud.qet. we overestimated the surplus 
ac<:ording to t.'le Washington Post. '!'he 
budget will be in balance the first day 
of the fiscal year for 1956 and was 
passed in bala.'lce. hut same will be out 
of balance several million dollars more 
than the a~cle stated unless the 
DistIict of colUltlhia mar-ches to the 
front anc assumes its share of t.~e fiscal 
'burdens of the .'Jistrict. we intentionalJ..: 
~:::::-;~rce ~"':=.c ~.1dget !~ !:!~~h ~_ ~"'_np~ a~ 
~ 1 '~'1 .~ ~~ .0 pace IIIOre respon:5::t'-'J..~J..~y on _ae 
Di;::;t.::rict ~eca"!.!se t...n_~ congre9!: 0"£ the 
~~iteO. states is tired oE constantly 
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pouring mi~lions of do~lars into t,,'le 
District by way of Federal contribution 
When ~~e District will not bear its 
share of t-ne tax burden. The ot...'Iler 
washington paper I t...lte EVening star, had 
an articl.e concerning the District of 
COlwnbia budget and after criticizing 
Representative Rabaut and Representative 
passman, just for a chanqe the article 
contained a nice statement concerning 
my speech. In substance the article 
stated that a more ba1anced criticism 
of affairs in the District came from 
Representative Natcher. DemOcrat of 
Kentucky, a1.80 a member of Mr. Rahaut-s 
sWx:OIIIIIIitt.ee, and went on to cite 
certain figures which I used in ray 
speecb provil'\CJ the fact that real 
property was underassessed in the 
District of oolumbia. 
It seems that soviet Russia denies 
our sincerity on the Big Four confer-er,ce. 
The official. publication of the Soviet, 
pravda, charged that we were indulging 
in endless talk and making unrelated 
demands on the SOViet concerning the 
projected top level :Big Four COnferenc:e:l5. 
On May 21st, Lt. John COnroy of 
the ~,",ir Force complete<l fol:t@ first sunrise 
to sunset round trip coast to coast 
flight in ~~e United states. He had 
breakfast in !..Os Angeles. lunch in Ne'WI 
York, and dinner in Los Angeles. 
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We were warned by Senator George 
of Georgia this past week that the 
1Jnited states should not give up 
E~pean air bases Gr reduce its mili-
tary strength in Europe despite any 
hol<:1 move by Russia to erect a neutral 
zone between East and West. I def.initel~ 
am of the opinion that Russia hopes to 
deerease-,.'OUr military rtrenqth in 
Europe at the proposed Big Four con-
ference and I certainly agree with 
s~tor George that none of our air 
bases should be re~inquished at this 
time. RUssia will probably CCIIIle forth 
with a new' disa:rmantent proposal and 
also probably will suggest the creation 
of a neutral zone between East and west. 
One of the important questions 
lIeoore the COngress of the united states 
today is the question of who has the 
q:reatest air power - the soviet or the 
'United states. ~e penta90n recently 
infonned the conqress that Russia is 
further advanced in jet plane constructi<:1 
than had been thought. The Russians' 
long ranqe jet powoered bombers are now 
in operating units. our B-52s will not 
:be out until t..ltis summer. In 1941 and 
1948 Russia purchased approximately 
Eng2.and and :by concentrating on jet 
production has in<:reased the oower of 
Rolls Foyce engines to the extent that 
they probably lead t.l;e world today in 
jet ,?O\Wered p1anes. 
Tbe senate passed 5 1805, a Bill 
to amend the Legislative Reorganization 
Act of 1946 * to provide for more 
effective evaluation of the fiscal 
requirements of the executive agencies 
of the GOvernment of the united states. 
The primary purpose of this Bill is to 
provide the congress with the necessary 
mach:i.ne%Y to enable it to meet its 
constitutional responsibilities in 
connection. with the appropriation of 
funds reauired for the conduct of the 
Pederal GOVermnent. under this Bill a 
joint C!OII1Inittee on the budget, conoposed 
of mErl1bers of the senate and House 
Appropriations conmittees was established 
to assist the congress in exerciSing 
adequate control over the expenditure of 
public funds by the EXecutive Branch of 
1:!le Govermnent. ¥Or a great number of 
years, congress has labored under a 
tremendo1;ls disaavantage in connection 
with budget requests and justifications. 
'rhe witnesses who appear before the 
Appropriations comnittees repre sent 
exclusively the EXecutive :Branch of 
Govermnent and its .. iews. It is their 
duty to Sllpport all budget items con-
ta.ined in the President's budget. 
conmittee Members are so heavily burdened 
l::Jy other legisiative duties and 
responsibilities that t.1-Jey are unable 
personally to give adequate attention 
to each bt..ro.get itelll. under t.'lis Bill 
t~e joint cOl'll1li ttee, or any su.bcomrni:':tee 
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t1=.ereo:f. is vesteCI. -with. !;-QWer tQ hold 
bearinC]s r issue subpoenas. and to make 
such expenditures as are necessary to 
carry out its functions within the amount 
appropriated for same. This Bi~l 
further provides for the appointment 
of a staff director, an assistant staff 
director, and such other professiona1. 
technical. and cl.erical employees as 
may be necessary to carry out the 
daties of the joint cOl\'l!tlittee. TO me 
this is one of the most important 
pieces of ~e<Jis1ation that has been 
presented to the COII9ress of the united 
states since I have been a Member, and 
should receive the support of the 
Membership. 
Yesterday the District commissioners 
appeared before a subcOl!lD.ittee of the 
Legisl.ative committee on the District 
of col.umbia and submitted plans to raise 
$8,875.000 a year fOr expected pay 
increases and other new city costs. The 
plan aJ.se includes a 2 mil~ion dollar 
boost :in the Federal contribution. If 
adopted, the Federal contribution would 
be $22 mil.lion dollars. The comnis-
sieners also sUbmitted a pl.an to d~p 
the $4,000 income tax exemption down 
to $1,1)00 for a single person and 
$2,000 for a married person. The p~an 
...: __ ' ... ~ ..=t__ "'!II.... .: ..... ,.... ..... ,.:!I.~-e:'~ ""-'u .... :0...; ~i","no +1-.,,0 
..!.A. ......................... _..,. .",... ...... - ... ------ -..I: - ------;i ---
9'enera~ saJ..es tax from 2 to 3% B-"'ld to 
:!xx:> sl::. t..~e :real est<o.te!:<!cte a ni.ckel, 
making the rate $2.25 per $100 assessed 
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valuation. 7'0. raise in the beer tax 
from $1.25 ~ $3.00 a barrel and a 
wine tax of 20¢ a gallon was also 
subrci.tted. A--A::er our skirmish on 
the Floor wi+h t..~e District of 
columbia Appropriations Bilo1, the 
COIIIIIIissioners have finally decided 
to act. In:my speech I proposed that 
the $4,000 blcome tax exemption be 
lowered and that the real estate be 
properly reassessed. The proposal 
inCIreasinq tJle Federal contribution 
$2 lIlillion dollars wilol mean a battle 
on the Floor, and I: have my doubts 
that same can pass at this time. 
Yesterday we passed five District 
of coloumbia Bills and only one of same 
was contested. 'l'he Bill providing for 
a sala~ increase for municipal judges 
up to $17,0000 brouqh forth a rol! call 
vote and saae passed by a narrow margin. 
May 25, 1955 
The subl:!onmittee on -Foreign Aid 
of the COI'IImi-ttee on Appropriations met 
this afte~ at 2 p.m. for the 
purpose of discussing the procedure con-· 
cerning the 3~ billion dollar request 
;r:..a<:le fer ~reign. ~a,.id for fiscal year 
1956. :crior to holding this meeting, 
we directed our Executive Secretary to 
obtain for u.s al1 available info:cnation 
concerning u.nobligated balances of 
Mutual security funds up to t..":!e present 
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time. Last year the Bouse passed a 
Mutua~ security Bi2~ containing 
Foreign Aid funds tota2ing some 
$2,800,000,000 and this amount was 
final2y raised to $3,200,000,000. A 
voery strong pJ.ea was made on the FJ.oor 
o.f the- HC>\1se for this money urging 
tna~ this appropriation was needed 
b-ecause avai.lable funds would not be 
on hand to meet pressing needs. TOday 
woe received our report concernin9 
unobligated balance and find that the 
unobligated balance, as of January 3J., 
1955, was $6.225,374,383. This amount 
is over twice the amount appcopriated 
l.as~ year, therefore the Pentagon, the 
sta~e Department, and the FOreign 
Operations Administration have done a 
q.ood job of hiding a huge sum of money. 
As of February 28, 1955, the total 
unobli.gated funds for the Mutual 
securi.~ program was $6,522,252,904. 
Of th:Ls amount $5,545,500,000 was 
mili.tary and $976,700,000 represented 
unobligated balance for other programs. 
We find. that the total amount 
appropriated, inc~uding unobligated 
b.alances carried forward in public 
L~ 77B for fiscal year 1955, was 
$5,24~,575,795. Our hearings will 
~~~ ~~~ ~~ree weeks t and it is our 
intention to have a tnorough investi-
gation made of the unobligated ba~ances. 
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'BY a vote of 54 - 391 the Senate 
vesterday faiJ:.!!'d ~ overdde t.'te 
veto of the president in. the Postal 
pay Increase 3111. A £e"<I minutes ago 
the senate Ci.'I"'il servioe- committee 
approved a pos~al pay ~lassification 
bill calling ::or a pay i3creaae of 
8x.. The president I10\Io1 ilidicates that 
he will. approT"e an 8%- memsure for 
reclassificat~on. but under no circum-
stances will a.pprove an 8.8% straight 
pay increase ~ill. 
Admiral A. A. BIlrke _s nominated 
by president 1: isenhower today as Chief 
of Naval aperrtions to take the pJ.aee 
of Adniral camey. 
TlIe $500 ccoosultant Erom Buffal.o. 
New Ytlrk. filEC a report Jfith the 
District of ccJ.umbia COl!Dissioners 
today uring a EpeedUp in :he District 
program of reaEsessing re-al estate, 
but Tecom:tlende:l that this speedup 
progr-lllll De im'augurated aad placed in 
operation by the present Assessor and 
his staff. ~ opinion o:f the expert 
concurs somewhat with our subcommittee. 
and next j'ea:r -.!e will 1ooJi: right: down 
the Assessor's throat £Or considerable 
improvement ill tiJ.ereasse;esment problem 
~~ 'th~ Di~trioC=_ 
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We ~ill have no s~ssion Memorial 
!lay which is on Monday of next week. 
On TUesday we will take up the 
Genera~ ~rnment ApF%Opriation Bill 
for 1956.. After this appropriation 
~il~ is gassed we Will only have two 
left. 'fhe big one is E'Oreign Aid 
amounting to some 3~ b:iJ.lion dollars 
and the next: and l.ast -sular appropri-
ation bin will be the Public Works 
:bill.. From time to ti:Ee we have 
:I!Iuppleme::'ltal.s but these emergency 
Batters only require o~ bearing. on 
"'ednesda~. "tfb.ursday and !"riday we will 
take up Bouse Res. 206 pertaining to 
Bousing, 8:. R. 5715 to extend the_.LOan 
Authorization for veterans r and B. R. 
3990 the water Resources bill pertain-
ing' to Al.a ekE!. 
Yes+--erday we passed B. R. 2851, 
~ bill al2t:horizing the -CUUiiDdity 
credit corporation. act-inq th%'Ough 
the Dep_""i:JIIent:. of Aqric 'Ill ture • to 
precess wheat and corn into flour 
and corn meal for distr2bution to 
needy perscms in the t7r..ited states. 
'lhe obiect of this bill is to orovide 
~ . 
for the d.istribution of 'Wheat and 
cern in Ue :fo:r:m of flOl.lr and meal 
cl:..lJ.ers 'n. distress tl1ro..."(}'oout t'le 
t'l:'lited St.ates. T!l.ere wes only one 
vote agaillst this bill and in casting 
this vote- congressman F'red Marsha1l 
cf Minescta suprised a11 who were 
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present. He i.s on my Subcommittee 
on Agricu1ture and is one of the 
best friends t..'I1at the farmers have 
in +-his country. He maintained t:hat 
this would establish 11 precedent and 
disposal of our surplus cormlOdities 
shoul.d be handled differently • 
.My full COImlittee meets at 10 
o'clock this morning for the purpose 
of con$i<ieri.ng the General Government 
Appropriations Bill for 1956. 
DUring general debate on our 
Military ReseJ:Ve Bil16 congressman 
Frank '1'. Dow of ohio offered an 
amendment relating to criminal 
jurisdiction of American ACned Forces 
Personnel overseas. This amendment 
provided that no part of the money 
app%Opriated for our Milit:.ary ReSEtl"VS 
Bi11 should be spent or used in a 
foreign country that refused to 
recOgnize our control over our own 
service men. In a few countries the 
criminal courts in the country refuaed 
to recognize army jurisdiction over 
our personnel. When some misdemeanor 
or major ct'ime is committed. the 
serviceman is jet'ked up and tried 
wi~~ut benefit o£ c~lneel and under 
no ci.rcumstances is released for trial 
by our own }"..;ilitary Courts. 
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At the close of World War II. 
severn.l ~hings happened whicn simply 
outraged Members of congress and each 
year one of the l'Ie!flberll!l of t:l\e Eouse 
offers this particular bill and same 
passes unanimously. 
B. Res. 244 was up for consider-
ation yesterday and provided for the 
creation of a select committee of three 
Members of the Bouse to be appointed 
by the speaker with one of same 
designated as dnairman to investigate 
the financial position of the White 
COunty »ridge commission established 
by PUblic LaW 37 of the 79th congress. 
It seems that this bridge wall con-
structed by the united states at a 
cost of $500,000 and since its opening 
has taken in $3,000,000 in tolls and 
for some reason ~s still a toll bridge 
and bankers in charge maintain that 
same has never paid its account. 
CongresSlllStl vursell :made a strong fight 
against this Resolution and 'Was in turn 
followed by the Republicans on his side 
of the ail!lle. The Democrats voted 
almost to a man for the Resolution. We 
will now find out just Why $3,000,000 
has not paid for a toll bridg'e costing 
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()Qr General GOVernment MatteX's 
Appropriations :Bil.l for 1956 provides 
for t..~ E;Xecutive Office of t..~e 
president: Anterican Battle Monuments 
corrmission: and Foreign claim' s 
settlement COIImission. '!'he total 
amount: app:cop:riated under this bill 
is $21,890,700. we start with the 
president with $150,000 per year and 
next go to the White House Office .... ith 
the sun of $2,055,500 appropriated 1 
Exe<::ut:ive Mansion and Grounds $366,200, 
BUreau of the Budget $3,349,000: 
council. of Economic AdVisors ~325. 000: 
Natior:al. security council $240, 0001 
Office of Defense Mobilization 
$2,12=,000: P~eBident'B Advisory com-
mittee on GOVernment organization 
$60.0C'0. EmeIg'ency FUnd for the 
presicent $l,COO,OOO, making a total 
of $9.670,700. The Federal Government 
maintains 22 cemeteries and we appro-
priated under this bill $3,000,000 
for construct jon of memorial.s and 
cemetery maintenance. 
Mall 27. 1955 
prine MiDister Anthony Eden's 
conservative party won an outstanding 
victo:ry in the British elections 
yesterday. It now seems t."lat the 'I'Ory 
major:.ty in tlle 630 member House wi!.!. 
be be1:Ween 40 and 100 seats 'When 
taD-..llations a!e complete. p~ccordin9' 
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to the early morning press, the 
conservatives. and allied parties, now 
have 311 seats with Labor ~lding 238 
seats. and the Liberal party 4 seats. 
The conservative Party received 
11,842~894 votes~ or a percentage of 
50.64%. 'rhe Labor party received 
10,812,083 votes, or a percentage of 
46.24%. Three of our Eastern States 
cast a larger vote than the total 
British vote. Mr. Bevin, the Labor 
Rebel. closed his campaign with several 
bittex speeches against the united 
states. He _intained that the 
COnservative party was nothing but the 
conveyor belt taking to the Britiah 
people the instructions and crumbs 
direct from the united states. 
TOday in the BOUse CO%lgres!!I'IaD 
Francis Walter, of pennsylvania, made 
a very v.igorous denial of president 
E is~-er' s charge t.'!).at tlle Refugee 
Rel.ie:f ACt of 1953 had failed. This 
Act is Jmown as the McCarran-walter 
Act~ and, accordin9 to the presi.dent. 
same should provide for a group rather 
tban individual. sponsorship, and we 
shou14 eliminate the requirement for 
a two year history on each person 
apply ing :for a"::;.~~~eion \.U'lder oI::~~ A.ct~ 
~hi~ ~ontroversv is t~e aftexroat.~ of 
t"e corsi affair. .!'Ix. COrsi, one of 
the leading Italian politicians from 
New York state, was abru~tly dismissed 
-:cry secretary Du~les over controversy as 
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to enforcement and po~icies to be 
exercised. under the McCarran-Wal.ter 
ACt. 
JUne 1, 1955 
'!'he House convened at noon 
yesterday and since onl.y a few Members 
were back from Memorial. Weekend. DO 
legislative business was transacted. 
OUr Majority Leader, John McCOrmack, 
of Massachusetts, was granted pends-
lion to address the House for ten 
lIIinut.es and durinq this time gave an 
explanation of the concurrent 
resclution which be introduced just 
:before we adjourned. The Resolution 
is as follows: 
~ereas oommrunist ~rialimn 
and other forms of colonialism consti-
tute a denial of the inalienable right I 
of lIIan: and 
''Whereas the people of the united 
states have traditionally supported 
other peoples in tl!.eir aspi.rations to 
achieve self-government or independence 
in the:ir strugg 1e against tyranny or 
donlination: NOW. therefore, be it 
"RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF 
That it is the sense of t-he conqress 
that the tnited states should administer 
its foreign policies and programs and 
exercise its influence through its 
membership in t..'he united .NatIons and 
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in otber international organizations 
so as to support other peoples in 
t...'leir efforts to ac..'1ieve self-govem-
meat or independence u . "l.der circumstances 
which will enable t.'1em to ass\IIIIe an 
equal station among the free nations 
of tlH! world." 
'rhe free nations of the world are 
detexmined that colonialism should 
cease. 1:n my opinion failure to 
develop the eConomy and to improve 
conditions of health and education in 
certain colonies throughout the world 
has brought us dangerously close to 
world War :tXl:. :tn order to have freedom, 
we must abandon throughout the world all 
thoughts of colonialism. 
Yesterday we passed B.R. 5715, 
a Bill to amend the Servicemen's Re-
adjusbnent Act of 1944 extending the 
authority of the Administrator of 
veterans' Affairs to make d:i~t loans 
and t:> authorize the Administrator to 
make additional types of direct loans. 
This Bill carries an authorization of 
$150 :nillion and extends t.;"e Act until 
direct. :toan may be :made to a 'lfeteran 
to purchase, or construct, a dwelling 
to be owned and occupied by him as a 
hone. or to purchase a farm on which 
there is a farm residence to be 
occupied. :by t':!.e vetera.'1" as :':1i 51 horne, 
or to construct on J.ane. ownec. by the 
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veteran a faxm residence to be 
occupi.ed by him as his home, or teo 
repai~. alter, or improve a farm 
resid~nce to be occupied by him. 
:DUring the general debate on 
S.209~. to amend the MUtual security 
Act of 1954, senator George of Geoxgia 
st:.a~e-3: that at 1.eas~ 75% of fINery dollaz 
we appxopriate for MUtual Security 
never leaves our shores and that the 
other 25% cctIIE!S back. within the course 
of a few months. 'l"he BoUse COIIImittee 
on Foreign. Affairs now is ho1din'ij 
hearings Oll its Bill to amend tile 
MUtUaL security ACt of 1954 and as 
soon IlS one or the other passes, my 
eubc~ittee of the COII1nittee on 
Appr&[)riations will begin hearings to 
deteX"lline as to lohetber or not $3~ 
bilLion, the amount requested :by the 
l?resi..aent, or any amount, should be 
appro;>riateC. prior to the mark-up 
of our Bil.l, I intend to c all upon 
the secretary of State DUlles to 
furnLsh me with proof that 75% of 
every dollar we appropriate never 
1eaves our shores and 25% comes back 
withL'1 the course of a few months. 
The people of this country are sick 
and :"'ired of our expenditure of bill.ions 
of d~llars in forsian aid and es~;~l'v - .... - ------,J. 
so when certain matters pertaining to 
our &mestic Drogram are refused due to 
a la~~ of funds. 
We had .our thi.rd base.ba.l~ 
__ ... .;_ ~ .. '.--'&'O-r....::l_ .. - - _.!!II - ~ .... p .. Q ............ _ o;p I ...... go.....,;;;:: '"""ICy ct.JJU .J.. .De..ll..eve our 
chances to be good to win the si)C1:.1:!. 
straight game f%'OJll tbe :Reoublicans. 
My a:ml Eeels l;ike it usec1- to, bi..!t 
before our practice sessions are over 
I may h ave a stiff" arm the same as 
last session. 
Aco::ording to my Whip Notice, we 
have up for consideration nexi: week 
H.R. 5316 - to amend Rural Electrifi-
cation Act of 1936, S. 206~ - the 
postal :?8Y Raise Bill.: R.R. 210 -
concerning investigations in Federal 
Open Market COmmittee: R.R. 5923 -
Inter American Highway: B.R. 6410 -
s:nl.tl'lscnian J:nstitute~ MUSErom of 
Eistory BUilding: B.R. 6227 - Bank 
Belding COlIIpany Act of 1955. 
JUne 6~ 1955 
ACcor<lin9 to the Pl"ess. senator 
CJ.enents and senator Everett M. Dirksen, 
J<epUbli.:an of Il.linois, have be@n 
selected to wage tbe fight before the 
Senate Appropriations CoIrInittee on 
:behalf of the Eisenhower Foreign 
.l\ssistaDce program and to prepare for 
that fight, the two Senators will leave 
for t.":Ie Far East sunaay to make a three 
~Eex inspec~ion trip which will include 
tlle Philippines, Forrrosa, Thailand and 
the Mid.cl.le East. As a Member of the 
comrn-ittee oOf A:?propriations of ~"1e 
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ROuse I have been assigned to t.."1e 
subcommittee on Foreign Aid and the 
president's request of $3,500,000,000 
for FOreign A:!.d CODes before m".i Sub-
canmittee and t."le Rouse before same 
ever reaches the senate. 
under our Parliamentary RUle all 
t.ax measures and money bills must 
originate in the House. OUr Subcom-
mittee is about evenly divided on the 
subject of Foreiqn Aid and we antici-
pate a :fight fran the very start. We 
beg:ln oar hearings tomorrow morning 
at 10:00 A.M. The two Senators will. 
of course, have a nice trip and the 
amount they vote upon and the bil.! that 
they receive will come from my Subcom-
mittee. 
Tl1 e SUprell\e court handed down a 
final order this past week in the 
segregation suits. The order this 
past week provided that the schools 
must make a prompt and reasonable start 
on integration proceeding with all 
deliberate speed, taking into consider-
ation such difficult problems as school 
administration. physical problems, 
trans~rtation and revision of school 
supervi.se compliance wit..'l:t t.1te decree. 
DUring ~he past week our leading 
DE!!IIOCratic possibilities for the 
presidential nomination except Adlai 
stevenson have ta~en t.lleInSelves out of 
t:he contest.. On the Republican side. 
president Eisen.t.~..;er C&"ne ~"1.e closest 
to announcing his willingness to run 
a-qain. 
DUring the week the cro United 
Auto WOrkers made a demand on Ford 
Motor company for guaranteed annual 
wage. This is new procedure. 
A pay raise £Or POstal workers 
passed the senate last week and the 
raise ~~ts to eight percent. 
Red China, this past week, con-
tributed its first deed to go with the 
words of peaee she has been spouting 
with increasing frequency by re~easing 
four American Fliers, who were held in 
violation of Korean Armisi:ice terms. 
We take up for <:on si<l.eration in 
the Bouse today. B. R. 537(; a bill to 
anmend the Rural Electrification Act 
of 1936 by granting certain rights to 
the Administration concerning the 10ans 
for REA. I favor passage of thl.s bill 
and sha~~ speak. upon same. 
president Eisen:hower, who stood 
61st in his class of 164 when he 
gradUated f~ west point in 1915, was 
tiumber One roan at West Point today. 
The President took part in ~~e reunion 
activities of the c~ass of 1915 and 90 
of the 115 living me'bers of t.."le Class 
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were present. The class of 1915 is 
kno'-N-n as the c~ass the staxs fell on, 
having produced 59 ~star wearing" 
Generals wit-~ all of same new retired. 
The president reviewed the cadets and 
then marched with his cl.ass in t:he 
usual Class Day ceremonies. 
JUne 8, 1955 
yesteraay my s\lbccxumitt_ on 
FOreign Opera.tions of the COImnittee 
on Appxopriations met and considered 
the request of the EXPOrt ImpOrt Bank 
for $1,500,000 appropriation and the 
request: of the Department of the Arnry 
for operating money to be expended in 
the ~s Islands amounting to 3 
million dollars. This is an onusually 
fine subconmittee due to the fact Chat 
we have some of the ou1:.s1:anding :meml>ers 
of the full CODmittee on same. our 
chaixman of the full ccmmittee, 
congressman cannon, from Missouri, 
serves on this committee and our rank-
ing Minority Member, congressman Jolm 
TaJ:)c>r, from New York, also is a member. 
Before we complete our duties, we wi11 
have considered requests for 
$3, 500, 000,000. 
For the first time in seven years, 
the Republicans won a bal.l game, Last 
night the Republican team, composed of 
members of the HOuse. defeated our team 
of Democrats. which illso is composed. of 
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members o£ the HOuse. several years 
ago some of the SeIlators playea. on 
each team. bUt ~as t nigbt on!}' 
:Representatives p:tayed. The final 
score .. -as 12 to 4. Our manage:t", 
<:on.,ressman A. s. Herl.ong o£ Fl-orida, 
definitely made up his mind bl oitch 
~ngressman TOrbett MCconaJ.d of 
Massachusetts,. II. new EOOkie. 1rib<I 
.according to advance publicit.y" not 
only played baseball at: Barvard, but 
-pl.ayed in the Yankee baseball fOU1!\ 
system. '!'he first time that 1: ;saw him 
swing- a bat at practice I knew that he 
had played very little baseball .. and 
last: ni.,ht everyone exc~ the Iloat: :boy 
'9Ot II. hit on the RepubHcan sille. It 
'Was s:imply a slau9'hter and aftez the 
qame was beyond redemption, the manager 
finally tool< out MclX>nald. With my arm 
in its present; condition, I ~d have 
pi.tched much better, and we had. three 
other feJ.lows that wouJ.d have d.one a 
:much better job. I played ric:l1t field 
and during the five inning game was at 
bat 'l::wi..ce. I batted lOO(). :r: qot: a 
doub1.e and a single. The first ball 
thrown to lIle was hit five feet: :£'cuI up 
against the fence in right field.. If 
this ball had been tenfeet inside it 
'WOu1d have gone over the fence.. '!'he 
third bal.l pitched I :'mocked int;.o lef.t 
::ield. £Or a doubJ.e. I played a millen. 
better game than I did last ye3.r, but 
none o£ us 'Were too good. 
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'On MOnday of this weeK, :t made 
a snort speech in the House on 
passage of s. 153,. the senate Bill 
alIIeIl<iing" "he Rural Electrification 
A-ct eliminating certai.."1 formulas 
restrict:inq the distribution of REA 
loans. All sixteen of the counties 
in my District are seJ:Ved by REA. and 
a.ll of the rounties. with the exception 
of Allen OO1Inty, are served by Kentucky 
R\lra.1 Electric coops. Allen county is 
Berved by a Tennessee COOp. The first 
REA loan mad.e in Kentucky was made to 
1:he Henderson - lInion county RUral 
Electrifi.cation coop. This loan was 
completed in the year 1936. At this ~ 
10% of the farmers in this county had 
electricity on their EaDIS, and today 
91% of the farmers receive electricity. 
~,41.7 ,441 miles of power lines serve 
4,4B7,045 consumers, 1oo'ho yearly buy 
14 bi.llion J;;i1owatt hours. We have 26 
REA COOperatives seJ:Ving more than 
205.000 consumers in 110 of Kentucky's 
120 counties. In addition to making 
this speech. on the Floor, I inserted 
in tJle Record a fine editorial concern-
ing JtEA from the Irvington Herald of 
:trv i:Dgton, ~entucky. 
!:lil1 :<:>rovid!.ng for 8% pay increase for 
postal employees, and called t.'le 
Private and consent calendars. 
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YesteIday the Senate rej ected 
president Eisenhower's public HOllsing 
Prtlqram and adopted instead a Demo-
cratic proposal for J.35 I OOO low rent 
dwellings a."l."lua!.ly for four years. 
This makes a total. of 540,000 units. 
The president· s plan called for con-
struction of 35,000 units each year 
for two years. 
AIl article in the washington !?Ost 
yesterday certainly was enlightening 
am should receive the approva~ of 
sane of the people in the tl'nited states. 
It See!!S that a Mrs • .Martha Kemp, of 
l505 Vermont Avenue, was charged with 
bJ:each of the peace resulting in her 
acquital 'lith the explanation f:r:om 
J\Jdge A. W. SCott that since she did 
not raise her voice, even though she 
c~rBed private Reidy. ~e police 
officer, this was not a :breach of the 
peace. The JUdge said that even 
tl:ough she used the profane ...-ords 
a'ttributed to her, it constituted no 
:breacb of the peace h<!cause she did 
IlQt raise her voice. The police 
o:ffieer ac!l!litted that she did not 
raise her voice so the case was thrown 
o"t of COI.Ut. 
JUne 9, 1955 
The sub:onuaittee on P\tb~ic Works 
marked up the public works Appropriation 
sill for L956 yesterday, and we experi-
el1cee consicera1:>.~e c;lU:::'..culty :':!ole,ing 
a.l.l.. of t...r,e Kentucky Projects ·which 
were r~~w,ended. in ~~e 'b'.J.dqet. ~o 
of the projects fzom Eastern "Kentucky 
were cut out notwit..'lst.andinq t.'Jte fact 
that considerable money :had been 
expende<! for surveys and planning. We 
succeeded in having the Big sandy River 
pxoj ect placed back in the bil~ yester-
day and hope to have the Jackson cut 
Off. which was appxoved by the BUreau 
of the Bl1dg"et. in the bil1_ either in 
full C01'Eli ttee tortI::Irrow. or on the 
floor. since the ohi.o River at the 
point between the two states of 
Kentucky and Ohio is all :in Kent\lCKy 
we are charged with millions of dollars 
in the Jrudget which. in reality, are 
of qreater benefit to '!:he state of 
Ohio. J"<Ir this reason we are experi-
enc ing considerable difficulty in adding 
any new projects on the House side, 
and under agreement made yesterday wi.th 
the Members who will be conferees it 
now looks J.ike the new proj ects must be 
added in the Senate in order to retain 
all that. we have set up in the budget 
on the House side. The Rough River 
Project seems to be our only new pro-
ject for my District which we have a 
chance of successfully holding in on 
both sides. IlY virtue of being a 
Member of the COImIi ttee on Appropri-
ations it has become very eII'-:'-ldrrassin; 
due to t.':!e fact t.1tat one or two of the 
Members from Kentucky have fouled. up 
the 'W'OrJ.r"..s and s; n_ce I aI1l a Member of 
tl].e comui ttee ot.' er _~em.bers from ot::'l-er 
.. ~ ,-, 
~ ......... "'" 
states are I!.\aintainit'"~ t..~t I have 
too IrLUch .in the D-J.dget and ~-r! n..:!t 
enti.tled to all t..'<e projects requested. 
Acco:r:dinq to the Washington pOst 
and Times Herald today, the District 
fiscal officers are preparing for the 
commissioners' approval. a speeded-up 
plan to reassess all District real 
estate O'Ve:r: a three year period. My 
subcommittee emphatically stated that 
a ten year period was not acceptable. 
and that the property owners of the 
District should bear their share of 
the tax burden before the money of 
the forty-eight states was poured into 
the District year after year. My 
speech on the floor of the HOuse per-
tained in great part 't:o the failure of 
the District officials to assess the 
real estate properly. 
The Bouse voted yesterday t:o 
speed up construction of t'he I:nner-
JlJI\erican lI19'hway as a defense and ~ 
wiLL measure. It passed by a roll 
caLL vote of 353 to 13, and calls for 
completion of the 3200 mile hiq~y 
within three years instead of six 
years, as previously planned. The 
all-weatber hiqhway lin'lr,:s Laredo, Texas 
with Panama. City in Central America. 
President sisenhower called upon 
congress yesterday to ~~row o~t an 
anti-segIegation a~endment ~,at has 
l;)een blo<=~ir.g .'?4-ssage 0:: ~,e CC!m;Iulso:r:y 
11J.1 
Milita:ry R.eservE Program 3i11, stating 
that extraneous amendments should not 
be added to the bill. I presume that 
R~resentative Adam C~aytDn Powell, 
negro DemOcrat fxom New york, will be 
very unhappy with the President's 
statement. The President is of the 
opini(m that the senate sllould proceed 
±Dmediate~y with its bill, leaving out 
any and al.l anti-segregation amendments 
because same are surplusage at. the 
present ti.rne. 
'l'he controversial Natural Gass 
Bill. which has been before the House 
committee on Interstate and Foreign 
commerce for several. months, was voted 
out of committee yesteIdayby a vote 
of 16 to 15. 'rhis bill cancels the 
opinion of the supreme CO'\l%t placing 
control of natural gas at ~e well 
head and under supervision of t..'lte 
Federal !?O\IIer commiSSion. 
'rhe DemOcratic Baseball teaJn is 
in mourning. :It now looks like 'We 
will have to secure the services of a 
new Manager, or get a good pitcher. 
JUne 11, 1955 
On ~ursday of this week Lt. 
General Gruent..':Ier, U. S. Comnanding 
Of£icer and Representative of the NATO 
Organization, appeared before our 
Foreign Operations s~:cornrnittee of 
tne COnno.:i. ttee on ~,:o:oro,?d.a '::i.o!ls • 
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~enera1 G~~~n~~er served during 
Norld wa:r- II 'Under Eisenhowel', and 
succeeded the president in the NATO 
Orgcmization. Of course, he is a 
graduate of west point, and, accord.i.ng 
to newspaper reports, is one of our 
brilliant strategists :in the united. 
states ArrrrX. General Gruenther is a 
small man physically, and is quick 
abrupt and swaC]ge:rs considerabl.y. In 
:fact I was very much dil!lillusioned 
when I listEned to his general state-
ment concerning the world situation 
at the present time. It reminded me 
I50meWnat of the day that I discovered 
that there was no santa Claus. After 
making his general statement, which 
consisted mainly of conundrums, jokes 
and slang expressions. we PJ:CCe@ded to 
interrogate hilt'l concerning the general 
situation of t<lday. FOr instanCE, in 
:making his general statement concern-
ing the recent meeting cf the Russians 
in Belgrade. he stated that Khrushchev 
"Was not the l.eader of t:he Russians 
today I but was simply pushed forwerd 
for this particular meeting by 
BUl.ganin. and that IOlrushchl!'ll was 
no~~ing but a plumber ~ a dumb kluck. 
FIe stated that a story 'Was told in 
Be~grade after the .Russians left: to 
t'h", 'O'!'f."='=' t th""t '8ulganin brcuqht wi tlJ. 
him a bolt of clot'll and. explained to 
T:i..to' <;: ta:i..lor that he would like to 
have a t.'l).ree piece suit made out of 
t.he nater~.a'_ provj.ding the cloth was 
adequate. The taj.lor assurec'. hin '=-'12<: 
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wit.':l.out any C'.:!estion he cou~d make 
the pants .. coat and also the vest, 
much to Rhrus."lchev's astonishment. 
zt seems t."lat F:hro..1s'hc'hev informed 
the tailor t..'lat he 'WaS informed by a 
RUssian tailor in Moscow tnat there 
was not amp1e cloth for a three piece 
suit .. and that the vest lII'Ou1d bave to 
be omitted. The Belgrade tailor 
ilImediately stated that there was ampl.e 
material, and the reason for same was 
due to the fact that in Moscow Mr. 
lChrushchev might be a big man, but that 
he was not. quite t:hat big in Belgrade, 
and that the material woul.d be ample. 
Gruenther info:r:med. 'Us that Ru.ssia was 
now overextended. and that the demeJl.ds 
from the satel1ite countries could not 
be fulfilled. z agree that this state-
ment is correct. We were further 
infonned conce:rning the intricate 
system of pipe line construction from. 
the Atlantic Ocean through France, 
into Gennany and through several other 
countries for use in time of emergency. 
It ill' just amazing 1:0 see what. is being 
done along this line. For instance, a 
pipe line starting at the Atlantic 
OCean runs completely across France and 
into Germany, and this line is so criss-
bombs same could be c:<U!.ckly rer>aired 
and probably 'WOuld not be out of order. 
We were informed that RUssia 111»1 has 
175 divisions consisting of from 
18, 000 to 20,000 men per divi.s~~on. ~'1e 
were info~ed that th~ satellite 
cOUJ1~ies have 85 divisions. We 
have establ.ished a series of military 
installations, L~c~udir.g air beses. 
wl1i.ch compJ.etely encircles RUssia anC! 
tlle satell.i.te countries. 'l.'here are 
thirty" air bases and military instal-
lations .in th.is seri.es. Our B47s 
are now the best long range heavy jet 
bombers, and the RUssians are behind 
or. t:heir long range boJ'ilbers. we were 
informed that the RUssians have 10,100 
jet fighter planes, Which exceeds our 
fighter p1ane strength by several 
thousand. OUr air foree is today so 
organized that bomber crews for B47s 
.... il1 spend their entire career in the 
U. S. Air Force practicing for 
destruction of one llIilitary tal:qet. 
Xn case of an attack we will use 
atamic weapons. and our encirclinq 
bases and mdlitary installations are 
ever alert with the necessary crews 
and planes trained daily. and with 
this period of time extending into 
the years with only one mI.i taxy 
project assigned. One object to 
destroy, and this assignment be con-
tinue during the entire service period 
of the enl.isted man or o:fficer. Lt. 
General Gruenther's son graduated at 
west point in 1946 and is now a member 
of a B47 crew. He ini'onnec1 us fo-'!-)at 
his son, stationed today in Europe, 
had one military target assigned, and 
t.1-tat during his entire career in t.."1j,e 
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Air FOrce he would be com:ui.tted to 
this one assignment \mti1. deatj;'"l, dis-
ability or tIansie:t' out of the active 
Air :Force rem:wed him from service. 
General Gruenther deacribed in detail 
the :Russi.an leadere, their mannerisms 
and abilities. Ris description con-
sisted cf such express10ns as dumb 
lclu-ck, half baked apple druken bum 
and '!DaIly other slang expressions. A 
number of the SUboormLittee Members 
seemed to be somewhat startled by the 
General, and when cal.led upon atated 
that:. they had DO questions. Several 
cf \IS interrogated the General COD-
siaerably. 1 enquired of the General 
first as to why it was that Russia, 
prior to WOrlc5 War 1:1 and during WOrld 
War II, had planes <:onsistinq of fighter 
type and bomber type which were con-
sidered aa absolutely hopeless, but:. 
in the enqa.qement in Korea, which 
shortly followed world war II, the 
Russians blossomed. forth wi t:h jet 
fighter planes which were simply cut 
of this 'WIOrld. Md I enquired as to 
why this sudden s-cientific mystery 
took place. I explained that during 
World War II the RUssians had Yak 1 
and Yak II planea whicb were just 
ccn~idered jokes as far as fighter 
~lanes were concerned, but we offered 
$100,000 in the Korean engagement if 
the Russian pilots or ~'Ie Chinese 
pilots would land one of the planes 
and turn S~lll.1? over to us.. It was 
co=:n "'_'lo~~2E0ge at t..~e t:i.me t..':1at 
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when we cou~d get our jet figllters up 
in the air and coul.d not get them down 
the RUssians were successfu21y landing 
jet fi'3"hters ...-hic..~ were nroc..~ superior 
to ours. I enquired of t.'le General 
as to what caused this de'l7el.opment and 
asked him if this sudden developnent 
was brought about by Geman scientists 
who were carried off bodily into 
RUssia, or if this was the result of 
the purchase by t.~e Russians of a '1reat 
many ROlls ROyce engines from Great 
Britian 'Which were later improved upon 
by the Russians. ~i.s question had 
puzzled me for a nmber of years. and 
judg:lng by the action o£ our S\1bcOlll-
mittee Members they were interested in 
an answer to same. I went into great 
det.ail explaining to the General what 
I had in mind so that he would under-
stand my ~estion. His an_er came 
as quite a sU%prise. He said ''Well. 
Mr. congressman" and paUSed at this 
point # '"I guess you 'WOuld say that 
the RUssians are a dedicated people. 
l.iving their cause e'!Tery day, and 
th:rough this extreme dedication _re 
ab1e to develop this fine type of 
pl.a.IH:!". I then e.'lqU:i.red as to com-
munism and this dedication during 
:n:, and. ""hy the sudden mystery over a 
period of two short years. And the 
General again bac:<.:ed up and started in 
again with t..'I:Ie consecrated cause of 
co:mmunLsrtl. :r: ;''as very ro.uc':l <:iisa~point .. c. 
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with the GeneraJ.'s testimony, and, 
after receiving such a silly an~wer 
to a question which has puzzled me 
for some time, I indicated that! 
nad no more questions to ask. 
Yesterday we had Secretary of 
state DUl..les before our SUbcoImIittee 
and he proceeded to give us a picture 
of the world situation from the stand-
point; of pea.C!e, war and the need for 
conti.nuation of !Tft!tual security 
support at the present t.iItle. The 
President has requested $3,500,000,000 
for MUtual. security this year. My 
SUbcODmittee is passing upon thiB 
amount. secretary DUlles made a 
statement, part on the record and 
part off of the record, concerning 
tJ:Ie developnents during the past 
twenty-four mOnths. He stressed the 
:importance of MUtual. SecQr i ty and 
FOreign Aid at the present t:iIae. The 
secretary is an able man and gave 
conscientious, honest answers to every 
question asked. some of the answers 
be requested be off of the record, 
wbich we iltmediately agreed t:.o. 'l'he 
ltep\lblican Members of our S\lbcormnittee 
indicated that they would ask no 
<!uestion8# and each Member. in turn, 
stated that he had no questions. Of 
course, we Democrats knew ~~at t.he 
RepUblicans' attitude even though 
same is not in line \;ith the 
?resident's 9hilosophy as to the 
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$3,400,000,000 would~ under no cir-
cWRStaJICeS, place the Secretary :Lfi 
an ~rrass;~g position of record. 
In int~ating the secretary <)n 
our side we directed questions to 
him which are of importance to the 
peop1e generall.y and same were 
pertinent questions. When it came 
:my tim-e to examine the secretary 1: 
enqui.red. as to just what would bappen 
if we discontinued Foreign Aid and 
our :MU":ual security I?rogram. After 
bu.ildL'9 up his case for the 
$3,500,000,000 this QUestion came as 
quite!!. surprise, and the secretary 
v.ery calmy _iled and said. "Mr. 
congressman, that is indeed a question. 
Let me see. Well, be said, it would 
put us back slNen or eight years, and 
from tile standpoint of peace or war 
:I don' ~ know where we would be". I 
't.;'en asked. the secretary if we could 
contintle buying friends and hOW' long 
our present economy 'WOuld stand this 
kind of treatment. He adrrltted. that 
pur<l!hased. friends are, in many in-
stances, no good, and that our 
engagement in :Korea showed that some 
of our friends fell by the wayside. 
He will insert his statement in the 
~co:rd going more i nt-e detai1 in 
answex: to this ouestion. 1 next 
enquired a5 to w1>.at proportionat.e 
part of the money appropriated :for 
t.l1is ;:rograrn renained in this country 
~i~~ t~~ b~n~fits ~eceived by our 
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people. Ris answer to thi.s question 
surprised me considerably because he 
said tllat lO~ of the money appropri-
ated was in· t.1:!e end beneficial to the 
people of this cou.T!.~ry. ! req"..lested 
a prepared statement stating further 
and in more detail the answer to this 
question. :r next enquired of the 
secretary as to why it was that only 
the leaders in the countries receiving 
oux foreign aid apparenUy knew that 
we were furnishing millions upon 
millions of dollars to their respective 
countries: why it was that the news-
papers and the people in these 
partic:ular countries were not :informed 
that they were receiving millions of 
our dollars ",mch were being used in 
the countries for technical assistance 
and foreign aid generally. The 
Seerei2xy admitted that we had a weak-
ness here and that in a great many 
countries receiving our aid the leaders 
very quietly kept these matters secret 
because they stated that their people 
wouJ.d r_ct better if the money waa 
not coming from us. :r pointed out a 
number of instances throughout the 
world where signs were printed on the 
side of box cars and telephone poles 
st:ating t.~at the people wanted the 
M.ericans to go horne and get out of 
their country. In other i.nstances 
our flags were destroyed and openly 
burned at t;)arades. The secretary 
aCT.titted t!."tat tl1ese i:!lst~T'l.ceos were 
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happening. but. in his opin:Lon~ if 
we obtained results we 'WOuld have to 
go along with the system used by the 
l.eaders i.n ~"ese countries. He 
readi1y admitted that it would be 
much better and the relationsllip 
would be better if the people in these 
C!OUrltries :knew what we 'Were doinsr for 
them. :r then enquired 'Why our m:>ney 
was not eaxnarked so that t1le people 
would have to knoW that we were help-
ing them. The Secretary was quite 
fraElk and honest in all of his 
anS\o<lers and readily admits that the 
present situation is tense, but he, 
too. stated that RUssia was over-
extended at the present time, and that 
since she was groggy we should conti-nue 
to march forward with our preparations 
in case of an emerqency. He, too, 
agreed that it would be much better if 
our people could be sold on this pro-
grat'll and the il'!IpOr+-..ance of our extreme 
caution at the present time. 
"r'he public works SUbcOIl1lt\ittee of 
the comnittee on Appropriations yester-
day reported to the full COlIInittee, 
and all hell broke loose. The sub-
connittee recoliutlended an appropriation 
S512.948.758 in t.~e budget estimates. 
and $ 587 ,713 ,358 below s jJ'!tiJ.ar appro-
priations for fiscal year 1955. This 
is a 28% reduction of the president's 
budget. Our Subco:rrmi ttee simply tr i. ed. 
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to out balance t...1!e president. and 
resulted in serious damage to the 
Democratic: members of t.':le Apprt>-
p:riations conmi.ttee 2.'ld to t..-"'e House 
generally. ...'by t."tis particular sub-
conmittee -,would reduce the request 
of the p%esident in such an amount is 
beyond contprehension. As a result of 
this exb:_ cut no new projects were 
added at any point in the united states. 
and a grea1: number of the projects 
requested in the budget were eliminated. 
TWO of these projects are in the state 
of Kentll<!Jcy, and sante are the Jackson 
cutoff, in congressman Perkins' District, 
and the :J"CNeE cumberland River Plarmil"l9' 
Project, :ill congressman Grl!CJOXY's 
Di strict. 'l."his trE!l'llendous cut is quite 
embarrassing to lI'Ie, and salle came as 
a complete surprise with no warning. 
'l'he Subcomm.ittee action was upheld by 
the unanimous vote of the Republican 
Members of' "'he C'C>I!'Imittee and i:!y a 
sufficient number of the Democrats to 
sustain sa:rte. In tlri.s morning's mail 
I received. a letter from CODg'ressmaD 
Frank E. Sl!dth, of the 3rd District of 
Mississippi, who is a l'ItE!I'IIber of the 
House Puhli.c works COImtittee, and this 
letter exp:esses the feel.i.n9s of the 
This let1:e: is as follows: 
"Dear CO ll.eague: 
.ITh e Jerr.ocratic com:m.i t.+:.ee on 
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Appropriations has apparently done 
everything possible to outd<:l the 
Republican Administration policy ~f 
cutting back and eillninating public 
works develop!!'.ent. as demonstrated in 
the pUblic works appropriation bill 
reported out Friday. 
"From a quick examination of the 
bill. it appears that the OCDInit.tee 
cut back the Eisenhower bud'3"et, with 
the exception of some parts of the 
TVA and SOuthWest !?OWer. and a few 
items promoted especially by some 
Members of the comnittee. 
"'J.'VA and southwest power are 
important. but they are not the sum 
total of public works for the cO\lnt.ry. 
1: hope DemOcratic Members of congress 
will not accept this one-ma:n dictator-
ship. and wi~l join in a general lrDVe 
to restore meritcri<:lus proj ects when 
this bill comes to the floor next 
week:. U 
COrdiall.y, 
Frank E. smith. M.e. .. 
The Speaker ~ ~,.. _ Rayhn 'I"Tl~ and +-l]e 
Majority Leader. John McCOrmack are in 
a tiz~. and meetings have been held 
almost hourly since t.'le ful.l COITnittee 
approved the public Works sill. some 
action will have to be tak~n in ~he 
placed in .a :position 'Of tryirlY to 
restore a 28% cut whi.ch is a!.most 
L,possible l and l in addition, wil~ 
not be in a position to add any new 
projects. This may be t:he death knell 
for this year for such proj ects as 
BOugh River Reservoir and Bucltborn 
Reservoir. Time wiU te.1l j UBt bow 
this serious mistake can be corrected. 
I offered an amendment on the Jackson 
cutoff before the full C01lIIIitt~, and 
Eeally laid this matter on «:he line. 
The vote was ~ for the amendment. and 
21 against the amendment. Nine o:f the 
Democrati(: Members of the COlm\itte. on 
"ppxopriations simply did not have 
ooura'fe enough to attend the full COlI\-
mittee meetinq knowing that they lJIIOuld 
have to pass upon the request of tlIeir 
ool~eagues. This bill is more of a 
personal matter situation than any hill 
that comes before OUE COImIi.ttee. It 
goes without saying that the Republicans 
were there to a man, and my good :friend, 
JOM 'l'al:::lOr. smiling like a cat, was 
enjoying this tremendous cut ,.,"hich be, 
and his side. had succeeded in selling 
to Members from our side of the aisle 
who were on this particular Subcommittee. 
June 13. 1955 
senate Leaders are claiming b~t 
for the f~rst time in years their side 
is out front in so :':ar as t..."'e leqis!atii'e 
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box score is concerned. The major 
measures passed in the first section 
of t..i.e 84tJ:l. congress are as follow-s: 
Appropriation Bills for Agri-
culture, commerce, Defense, District 
of col\ll!ll:)i.a, Government Matters, 
Independent Offices, Interior, Labor-
lIealth and Education, state. Justice 
and JUdiciary, Treasury and pOst Office 
have all passed the House. with Agri-
culture, Independent Offices, Interior, 
LabOr, Health and Education, state 
Ju!!t:.ice and JUdiciary and Post:. Office 
having passed the Senate. contract 
Renegotiation, Draft Extension, Farm 
price SUppOrts, Naval construction, 
pOstal pay Rai.se, Reciprocal Trade, 
and Tax Windfall Repeal all have passed 
the House with Ex-presidents penSions, 
FOrei.qn Aid Aut:norization 811.1. High-
way program, House Replac anent. 
Minimum Wage, POstal pay Increase, 
PUbli.c Housing, Reciprocal have all 
passed the senate. 
Today we take up the Bank Holding 
Act of 1955 for General Debate only. 
This is H~R. 6227. For the balance of 
the week we have H. 6227 up for final 
210. For the balance of the week we 
only nave E. 4663 whi.cl::! is the bEl. 
pertaining to the Trinity River 
Division .. 
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J'..roe 14, 1955 
Fo:rrn.er GOVernor Earold stassen 
testified before my S~bcommittee on 
Foreign Operations today. As A.dmini.-
strator of t:l:!is division of GOVernment 
he gave testimony justifying an 
appropriation of $3,500,000,000 for 
mut:.ual security. DUe to the fact that 
so many 'Witnesses must be heard. and 
s:i.nce such a large amount of rttOney is 
involved, the diaiman of my Subcom-
mittee. C'Onqressman passman of 
Louisiana, has decided to divide this 
particul.ar Subcaranittee into two palIels 
witll the Military Assistance program, 
Which involves approximate loy two-thirds 
of the total amount requested, to be 
considered by the Military section of 
the panel. ¢Omposed of Passman, Fernandez, 
Lanham and myself. The other section 
will take up Technical and Economic 
Assistance comprising approximately 
one-third of the amount sought, and on 
this panel are the fol.lowing DemOcratic 
MEIllber S: Gary , Roon-ey. cannon and 
Denton, The Five Republican Members 
have not indicated their selection as 
yet for the two panels, 
We: have t.:."le BiU"'-.'I.c Holding company 
A.ct of J.955 up for final vote in t:he 
House today. 
and lays down 
consoli<!a t ion 
most of same. 
This Bill is B.R, &227, 
new ground laws for 
of banks, and prevents 
June IB, 1955 
on We<lnesday. June 115 we took u!? 
for consideration H.R. 6766, the hill 
makin.q appropriation for tbe Atomic 
xnex'9"' . !. T.V.A •• certain Aqencies of 
the Department of the Interior and 
Civil Functions adnlinistered by the 
Department of the Ar1«Y. The rule "'"as 
adopted and by the way, it is right 
unusual. to have an appropriations bil.l 
with II rule. No ruJ.e is necessary but 
in this particular ins1:anae my C0m-
mittee on Appropriations hoped to 
obtai.n a closed Ru].e. '!'hey were not 
succe!!!sful. on Thursday we completed 
genenl debate and the reading of the 
BiJ.l under tlle five-minute rule. I 
made a speech favoring the committee's 
stand on the $6,500,000 item transferred 
from Dixon-Yates power line construction 
to Ftllt:on, Tennessee steam plant 
construction. This speech is recorded 
on paqe 7139 of the congressional 
RecoEd • 
.An amendment was offered by 
congzess:roan Phi11ips of Ca1ifo:mia. 
changing the $6,500,000 item back 
to Djxon-Yates line construction and 
on a teller vote t:he l'.mendInent carried 
198 to 169. 
We next :moved on to t.'1e portion 
of the bi.ll provided for Civil 
Function COnst~~ction. 
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It is customary for Me£'.bers of 
committees to stand wit..;,. the committee 
on the Floor. However. this rul.e is 
superseded in unusual. cases. Fox 
instance two of Kentucky's projects 
were traded by the PUblic Works Sub-
eotmtittee of the COI111tittee on 
Appropriations ana ! offered the 
necessary amenClment to restore the 
items before the full CO!mIittee at 
the time the bil~ was reported and 
muc:h to my sorrow l: was hit with a 
steam. roller. :r made up 1lr;/ mind I 
would attempt to chanqe this matter 
when. the bill reached the Floor. When 
the bill was read and we reached pOage 
20, line 8 providinq for expenditure 
of $322.262,800 l: offered an Amendment 
to strike the above fi9\!re and to 
insert in lieu thereof $368,962#800 
'Which. was an inc rease of $46 , 707, 000 • 
Up to this time no Appropriations Bill 
had ever been re-written on the Floor. 
several years ago according to Mr. 
Rayburn, our Speaker, a few amendments 
were adopted lOhich "Were minc>r :in nature 
to an appropriations bill pertaining 
to Public Works. My amenClrnent pro-
vided. that every item pertaining to 
planning, survey. and construction 
t.c"'J.e Bu.reau of t.-"le :BUdget and t:he 
president of t..~e tmited states Which 
was deleted by the S~mmittee was 
restoree. to the bill. !"his meant the 
restoration of several hundred. items 
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scattered throughout t:;'l'" united 
states. I realized t.~at i£ I offered 
a separate alr'.endment restoring my 
frie~d congressman Perkins' item 
from t.lJ.e 7th District of Kentucky 
and my friend congressman Gregory's 
item from the 1st District of Kentucky 
I wouJ.d probahly be defeated. I 
since-rely believed that a vigorous 
speecb showing' just -what had happened 
and effect of said action on the united 
states generally C01l.p~ed with the p~ea 
that al.l items approved. as set forth 
above should be in the bill would make 
my plea. attract.ive ana same would 
probetbl.y be 3<:!C!epted. 
:I campaigned on the Floor for 
hours before making IIti' speech and 
offering MY Mlendment. For a period 
of BeYexal. years now the RO'llge has 
felt that the conmittee on JI.ppropriation! 
has been a little arbitrary and nruc:h 
to my surprise the M~rship was 
ready to revolt. My speech is recorded 
on page 7177 of the congressional 
Record and contains q1.lite a bit of 
dema«;09Uery. The first of my speech 
was to the effect tJ:tat I for one wa s 
more interested in the welfare of 
c.alifc~...i.a. F!ori..-1:!=1;o Na'; f1e and 
~c~igan than I was in certaL~ foreign 
count7ies who receive millions upon 
mill:'ons of our money every year for 
our Foreign Aid progra.'1I and t.1:lat ~ust 
for a dhange we shol-1:1..::! star": conside-r~_:ng 
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our people in the unitec states of 
1'\merica. Several times dur.in9 '''i 
speech! was stoppee by applause 
which by .... he way. is very unusual 
in the Bouse and ! Jmew t-lten we had 
'ilIOn, and notwithstanding every 
parliamentary procedure in the book 
which was used by the Chai:rman of the 
c::amdttee, we succeeded in having the 
Amendment adopted by a vote of 112 to 
81. A great number of the Membe-rs 
l.eft the Fl.oor in order that they 
'\IilOuld not have to vote with the c0m-
mittee. This was quite a victory and 
the press throughout the united states 
reall.y used this sto%:Y. our Speaker, 
JoIr. RaylxIrn. and the Majority Leader, 
Mr. McCOz:mack, congratulated me and 
said that the action was justified. 
Followinq the vote and ever since, 
I have been c:ongxatul.ated on the stand 
~~t I took in this matter. 
EVery item in the budget is now 
back in the bill and before this btU 
passes the Senate we will. have one or 
two new i tens for my District. 
Next week we have a number of 
SJ.-r..all bi.l1s up for consige.ration. one 
of tJ:le bills raises the amount paid to 
Medal of Honor holders cOtm\Only known 
as t.."Ile COngressional Medal froro $10.00 
a month to $100.00 a month, but I have 
my doubts t..">at add:tng money will ad,;!, 
"'"_0 t~~ ~ono t" • 
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JU..'l.e 20, 1955 
President Eis~~er is attend-
ing the tenfoh anniversary of the 
united Nations Ol'9a!'..ization in san 
Francisco. ca~ifoxnia today and :Ln 
the BOuse we adopted gouse concurrent 
Reso~ution 109 providing that a group 
not to exc eed fourteen members of 
congress should be appointed to meet 
jointly with the representative 
par~ii!ll\lEJlt;ary qJ:'Oups from other North 
Atlantic Treaty members meeting in 
conference in pari.s in JUly of ~955. 
for discussion of numerous problems 
in the interest of the maintenance of 
p9.Ce and securi.ty in the North 
At~antic area. 
under suspension of Rules we 
passed c~assified EmpLoyee Pay Raise 
Bill of 7.5% today. 
The courier Journal is of the 
opinion that 1: was the leader in 
increasing the pUblic WOrks Appro_ 
priation Bill nearly $50,000,000 fer 
Flood control. Rivers and Harbors 
improvement and Navigation imp:r:overn.ent. 
In addition, ~tucky benefitted 
be--.::aa!l.5e t;-:-4':'.:} proj ects 'Which were 
deleted by t-lte corrani ttee 'Were restored 
under my l\l1I.endment. This to the 
COUrier Journal is strictly log-rolling 
and since Kentucky received consider-
able :benefit even t.1-)ough none of t-lJe 
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projects were i...T']. 11.L'j' District, ! pl==-ad 
guilty. The trouhle wi t.'1 Kentucky 
general.ly a."ld one or two of our hrge 
newspapers is that for a period of 
over 30 years, Kentuc..'ty has been t..l:!e 
step-chi1d of the Administration and 
especially my District and during' my 
teIl'Ure I shall see that Kentucky 
ge~era1ly and my District in particu-
la:rly :is treated fairly. 
JUne 21, 1955 
p:resident EisenhoWer informed 
the united Nations Organization 
yesterday in San Franci900 that the 
WI) rId' Ii' mill.ions seem to be OOII'ftlIl\ding 
govermments everywhere to find the 
path to a just and lasting peace. 
After ten years with no peace we face 
a !econd decade with the knowledge 
of nue~ear weapons and the hope that 
eodurmg peace will result. 
TOday my Subaoltfti ttee on the 
DLl!ltri~t of columbia Appropriations 
meets for the purpose of receiVing 
t~ District COmmissioners proposed 
new plan of equalization of :real 
eBtate. DUring our hearings on t..'1-!is 
partie 1llar bill t..'I).1s matter was 
scressed cOfisi8erably. The D~st=ict 
Officials finally admitted ~~at t..'1e 
sJ(Stem of equalization of real. estate 
was deEective. At t..'le sarne hour my 
subcomroittee on A,?:?ro:?rJ.ations for t:ie 
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Dep<!.!"b!'.ent of Agricultu:re meets to 
consider supplemental items requested 
by the president. Since:r took such 
an active part in the equaliza t:i.on 
hearing before the District sl.lbcom-
mittee, I wi~l attend this particuJ.ar 
meeting today. 
'!'he fall of JUan D. Peron as 
President and Dictator of 1\rgent:ina 
may be a matter of on~y hOurs away. 
DUring: the past seY'era~ days navy 
planes of AJ:'qentina and the fleet 
generally has atucked wi.th gunf:ire 
the Government House and attempted to 
take over the country. peron'lI friend, 
General Franklin Lucero, Arg'entine 
Army Minister stayed with him and 
ass:isted in bringing the remllion to 
a quick close. Argentina today is 
ruled J:7X a three man JUnta composed 
of Pexon. Lucero and one of the navy 
Admira~s. Peron was recently ~com­
municated by the catholic Church and 
a great numher of priests were in jail 
at this particul.ar time and several 
catholic Churcbes were set on fire. 
It now seems that Peron has violated 
the same rule that brought about the 
downfa12 of Hitler. 
0'Jr>'" 23. 1955 
We had up in the Eouse for con-
s:l"c.eration t:.oday. Bouse concurrent 
p.eso~,,'-'t:Lon i.ntroduced by our Ma::\ority 
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L€ader. ."11:'. John ~~.cco:rroack, which 
set..s £<:Irf-h our position as far as 
colonization is concerned and 
emphatically denies t.'w.t we have any 
ideas of advancement along t..'1is line. 
we also took up for consideration 
H.R. 6382. a Bill pertaining to the 
FOreign Claims Settlement commission 
and pas sed s~e. 
The senate COImli ttee on Appro-
priations restored the full $20,000,000 
Federal payment to the District of 
COl'1mlbia yesterday and stated that 
the District conmissioners are to be 
oommended for a high degree of fiscal 
responsibility. our s1lbcommittee 
reduced the ancunt of this particular 
contribution of $4,000,000 and reported 
to tne full cormdttee that the COm-
lIlissioners were guilty of fi.scal 
irresponsibility. The conference 
will now decide as to w11ich position 
is c:orrect. According to experience 
of tlle past the position of the senate 
wil~ prevaa. 
We also adopted Senate-House 
COnference report ;>roviding for a pay 
increase of 7.5 percent for govern-
ment emp1oyees. 
soviet Foreign Minister, V. M. 
"IOlotov. dec1.ared in San Francisco 
yesterday ~.hat we should :oass from 
words to d.eeds in order to esta:blish 
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a world L'l which east a.'lC west could 
live together in peaceful co-existence. 
He plac eel. t..'1e blame squarely on t..'le 
trn:ited states for the present state of 
unrest in t..'1e world and reiterated t..'lJ.e 
soviet proposal to firmly establ.ish 
for once and for all the necessary 
trust among nations. After reading 
such statements J: still feel much 
better ~en I know that we have air-
field instal.lations completely en-
circling soviet RUssia and have jOint 
rigbts in some 120 airfields and 
military installations throughout 
Europe. I certainly do not agree 
with President Eisenhower on a great 
many of his domest.ic problems but his 
views concerning the necessity of re-
-.ining strong militarily and standing 
firmly in all matters concerning 
RUssia, certainly meets with rrry 
approval. 
The secretary of the A.rmy. RObert 
p. stephens resigned. This resignation. 
which bec:omes effective July 31 r leaves 
only Senator Mccarthy of the six 
principals in the Tel.evised Army-
Mccare..'ly-senate Hearings which created 
such an uproar several months ago. I 
gla~ to receive t'lis resiqnation and 
william Rucker. former governor of 
¥~chigan will be the successor. 
The House Ban."\O;ing committee 
ap?TOVec. :? res ic.en"= :Sj.s en.':J.ower· s ?;~o_~ 
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fo~ 35,000 n~N £edera11y subsidized 
housing units in each of the next 
two years. An ear~ier senate vote 
called for 35 thousand units annualLy 
over a four-year period. 
JUne 27, 1955 
The subcommittee on ways and 
Means reported out H.R. 6992 which 
would extend for one year the exist-
ing temporary increase of $6,000,000 
in the permanent public debt ceiling 
of $275,000,000. The present temporary 
increase of $6,000,000 wou~d expire 
on JUne 30, ~955 and the extension 
raises the permanent debt ceiling to 
$28~,000,OOO. This legislation wil~ 
probably be up for consideration today. 
The Secretary 6£ the Treasury has 
requested the increase informing the 
Members of congress that the present 
National indebtedness is $273,000,000 
but that wi.thin the next few months 
the Federa~ GOvernment wil~ have to 
borrow several. bilLion dollars which 
wi~l place our public debt at approxi-
mately $280,000,000. 
c. A. Reis, president of the Green 
River Valley citizens League, Inc., 
took issue wit.."I:t t.."l:te Louisvi:!.le. 
Kentucky t COurier Journal on their 
edi torial in which I was accused of 
".log-roJ.1ing" due to my success in 
ha.ving ado'?ted an AIlIenCbnent ,?roviding 
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t.,."'a't: all rivers 03.nd harbor projects, 
f1O<>d control and navigation approved 
by the COrps of Engineers and the 
Bureau of the Budget whLch were 
del.eted by my COIm\ittee on Appropri-
ati.ons were automatically restored 
wLth the amoWlt of {:he bill increaBed 
$46,707,000 thereby placing back in 
the Bill two Kentucky proj ects which 
. were del8t:ed. The courier Journal 
stated that my action was "log-rolling" 
and since I helped Kentucky and the 
united states generally, I plead 
guilty. Mr. Reist letter to the 
Editor of the COurier Journal, which 
was placed in a very prominent spot 
on the editorial page states as 
follows: 
"Kentucky should, and the Green 
River Valley in particular dOes, resent 
criticism, if any, of congressman 
Natcner in your June 18 editorial. 
Although cautiously worded, even the 
laBt sentence seems uncertain. It is 
certain though, as Mr. Natcher adVised 
us on the phone June 17, 'we had our 
day in court, not as a pawn in the 
T.V.A. issue but as a matter of justice 
to what you call, 'piddling home 
dist:ict appropriations.: The T. V.A. 
issue was decided E:L!:·gt wi. t'1o'.':":. 
reference to +-he other and ~.r. Natcher 
spoke at length for T. V .1'1. cone 1uding 
wit11: ":I: urgently reO'Uest that the 
amendment be defea.ted --thereby ex,?ress:i.ng 
to tje world ou.r distrust of 't!1.e 
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~~ilogophy oehlnc. t,,"e 9:Lxon-Yates 
deal. " As we said to Mr. Natcher 
• j'lstice had a field day,' in other 
respects. 
Senator Cl.ements· office wired 
.:rune 17: • -rhis is to advise that 
B.R. 6766 has passed the House of 
~epresentatives, carrying appro-
priation of $4,400,000 for locks and 
dams on Green River and $2,275,000 
fox dredging. Senator cl.ements will. 
support addition to the bil.l pxoviding 
funds to start construction of RoU9'h 
River and planning funds for the other 
three uP. stream reservoirs.' For 
example. 'rhe cumberl.and and Kentucky 
also gained and these projects you 
nave espoused roost vigorously. 'I'hey 
why be critical. of an able congressman 
fighting for aJ.! Kentucky? 
Your concern for the lost cause 
of a proposed T. V .A. plan in Ten-
!':lessee seems strange when we recognize 
the true interests of Kentucky in that 
matter. The latter is not anti~.V.A., 
but dictates the proposed pJ.ant be 
built in the Green River Valley where 
t'1e lowest cost (coal, steam, 
electricity) in ~~e world can be 
~ac~ :!'!d wh~:r~ 2:"t:'~1)ltrtJ1t ~avings to 
+-he federal government (under t.'I1e 
Memphis area costs) can be as much as 
$:14,000 daily on tne contemplated. 
&00,000 K. W. ,?J.ant. 
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please do not infer that our 
valley is too far removed from the 
point of consumption. because when 
+.he added power is made at Memphis. 
it w£ll release to the paducah atomic 
works the power now made at Johnson-
ville. Tennessee. Johnsonville is 
roughly 108 m.i.les by transmission 
lines from Paducah While central city 
and SOWl.:ing Green (both in the Green 
Aiver valley) are respectively only 
about 67.5 and 98 miles from suitabl.e 
J>aducah circuits. 
But the Green River Valley is 
Unpotent in the matter because it 
lacks upstream reservoirs. Yet you 
question a Kentuckian's efforts at 
correction by applying the charge of 
I log-rolling' and 'pork-barrelling.' 
F'r~y. Kentucky needs more of the 
same and the courier Journal too 
should cOl1lllend it. Is the work of 
the Green River Va~ley citizens League. 
Inc. also 'unsavory'? And how el.se 
a.re we to solve our prohl-ems of out-
nrigration. unemployment, low incomes, 
underemployment, relief rol.ls and the 
like? 
perhaps, bOth the T. V .A. and our 
~"':::l.le"'.! are in b~'t":er pasi tion by 
reason of ~~e House action of June 16. 
T'ime wi~J. te11. II 
(s5_gnee.) 
C. A. Reis, H.onorary President 
GRCL 
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I f~ew down to Kentucky this 
past weekend and find the Governor' s 
race still hot and with plenty of 
mud-slinging. 
secretary DU~~es' speech to the 
united Nations 10th Anniversary meeting 
in san Francisco was a masterpiece. 
He stated our position emphatically 
and further stated that we 'WOuld con-
tinue with our present acts to maintain 
peaee in the world. He called attention 
to the fact that no nation had with-
drawn f~ the united Nations 
organization since its beginning and 
that a list of nations requesting 
admission is now under consideration. 
Mr. DIlJ.les stated that there was one 
method of bringing an end to the cold 
war and that was to observe the 
charter of the united Nations. He 
cited as eKamples the action in Korea. 
xndo-China., Austria. YU90sl.avia. 
Ge:anany and Japan. 
senator Mccarthy has about lost 
his rabbit-foot. His Resolution pro-
hibiting American efforts at the Big 
Four conference unless soviet Russia 
agreed to discuss the satellite pro-
blem wag defeated 77 to 4. 
The senate marks up t..1J.e public 
Works Bill today and I succeeded in 
1?lacing projects in the Bill for 
Kentucky in tbe total amount of 
$J.4" 870 1000. ~o thl s amount T !lope 
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the senate wiJ...~ be ab.1e to incorporate 
the Rough ~ver Reservoir, additional 
p~anning money for the Big sandy and 
the Kentucky and construction money 
for cattletsburg. A million dollars 
addi tional money will take care of 
these items. My committee on Appro-
pr~ations will name as the House 
conferees, friends of mine who will go 
along with me on t:he senate mark-up. 
The president certainly acts 
J.iJce a man who is a candidate in 1956. 
On a s!x-day trip through New England 
thi.s past week, he reminded me of the 
eampaign of 1952. 
We have seven District of COlumbia 
»i11s up for consideration in the House 
today. 
My subcommittee on Foreign 
operations meets at 10:00 a.m. today 
and we continue our hearings on the 
request of $3,500,000,000 mutual 
s@curity. We have the UDder-Secre-
taries of state and their Assistants 
to discuss the proposed amount of 
economic and technical assistance 
requested. 
In 1937 I announced for County 
Atto:rney and t...'1i.s was an early arll':.lQunce-
me:llt. For several mont.l:ls I had no 
opposition and on June 17, Virginia 
and I were married. 'I'.'hile we were on 
Ot1.T "loneyroo<>n, HoweJ.~. W. Vi.ncent. 
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ano+-1-:!er yO\l_ng l~""yer who had moved to 
BOWling Green from Edmonson county. 
announced, and the day following his 
announcement filed suit against me 
stating that when I married and left 
my father's home I established another 
home, thereby losing my vote and dis-
qual.ifyinq mysel.f for the race. At 
this time his brother was congressman 
of the Second District and the wheel.s 
began to move to have my name rE!lllOVed 
£%011\ the ballot. My judge was out of 
the state thereby placing another 
judge in position to try this case. 
virginia and I returned home upon 
receipt of telegram and after five 
days in court J: won the suit.. vincent 
received less than 1000 votes and I 
received a1most 1.0,000. He remained 
in BOWling Green for about a year and 
a half and then started practicing in 
covington, Kentucky. I had been his 
friend and was surprised that he would 
treat ~e as he did. On saturday of 
last week Howel.l. W. Vincent was dis-
barred as a lawyer and for two years 
is prevented from practice. He has 
certainly hit a new low level. 
June 28, 1955 
vesterday ~peaker Rayburn named 
congressmen Rabaut, passman. Natcher, 
Cannon, Wilson, James and Taber as 
conferees on part of the House for 
~.R. 6239, the Bill making a'ppropri-
a":j.ons tox: t.1-J.e ,l)istrj_ct of: columbia. 
1.142 
At 2:00 p.m. we met on the Senate side 
with senato;rs stera-J..is, Holland.. Bihle 
and Beall. Tbe good senators rea~~y 
received a fine lesson in tl'le old ga."!\e 
of poker from my c01leagues, COngress-
man Cannon of Missouri and congressman 
Taber of New York. The fight is over 
the Federal. contribution to the District. 
In our appropriations bi11 we set forth 
the amount of $16,000,000 for the 
contribution and this amount was raised 
by the senate to $20,000,000 Which is 
the maximum. we agreed on 32 points 
in the Bi1l where changes were made :by 
the senate and in some instances we 
receded and in some instances the senate 
receded. When we reached the item per-
ta~ning to the Federal contribution we 
refused to budge and the Senators were 
qui te startled. When we left the 
oonferenoe ~ last night they were 
- under the impression that we would give 
a 1ittl.e but under no circumstanoes 
would give completely. The washington 
newspapers, who believe that they are 
in ohar<;Je of the District Government 
wi11 be somewhat surprised when the 
report is made from this conference. X 
am positive that the House will sustain 
our action and if necessary we will. 
siqn ~~e conference report in disagree-
ment and request the House to sustain 
our action. Before we ie£t the confer-
ence we indicated without any question 
we were ready to sign in disagreement 
and J.eave the matter up to t.."'e House. 
Senator st€'nnis reo:uestec. that we 'Oass 
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the matter up for a day or two 
indicating that the senate would have 
to yield. 
Ju..ne 30, 1955 
Our conference for the District 
of CO~umbia Appropriations Bil~ split 
the difference and voted an $18,000 1 000 
Federal payment into the District 
budget for fiscal year 1956. We on the 
House side made up our minds that under 
no circumstances woul.d we agree to a 
$20,000,000 Federal contribution for 
the District of COlumbia and convinced 
the senate that we meant business. '].<he 
Washington newspapers, Who by the way, 
believe that they rule the District 
will start today to blast the conferees 
for their action. 
President Eisenhower said yester-
day that congress had failed so far to 
pass a number of necessary bills and 
that we were dragging our feet. 
Majority Leader Johnson immediately 
issued a statement that the congress 
of the united states was not composed 
of 2nd Lieutenants who were forced to 
bow down to orders of the General and 
that +-'Ile recoriI of t'lle first session of 
the 84th congress was excellent. Today 
the President iSSUed anot.l:\er statement 
that he was willing to thank personally 
ani'One who voted for the i.'1Iportant 
:tegi.slation uassed so far but that more 
was neec.ec1 .•.. JO~.nson ~_l1'..roec,:tate).y issued 
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~~othe~ statement that COngress would 
give fair, just and reasonable cons~der­
ation to the president's request but 
~~at we are not going to carry out a 
lot of instructions like a bu~ch of 
2nd Lieutenants. 
We completed general. debate on the 
Mutual. security Act of 1955 and today 
will finish the fiv~ute rule and 
vote upon same. This.is the authori-
zation bill for MUtual Security. My 
Subcommittee on MUtual Security will 
cQllP1ete hearings today and tomorrow 
will mark up our bill. The request 
for $3.500,000.000 will be cut. We 
will take up next. the Military Reserve 
Bill and this wiU be followed by the 
Social. security Amendments Bill of 1955. 
We w1l.1. vote on the MUtual 
security authorization bill before 
adjournment today. The $3,500,000,000 
request was cut $139,000,000 by the 
Senate authorization bill. and we are 
consider~ $3.285.800.000. Several 
Members have offered amendments seeking 
to cut a11 amounts set up for :tndia and 
Y'Ugosl.avia. AnOther controversy was 
started over a provision of the bill 
whieh woul~ repea1 a 1aw r~tiring tnat 
at least half of all surplus food 
shipped abroad must be carried Ln 
American Vessels. We are considering 
this bill under an open rule. 
1145 
Shortly after noon today ~le 
House accepted ~!e ~~nference Report 
on the District of COlumbia Appropri-
ations Bi~l for 1956. congressman 
5n'.ith of Virginia wanted to offer a 
motion to send the COnference Report 
back to the COnferees with instructions 
to raise the Federal contribution from 
the $18.000.000 agreed upon to 
$20.000.000. We had a Member of our 
oommdttee on the Republican side 
prompted to offer a motion sending the 
Report back to committee without 
instructions. COngressman smith 
received a telephone call and while 
he was outside talking on the phone, 
the House adopted the conference Report. 
'!'he good congressman Was not only 
indignant but considerably hurt by the 
fact that he was not present at the 
crucial time. congressman smith made 
the fight on the Floor at the time the 
House passed this Bill to restore the 
$4,000,000 cut to the Federal contri-
bution. By a one-vote majority we 
sustained the recommendation of the 
Bi12 at $16,000,000. With the senate 
yie2ding and agreeing to a $2,000,000 
reduction in the Federal contribution, 
this brings the District of COlumbia 
Appxopriations Bill to a successful 
conclusion. 
July 1, 1955 
We completed action on s. 2090 
yes<:erday. ~is is ':.':l.e .MutuaJ_ secu.r~_ty 
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Authorization Act of 1955. on a ro~l 
call vote the ayes were 273 and tIle 
nos were 128. I voted for passage of 
~~is Bill. During ~he five minute 
rule we adopted the Bonner Amendment 
w11ie11 provides that 50% of the surplus 
commodities and Government material 
delivered from this countl:Y under the 
Mutua! security Act must be shipped. in 
American ships. There was some question 
in my mind about t11is particular Amend-
ment at this time due to the fact that 
a number of our friends are objecting 
to such a restriction. For instance, 
NOrway refused to buy $15,000,000 worth 
of surplus cOlmlOdities within the past 
few weeks due to the fact that we have 
the 50-50 shi.pping provision in our law. 
Just before completion of the 
MUtual security Act. U Nu. prem.ier of 
Burma, addressed the HOUse, and after 
making 11is remarks he stood in the well 
of the House and shook hands with the 
Members. As we were going down the 
aisle to shake hands with U NU. 1: 
informed my good friend, congressman 
passman. Chairman of our subcommittee 
on the appropriation for the MUtual 
security Act. that he should take the 
check along for Buxrna and deliver it in 
person. He at first did not understand 
~hat I meant, but £inally understood my 
statement and passed the world all up 
and down t...'1e line t...'1at. notwit...r,.st~"ld:i.ng 
<:'':le fact tbat tT ~u had no ;:>ockets in 
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his gm-,ml (dressed i:.l native co~t!-'1'O.e) 
he was informed that t,~i!; ~'Cu1.d make 
he would carxy the check in his hand. 
seriously speaking, U NU, upon being 
presented to President Eisenhower at 
the White House, delivered a check to 
the president in the sum of $5.000 to 
be used for the widows and children of 
servicemen killed in BUr.ma by the 
Japanese. 
U Nu speaks splendid English, and 
his speech was well received by the 
Members of the House. Shortly before 
appearing at the capitol he stopped by 
secretary of Agriculture Benson's office 
to pay his respects, and was permitted 
to cool his heels for some five or ten 
minutes and then got up in a huff and 
marched out. Secretary Benson later 
during the day went to Blair House and 
apologized to U Nu. 
President Eisenhower last night 
unexpectedly ordered an :iJmlediate re-
study of the controversial Dixon-Yates 
pOWer plant Project to determine 
whether it is in the interest of the 
Tennessee Valley people to continue or 
cancel t-l:le contract. The White House 
said that the president's decision was 
t.... ___ .,.:I .... _ .... .,.. .......... ., ":10_,:2 ~ ..... '""'_.'.,.,,..O'rTI,o.n .... m,-
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the City of Mempltis that it was pro-
ceeding to bui:td its 0'A'n power pla:nt. 
Senate .~.ajority J .. eao.er r ... yndon B. 
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Johnson announced. that if the president 
can take another look at the Dixon~ 
Yates contract certainly congress 
s..~ouJ.d, and it would not seem ver:/ 
pr.ldent to appropriate funds for a 
project that is unwanted and unneeded. 
:tn our public works Bill which only 
recently passed the House the 
$6,500,000 for construetion of the 
Dixon-yates transmission line across 
the Mississippi River Crom west Memphis. 
Arkansas to Memphis. Tennessee was left 
in after a terri fie battle. FOr days 
DOW' hearings have been held in the 
senate on this particular matter, and 
the Mayor of Memphis s_s to have 
settled this issue for the time being. 
A compromise $31,882,815,726 
Defense Appropriations Bill sailed 
through the House and senate yesterday 
without debate, and went to president 
Eisenhower for his expected early 
signature. The final. Bill represents 
a mixture of victory and defeat for the 
old sol.dier in the White House. It 
includes his proposals attacked by 
Demoerats for cutting Acmy and Navy 
manpower while boosting men, materials 
and ItIOney for the Ai.r Force. It al.so 
includes $46~OOO€OOO more than Mr. 
Bisenhower had asked for the Marine 
corps. This wi1.~ present t...~e President IS 
plan for trimming the Marines from 
t:.heJ.r present strengtl-:l of 2:15,000 to 
193,000. The appropriation carries 
$).4-, 739, 753,]~70 for "t"'e Air Force, 
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+~~ereby boosting A~r Force manpower 
som~ 970.000 to 975,000. ~~ includes 
$9,ll8 p l79,556 for the Navy, w~th a 
manpower cut from 672.000 to 664,000, 
but it provides funds for five new 
atomic powered sul:marines and a new 
super carrier for the Navy. '!'he Army 
will get $7,329,953,000 with manpower 
dropping this year from l,1l4,OOO to 
1,027,000. 
During our hearings on agricultural 
suppl.emental request this past week 
congressman H. Carl. Andersen, of 
Minnesota, made the statement that 
more people in his congressional 
District could read and write than in 
any other congressional District in the 
Uni.ted states. He was complimented 
considerably by the Members of the 
subcommittee, and several Assistant 
secretaries of Agriculture who were 
present at the hearing. And, just to 
be facetious, I informed congressman 
Andersen that this certainly was an 
outstanding achievement and compared 
very favorably with the Second congres-
sional District of Kentucky where we 
have more people with Phi Beta Kappa 
keys on one end of a watch chain and 
nO' watch on the ot-"'ler end t-han in any 
o~~er congressional District in the 
united States. 
July 2. 1955 
T:'1e ",-cuse yesterc.ay ':>y voice vote 
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approved a s1ight~y modified form of 
president Eisenhower's ML1itary 
Reserve Bi~~. Representative Adam 
powe:tJ. • s non-segregation amendment 
was defeated on a te1ler vote 156 to 
105. This Bill. is designed to buil.d 
up a ready reserve of 2,900,000 men 
by 1960. 
The subcommittee on pub1ic Works 
of the Senate App:ropriations COmmittee 
agreed yesterday to place the Rough 
River Reservoir P:roject in the House 
Pub1ic Works App:ropriation Bi11 pro-
viding the conferees on my committee 
would agree to same in final conference. 
1: took care of this matter il'IInediately 
and we will secure the ROugh River 
Reservoir in addition to canalization 
of Green River for 103 miles, and 
compl.etion of two new locks and dam on 
Green. River, also plann.ing money for 
Barren River. 
The senate Appropriations committee 
yesterday approved an earlier Admini-
stration request that $6,500,000 of the 
$27,500,000 TVA budget be devoted to 
building a Dixon-Yates transmission 
1ine across the Mississippi River. 
The House Rules committee yester-
day handed president Eis~~ower a 
legislative set back 'When it refUsed 
by a tie vote to c~ear hi.s Public :8:0\.1.S-
ing program for floor action. This 
,."eClsuxe was b).ockee. ::;'y coa).:Lb.on 0:1: ClJ.~. 
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£O\ll:" Republicans on f-he cormnittee and 
the two Southern Democrats - congress-
man SIn:i.t..'l of virginia, and congressman 
Oo~er of Y~ssissippi_ 
washington awoke yesterday to a 
massive transpo~~tion tie up brouqht 
on by a strike that closed down all 
capital Transit streetcars and bus 
service. In driving down to the office 
building r drove bumper to bumper all 
the way from Bethesda. Ma:ryland. J: 
have never seen as many automobiles in 
motion as I did yesterday. 'l'here were 
hundreds of thousands of automobiles 
traveling allover the city and parking 
was permitted in the middle of pennsyl-
vania Avenue on the streetcar tracks, 
and, according to the news reports 
today, the transit strike parleys are 
dead10cked and wi11 probably remain 
that way unti1 the middle of next week. 
July 5, 1955 
We passed the Legis1ative Appro-
priation Bill last week which provides 
the SUIlt of $66,298,175 to run congress 
and t.'i}e Library of congress during the 
fiscal year of 1956. This Bill contains 
$5,000,000,000 to p~end tn~ Bast Front 
of the ca,litol1 $3J., 300,000 to run the 
House of Representatives1 $9,600,000 to 
run the Library of congress and the 
necessary money to pay t"he District 
policemen stationed at the capitol. 
':'?:':1e Senate wi).; ... ace. i":.s OW'n ex?;'e:1.ses ":.0 
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this Bi1l. At the request of congress-
man CJ.are E. Hoffman. Representatj.ve of 
Michiga..1'l, t..he Bi.ll was amended to limit 
use of the p:roposed House Restaurant in 
t.~e capito~ Extension to Members and 
their guests and House Employees. The 
)'..!!\eno.ment passed and then COngressman 
Hoffman proceeded to tangle with Speaker 
sam Rayburn on a parliamentary question 
concerning the use of the 'WOrds 
"engrossed and read a third time with 
lIIOtion to ta])le laid on the desk". 
congressman Hoffman, mean and cantankero" 
and 73 years of age, came out second 
best in this shuffle with the Amendment 
d.efeated on the final passage of the 
Bill. 
Washington is experiencing today 
its bi.ggest traffic jam in history as 
new efforts failed yesterday to settle 
the Transit strike. 
Much to the surprise of our 
Ambassador to Russia. r<hrushchev. 1st 
secretary of the communist Party, put 
in a surprise appearance at the Ullited 
states Embassy's Fourth of July party 
and made a little speech in which he 
said that if the western Powers met the 
soviet ~mion on an equal basis at the 
coming Geneva COnference something will 
come of it but that it will he no use to 
hold such a conference if we go as 
merchants. 
Senator ) ... yno.on '3. ~Tohnson, Demo-
crat of '!'exas, suffered a ge"\.rer~ !1eart 
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attacK on saturday of last week and '-'5 
now confined to the Naval Medical 
center at Bethesda, Maryland, where he 
w:i:U. remai.n for several. weeks. Accord-
ing to one ()f Ilis aides the Senator will 
not be ab~e to return to active duty 
thi.s sessi-on 0:£ congress. Senator 
Johnson is 46 years of age and has lived 
a rugged ~ife. A former page in the 
Hoose and son of a congressman, he was 
l.ater elected to the House of Repre-
sentatives and served several terms 
before being elected senator. He is a 
p:r:otege of Speaker Sam Rayburn and since 
the Speaker bas no children and is un-
maJ:ried, this attachment has become 
real. close. l: recal.l distinctly the 
fiJ:st time I ever saw Lyndon Johnson. 
When 1: was president of the Young 
DeIIOcrat:ic Club of Kentucky, we invited 
the YOWlg congressman Lyndon Johnson 
to appear before our state COnvention 
in LOuisville, Kentucky, to make the 
principal address. We met: the plane 
ano the good congressman was wearing 
Texas boots and was extremel.y drunk. 
Senator Earl.e c. Clements of 
Kentucky, Majority Whip, wi11 take 
over the duties of Majority Leader 
to the Senate. 
Last year we secured $4,800,000 
fo% beginning of construction of tne 
two new locks and. dam at spottsvil.1.e 
anc ?umsey, .~ent\.1.cky. This a.."!\ou.."1"':. ?lus 
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The Bouse approved $4,400.000 for 
camp1et~on of the two new locks and 
dam ~n this year's budget plus $275,000 
for canalization of Green River begin-
ning at the mouth and extending to mil.e 
103. Our present Pub~ic Works Appro-
priation Bill contains 17 Kentucky 
projects and the total amount for same 
is $17,012,000. The projects are: 
Green River Lock and Dam NUmber one 
and two - $4,400,000; Green River 
dredging - $2,275,000r Survey of lower 
cumberland River - $200,000; $70,000 
for planning for BUckhorn Reservoir in 
perxy county; Jackson cut-off on the 
Kentucky River - $246,000 to start and 
comp1ete the job; Maysville Flood 
Wall $1,540,000 to complete the project; 
pineville Flood Wall $816,000 for con-
struction; Barberville Flood Wall. 
$600,000 to start construction: Green-
up lock and dam on the Ohio River, 
$4.0~000 to start construction; 
LOuisville Flood Wall project $475,000. 
The items listed above were on the House 
Appropriations Bill for my OOmrnittee on 
Appropriations and in the mark-up last 
wee..1t the senate added $500,000 for the 
Rough River Reservoir construction 
",tart~ $100.000 for pl;l)"\!"i!'!<] of 3arren 
River Number TWo Reservoir and 
$1,125,000 to provide for construction 
of the Mar:t<lano. loc~ and d.am on the 
ohio ltiver in GaJ.J.a,t5.n COunty I Xe~":v.c'cy 
w::" ':.'1, t':d.s appropriation now being ., 
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$1.250,000; increased t~e Kentucky 
R.i ver SU~!,e't.l' FtL1"!d frt2m $20 F 000 a~ 
passed in the House to $50,000 and 
the Big sandy survey as passed in the 
House in the amount of $20,000 to the 
sum of $40,0001 the cat~ettsburg 
advance p1an and design was increased 
from the HOuse figure of $50,000, 
$250,000 making the total $300,000 and 
an additional project for planning 
amounting to $150,000 for LOuisville, 
Kentucky' s new dam, 10cllt and canal 
added. :In other words, the senate 
added projects and increased items in 
the sum total of $2,175,000 bringing 
the seventeen Kentucky proj ects up to 
the total of $17,012,000. 
The Senate committee on Appro-
priations finally approved the 61.s 
million dollars for the Dixon-Yates 
power line with a proviso that this 
amount shouJ.d not :be expended if the 
city of Memphis decided to build its 
own power unit. 
From January 5, to JUne 30 of 
1955, the House has been in session 92 
days taking some 3,611 pages in the 
congressional Record. This figure 
makes a total of 8~290 pages. Eight 
hundred and sixty House Bills have 
passed so far and for my committee on 
Appropriations we have ",assed the 
following: .8:. R. 4876 making a,?propri-
ation for ,:,:reasury-post Off3.ce 
1J.56 
Department in the final sum of 
$3,322,488,500; H.K. ~vqc maK~ng 
appropriation for Labor-:RF.W in the 
£~na~ sum of $2.404.905,600~ H.R. 
5085 ~~king appropriation for ~he 
Interior in the final. sum of 
$3~7,573,6271 H.R. 5239 making appro-
priation for Agricul.ture in the final 
sum of $883,05l.,623, H.R. 5240 
Independent Offices appropriation in 
the final. sum of $5,842,458,5007 H.R. 
5502 making appropriation for state, 
Justice, Judiciary in the final. sum of 
$49l.,985,418; H.R. 6042 making appro-
priation for the Defense in the final 
sum of $31,882,815,726; H.R. 6239 
making appropriation for the District 
of C01umbia in the final. sum of 
$168,843,440, H.R. 6367 making appro-
priation for oammerce in the final. sum 
of $l.,245,360,000: H.R. 6499 making 
appropriation for ~~e General. Govern-
ment in the final surn of $27,166,300: 
H.R. 6766 making appropriation for 
Public works in the final. sum of 
$1,372,122,800: H.R. 7117 making appro-
priation for Legisl.ative in the final 
sum of $66,298,175. 
July 6, 1955 
The District COmmissioners pro-
posed yesterday that income tax 
exemptions for Washington residents 
be lowered and taxes on income over 
$20,000 be raj.sed. 'J&ey suggested. 
exeTIl.:?'::ions :':or 1'1. l'1.1'I.n ene. wi f e ':>e ).owerec. 
:':Oro!':'. $4.000 to $2,000. and exemot:.;;·ons 
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for a sing2e person '!;..scu_l(J be $1,000: 
and $500 ~~u2d be allowed dependents. 
NO action was taken to ra.ise t.."':t~ real 
estate taxes bv the commissioners on 
~~eir own authority, and they are sti11 
dodging this matter. The tax rate here 
in the District is $2.20 per hundred, 
which :i.s considerably lower than any 
ci ty in the united states. 
The senate, by a voice vote, 
yesterday granted funds for a Dixon-
yates power plant extension line across 
the Mississi.ppi River in the sum of 
$6,500,000, but this appropriation to 
be made only if the City of Memphis 
fails to go ahead with its own power 
plant proj ect. The senate acted in 
approving an over-all $1,377,000,000 
public works Bi1l. This is the HOuse 
public Works Appropriation Bill, and 
the two new proj ects for the Second 
congressional District of Kentucky -
$500,000 for beginnin9 of construction 
of the Rough R.iver Reservoir Project 
and $100,000 for beginning of survey 
and planning for Barren Ri.ver No.2 
Reservoir - will now go to conference, 
with the House COnferees to be Members 
of my committee on Appropriations. 
Directors of General Motors corpo-
r~tio:n reco!!~!!Y~nd~d today a th:!'l?~ -eo!:" 
one stock split to be voted on by 
stoc~~olders at a special meeting on 
september 23rd. 
"1£:0 
~'. -'~ -' '-' 
congress ~"esterday r~pived a 
"must:: list of fiva 1r'~jo:r ad.'lnini-
strative bills as leaders of both 
parties recanvassed the legLslatLve 
outlook in the light of the illness 
of the senate's leader, Lyndon B. 
Johnson, Democrat of Texas. The five 
bills are: (1) The president's atomic 
peace ship recently rejected by the 
Senate. (2) president's House passed 
Military Reserve Bill. (3) president's 
'Highway Building Program passed by the 
Senate in an unwanted form. (4) 
President's PUblic Housing program 
blockaded by the House Rules committee, 
and, (5) a School COnstruction proqram 
now stymied in both Houses by possible 
anti-segration riders. 
washington's transit strike ran 
yesterday through the fifth day of a 
negotiating stalemate with no break 
:Ln sight. Tra£f:Lc conditions in the 
DistrLct today are terrible. 
My Subcommittee on FOreign 
Operations of the COmmi.ttee on Appro-
priations meets this rooming at 10 
o'clock a.m. for the purpose of marking 
up t..'I:le bill for Mutual security. 
,:r'.!!.y 9 I J. 95 5 
~is week Che ~ouse voted to vest 
in the Pedera~ GOvernment, ownershi? o£ 
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a:t:t t,.'1e official paoers of the Fation' s 
Presidents. The documents are now 
scattered over the country and no one 
knows where a lot of t..">:Iern are ~ocateO. 
Our Majority Leader. Representative 
McCOxmack of Massachusetts, introduced 
a Bill providing t..'lat the General 
Services Administration could buy up 
all the Presidential Records whereever 
they are located and the cataloguing 
job would be done by the National 
Archivist. 
DUring the week we passed bills 
providing for ooal ResoUrces: presi-
dnetia~ Library; amended Railroad Act 
of 1937: p:roviding £Or diversion of 
water from Lake Michigan by the city 
of O1ioa90; philippines Trade Agreement 
Revision Act of 1955: Air pOllution 
control Act of 1949; Mexi.can Labor, 
generally called the "Wetback Bill"; 
Providing for t.lle operation of schools 
at Armed Services Reservations; and 
authorizing printing Inquiry. 
on Wednesday speaker sam Rayburn 
call.ed me up to the desk and infol:Jl\ed 
me that he wanted me to try my hand as 
Chairman of the Whole House during the 
consideration of one of our bi1~s_ He 
mentioned HoR. 3253, the Bil.l providing 
for operation of schools at Armed ser-
vices locations. The next day the 
first CJill up for consideration \'ias 
B.. R. 6059, provido_ng :<:or phiJ..ippj_nes 
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T"ne speaker sent one of tlie pa9'es 
back where r was sitting and infonned 
roe that he had changed h:is mind and 
wanted rne to preside during the cons ide 
ation of H.R. 6059. This Bill is a 
hi11 from the ways and Means oomm:i.t:tee 
and contained a number of comm.ittee 
Amendments and carne out under a cl.osed 
rule. 1: was very much concerned over 
the matter but every Member of the 
House was unusually nice and after the 
rule was adopted we had general debate 
and the reading of the Bil.l without 
any difficulty. This was my first 
attempt at presiding over the House 
and same was quite an honor. orhe 
speaker from time to time permits one 
of· the new Members to preside while he 
answers the phone or while he has to be 
out a minute or so but when a bill is 
up or when the House resolved its.itlf 
into the comnittee of the whol.e House 
on the state of the uni.on the speaker 
has sel.ected ol.der Members to preside. 
SO far, r am the onl.y Member with ten 
years or less experience who has been 
so honored this session. page 8649 of 
the congressional Record states: 
"accordingly t..'he House resolved itself 
into the committee of t..':!e 'I'1.hoJ.e House 
consideration of t.."lJ.e Bill, H. R. 6059, 
wit.."'l ~..r. Matcher in the ctlair. 
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The senate and House COnferees 
met on Thursday on this past week 
and agreed as to +-he matters :in 
cont-¥Oversy ;n ~~e public Works Bi~l. 
Rough River Reservoir, which is 
located Ln my congressional District 
was agreed to ani same remained in the 
Bill. This item is $500,000 for begin-
ning of construction. Planninq money 
for Barren River Rese~r NUmber 2 
of $100,000 was deleted with the senate 
conferees receedinq. :t am not con-
cerned about this matter because the 
people qenerally, in Allen COunty, 
Kentucky are aqainst this Reservoir 
and same is located about nine !Idles 
from scottsville, Kentucky. 
COngressman John J. Sell, Democrat 
of TeKas. was indicted yesterday by 
Guadalupe COunty Grand Jury in Texas 
on charges that he and two others 
conspired to steal more than $150.000 
from the state of Texas in a land 
transaction. '!"he indictment is part 
of the scandal in the $100,000,000 
veterans Land program in Texas. 
congressman Bell issued a statement 
yesterday that he was shocked and 
attorney for the other two who were 
indicted. 
My subcommittee on Foreign 
Opera'::ions repor'::eC. to the fuJ.J_ Com-
~,:_t.teC' on A??X"o?rj.at3.ons !?ric.ay mornj.nq 
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and our Bill. was successruJ.ly voteCI. 
w~ take ",arne to the ploor on Monday 
of next week. 
The Democratic-steered House 
Appropriations committee yesterday 
s1ashed a whoppL,g $527,900,000 £~ 
president Eisenhower's foreign aid 
request with a bl.ast at "chaotic" 
finances of the worl.d aid program. 
The 20 percent cut wou1d reduce 
new aid funds for the current fiscal. 
year to $2.638.74l..750. congress onl.y 
Thursday authorized $3,285,000.000 for 
the aid program. 
Whil.e congress traditional.l.y votes 
1ess aid money than it authorizes. the 
size of the coIlltlittee reduction was 
somewhat of a surprise. 
A fight to :restore some of t~e 
money may come when the House takes 
the Bill up MOnday, and again in the 
senate. The Foreign Aid si11. is one 
of the major items in Mr. Eisenhower's 
foreign policy program. 
The President signed the authori-
zation bi21 yeeterA~y ~~~ ~~is has no 
effect on l;.'lo:le amount of money eventually 
p:rovided for tlle program by congress. 
July 12. 1955 
Yes-+;.erc~a.y T s:?O;.ce "to -':.he .?01J.se on 
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tn~ _MUtual security 1\pprop~;=at:tQn_s- Bill 
for 1956. Our SUbc~l~!littee on Foreign 
operations Appropriations of the com-
mittee on Appropr3.at3.ons presented the 
annual Foreign Aid Bill to the Members 
of the House. Beginning on page 8787 
of yesterday's Record ~ comments will 
be found. In substance I stated that 
our most important step toward mutual 
security was the creation of the united 
Nations, and, as provided for under its 
charter, we must save succeeding 
generations from the scourge of war. 
The United states occupies the top 
position as far as leadership of the 
wor~d is concerned and we must temper 
this leadership with love, Christianity, 
understanding and vigilance. We must 
remain strong spiritually, economically, 
and militarily in order to preserve our 
freedom and the peace of the world. In 
addition I stated that the free world 
is today threatened by the most dangerous 
aggregat3.on of aggress3.ve power ~ our 
entire history. The SOViet union and 
ooonmunist China tOday maintain the 
largest collection of men under antis 
ever assembled ~ peace time. 
When we compare our Armed Forces 
wi th that of communist world we see the 
million men under arms. TO maintain 
such an army would place a tremendo~s 
burden upon ~~e people. with nuclear 
weapons and. :oresent c.ay c.:'_r'OOwer .,;e 
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rr'~u::;t ha---..re a strong net-w-:Jrk. of sea and 
ai.r bases scattered throughout the 
world~ Foreign aid is esse."ltial at 
the present t:i.me, and we must keep 
our friends in Asia. Africa and Latin 
America. 
1: certainly enjoyed making this 
speech and the Members of the House 
were very complimentary. The Speaker 
came over and sat with me after 1: 
finished making my speech and was qu;i.te 
complimentary. 
We are now working for adjourn-
ment and 1: hope that we can finish up 
by August 10. There are severa~ 
controversial matters such as Minimum 
Wage Increase, Highway construction 
program, and the Natural Gas Act of 
1955. 
since I was elected to the oom-
mittee on Appropriations I have made 
speeches on the Floor of the House on 
each Bill presented by my Subcommittee. 
First we presented the Agricultural 
Appropriations Bill, next Appropriations 
Bill for the District of COlumbia for 
1956, and ~~e Bill yesterday provided 
for Foreign Aid Appropriations for 1956. 
Senator Lyndon Johnson, Majority 
Leader of ~~e Senate, according to News 
reports tocay. will be confined to ~~e 
3et:*:1.esda :\"Iava)~ Bos.1?? "':~;_ -::or a ~erj_oc. 0= 
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one !D:Onth ~t'!d for s~.leral mcn't.;.~s 
~~Qreaft~r must tak~ it extrerne1y 
easy in recovering from a severe 
heart attack. 
president Eisenhower yesterday 
selected the first Negro for a high 
position on hiS-Executive Office 
staff. 
X failed to menblon above that 
the House overwhelmingly approved the 
Foreign Aid money Bill yesterday after 
brushing aside a last minute Admini-
stration request for the full amount 
requested by President Eisenhower. 
The Bill was approved by a roll call 
vote of 251-123. 
president Eisenhower yesterday 
ordered the controversial Dixon-yates 
power contract cancelled after receiv-
ing an on-tlle-spot assurance from the 
Mayor of Memphis that the Tennessee 
city would build its own power plant 
in the same area. The Attorney General 
will take immediate steps to terminate 
~~e Dixon-yates contract and negotiate 
a settlement on same. 
According to my mail ~~e public 
T~Tn.,.."~ i"'n~'; +-r.eu:u~ 1):';" V,",~"t'M"I''\ ~:H"" .. ~ ..... 
•• __ pop- ----_.------- ---- ~-~-.''''- - .... -",,,-
Fallon Highway Bill is a controversial 
measure. 
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JUly 14, 1955 
The COnference Report for our 
pub2ic woxks Bill was adopted yester-
day on a Ie11 call v~te 315 to 92. 
FOur of tile conferees on the House 
side, all Republica,.'Pls b-.l the way. 
congressman John Taber, of New York, 
congressman Hand, of New Jersey, 
congresmnan Davis, of Wisconsin, and 
congressman Phillips, o£ Cali£ornia, 
refused to sign the COnference Report 
and led the fight against its adoption. 
The senate should adopt the COnference 
Report today. Final. adoption by the 
senate assures my District of construc-
tion money for the new ROugh River 
Reservoir, canalization of Green River 
and completion of two locks and dam at 
Spottsvi1.1e and Rumsey, Kentucky. 
Mrs. oveta Clup Hobby resigned 
yesterday as secretary of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and welfare 
due to ilLness of her husband, for.mer 
Governor Bobby, of Texas. This good 
l.ady established quite a record during 
the war wi th the WACS, and since her 
appointment as Secretary has stirred 
up quite a controversy. She will be 
succe=~ed ~~ Treasu~J under secr~~ar~ 
Marion B. Folsom. 
President Eisenhower has again 
renewed his request for authority, and 
the necessary a~?ropriation to build 
C.n a'tornic .?Owerec. ?eace shj.p, w5. "':..~. ":~li_s 
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at many 
TDe Admin~stration decided to 
make its fight for restoration of the 
$627,900.0QO cut in the Foreign Aid 
Appropriation Bill in the Senate, and 
this HOuse-Senate conference will really 
be a honey. congressman Taber came 
over and sat with me a minute yesterday 
and inquired as to my future position 
in this matter. I informed him that I 
certainly was not in favor of restoring 
the total amount cut by the Bouse, and 
would like to see the appropriation 
remain in the same amount that passed 
the HOuse. 
President Eisenhower reported to 
congress yesterday that $l,200,OOO.O~O 
of surplus £ann <:POds was sold, obli-
gated for foreign currencies, bartered 
or distributed for relief in the fiscal 
year which ended JUne 30, 1955. These 
commodities were disposed o£ under the 
terms of the Ag-ricultural Trade DeVelop-
lIIent Act passed. last year. This Act 
was designed to help reduce +-he Govern-
ment I s stocK of surplus farm. products 
which now total about $7.100,000,000. 
July 19, 1955 
on Friday of last week President 
sisen1:lower signed t.'1e pu.bl~_c "ior-:s 
A~?ro?riations Bill for 1956. Be stated 
t.~.zt. :':\e signee t".~_s 3:.~]. re!.~..tc~arrt':'y,-
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~nd ~~at since 107 unbudgctGd projects 
for construction starts Were added by 
congress, and with many of them lackiTlg 
detai1.ed engineering studies and no 
bas~s for deterro~ning their financial 
soundness and uJ:timate cost to the 
Federal Government, therefore, for the 
time being the money appropriated for 
those projects falling within the above 
category would be withheld until the 
necessary study could be made by the 
COrps of Engineers. :r immediately had 
inquiries concerning Rough River, 
Jackson cut Off, Markland LOCk and Dam, 
LOuisvill.e Flood wall. proj ect and other 
proj ects of our sixteen which were in 
the Bill. In the first place the 
president signed the Bill, and under 
our law he has no right to withhold 
any money. congress legislates and if 
this matter reached a test in court the 
supreme court would rule that the 
President's right to object should have 
been exercised by a veto. None of the 
Kentucky projects fall within the cate-
gory set forth by the President due to 
the fact that all of our projects up 
for constructiOn start have been pro-
perl.y surveyed and planned by the COrps 
of Engineers wit..h t..'l1.e exact construction 
cost dete~ined and the projects recom-
,""o""'~6;l !:tC!l AI"'Ir\~';"":!I' ,~, O!"O_ ... _,.::J .. "' .. _1.... ... , ............ ___ ......... --_ ..... _ ..... -- ....... --1 .... --~-. ,l.·..!.""'_J.L 
newspaper publicity will be given to 
this lI'..atter with;n "he next few days 
but after our long struggle for Roug~ 
:?iver Reservoir ene. the :<:j.g~t wh:i.c'" was 
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m~d~ fer the ot...""le_r proj e...::ts we ceri:.ainiy 
do not intend to l.ose any of same now. 
yesterday we suspended t-'Ile rules 
and took up H.R. 7225, social Security 
Amendments of 1955~ s. 1855, a Bill to 
amend the Federal. A.irport Act, H.R. 
6243. authorizing construction of 
nuclear merchant ship and H.R. 7201 
Life Xnsurance company Act of 1955. 
under suspension of rules two-thirds of 
those Members voting must vote in the 
affiJ:mative to suspend the rules and 
pass the bill. No rule is requi.red and 
no amendments are permitted. X 
definitely am against this procedure 
and do not believe that any bill should 
be passed by congress that is not 
subject to amendment on the floor. 
Today we take up H.R. 7214. the 
Minimum Wage Bill. under this Bill a 
rule was issued Which provides that 
the B.il.l is subject to amendment and 
change as to the amount of min.imum wage 
and subject to amendment for effective 
date of the new change in minimum wage. 
No other amendments are permitted. I 
believe that the minimum wage will. be 
established at $1.00. The senate, by 
a vo±ce vote. passed a Bill providing 
for $1.00 mini.."'nt!m ~:~gc" ~hich is a 2:; 
cent increase over present minimum wage. 
The senate has a bad habit of voi.ce 
voting a great ma.!lY "hot" measures 
"'N'~:'c~ :.!1.:'.g~t ~c.ve ":0 ~e ex:?~a5_neC'. ~o -::':1e 
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.l.Il today 
you may rest assured ~~at we wili have 
a roll call vote. 
preeident Eisenhower is in Geneva 
attending top level Big Four talks. 
Last night ~e president entertained 
with a dinner for ~e RUssian Delegation. 
On arriving in Geneva, the 
president stated ~at eleven years ago, 
as a mili.tary man, he arrived in 
Europe with an Army, Navy and Air Force 
with a single purpose, and that was to 
destroy Nazism. He further stated 
that all t:he circumstances of war 
surrounded that journey, but this time 
he came armed with something far more 
powerful, and that was the good will of 
America - the great hopes of America 
the aspirations of America for peace. 
He stated that he woul.d meet with the 
colleagues from other countries to see 
whether it is possibl.e to find some 
road that will lead all the world into 
a more tranquil, better, fuller way of 
life •. Our Chaplain in the House, the 
Reverend Braskamp, offered a beautiful 
prayer when the House convened Monday 
morning concerning ~~e president's trip 
and t.lle hope of t'2e worJ.d for its 
several days ago ~~e President 
• ~ +-'1.. M; 1 . of- .; .... .; B'; , , sJ..gnev. _"e _._~_ J.. _ary Appropr~a __ ons . -----r 
anc., 5.n sign'i.ng sa'ne, :"ssueC. a s'taternen.i; 
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t..'hat t:he $46!rOOO~OOO or.."Ctcc bj" congress 
to prevent: ~""e President:' s cut of t.,.'le 
Marine corps from 215,000 men to 
193,000 men would be impounded, and 
that secretary of Defense wilson and 
the president stated they wou1d take 
another 100k at this matt:er. Here 
again we have the EXecutive Department, 
represent:ed by the president, att:empt-
ing t:o override legislation passed by 
congress. The President knows full 
well that his method of dissat:isfact:ion 
is by a veto, and that he cannot 
legally impound money, and refuse to 
expend same according to the 1aw passed. 
~e COngressional Boxscore for 
major measures for the 84th congress 
is not too bad. Both Houses have 
passed bills providing for Ant:itrust 
penalties, Atomic COnstruction, Atomic 
smuggling, Debt Limit Increase. 
DOctors Draft, Draft EXtension, Farm 
LOan :Interest, Foreign Aid Authorizat:ion, 
Mi.l! tary construction, Mi.l.i tary Reserves, 
pay Raise, Federal, pay Raise, postal, 
Reciprocal Trade, security comm.ission. 
'l'ax Windfall Repeal, Agriculture, 
oommerce. Defense, District: of columbia, 
GOvernment Matters, Independent Offices, 
InteriC)r, Labor-HEW, Public works, 
8t;::)t~:r"~t.i~eo-J!.!c!':Lc:.iar.l. Treasur]'-!?o~t 
off;.ce. 
July 20, 1955 
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for 90 cents, .and then we o.ollar 
provision will be voted upon. 
The Big Four COnference now being 
hel.d in Geneva temporarily set aside 
the German problem after president 
Eisenhower, in a very dramatic manner. 
stated that he was addressing his 
remarks to Defense Minister Zhukov who 
was one of the RUssian Generals sexv-
ing with the President during world 
War :II, and Eisenhower stated that he 
was talki.ng as one soldier to another, 
and he knew that Zhukov had always 
found every word that he said to be 
true. As one soldier to another, he 
stated America wanted. peace and 1oIOuld 
never engage in an offensive war. 
The Rules committee and the 
Appropriations COmmittee are now 
slugging it out in the final days of 
the session. The Chairman of the 
Rules COmmittee stated yesterday from 
the floor that t."le Appropriations com-
:rnittee continued to hold star chamber 
proceedings, and that all of its hear-
ings should be open to the publ.ic. 
congressman Howard smit."1, of Virginia, 
the Chairman of the Rules committee, 
..(!''t,.. ... 'he:l~ ~ .... ~ ... ~ "'"",,_.,. .:.t= .... ,.... ..... _ ..... '1.,, ___ ...... _~,:3 
___ * ____ ..... _'-_ ......... <;..l"'" a!..J- ~.Lo;;;",-\;;: z,.~!::"J::' .... a ....... -
to :be a witness t."le door is openec. a 
little cra<::k a!'ld yO'-1 are per.mittec. to ,'.,' -' ,'; .... ,; " s .. l.c..e 1n anv. say yo ur '_" ~ __ e p .. ece anI..'. 
s].ic.e 0\.'."=, bu",= ":!1ere Cl.re no 'O\:!,:,lic 
:hearings. Our Chairman, conqressma!l 
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gentl.eman by stating t.'lat the real 
reason why ~~e Appropriations oom-
mittee does not hold open hearings 
is due to the fact that the committee 
only has small hearing rooms, but 
hopes to get more space in the New 
House Office BUilding or extension of 
the Capi to1. He a1so stated that open 
hearings give lobbyists a chance to 
corne in and clutter up the Record 
with materia~ that is of no value to 
the committee. 
JUly 21. 1955 
The Federal Government went 
$4,192,000,000 deeper into the red in 
the 1955 fiscal year that ended on 
JUne 30. This was $1.000,000,000 
higher than the fiscal 1954 deficit but 
less than half of the amount of the 
fiscal deficit of 1953. 
congressman Adam Powell of New York 
stopped the Military Reserve Bill with 
his antisegregation amendment and for a 
number of weeks it appeared that this 
legislation might have to go over until 
next year. due to the congressman's 
persistence in offering ~his particular 
amendme..Tlt. C'Ongressrna..F1 Vinson, our 4J.-
year Member from Georgia was very much 
incensed over t...'1.is procedure and as 
C'h"'.irman of t.h.e committee on Armec. 
about our col.ored Congressman, Adam 
powel..l.. CQngresSiT~l powe~l is a 
Member of the committee on Education 
and Labor and during a session of t.."lis 
particular committee yesterday he 
offered an anti-segregation amendment 
to the Federal School Aid Bill and 
Representative cl.eveland M. Bailey, 69 
year old DemOcrat from west Virginia 
entered into a fist fight with congress-
man pOWell. Before the Hauber. could 
stop the fi<]ht Bailey had hit powell 
two or three times. 'l'Oday on the 
Floor of the House we infoxmed Mr. 
Vinson of Georgia that he should be 
a~ed of himself for having poor 
old cleve Bailey from west Virginia 
to do his fighting for him. 
'rOday in Geneva the united states 
is re-examining the West:.em European 
collective security structure as a 
result of RUssian indications that 
this would create a frame work in which 
MOscow would agree t:.o Gezman unifi-
cation. 
The House and senate recentl.y 
passed an election law for the District 
of COlumbia with tlle right granted to 
Wash ingt:.on resident.s to vote for 
officials in their respective parties 
and delegates to the National. conventions., 
Today in t..lle House _e passed 
R.R. 5614 amending t..h.e cc:>mnunications 
.. ~ct of :'.934 and P.:.~. 6373, a :::-t:.)a). ex-
'::end5.ng tbe MineraJ. Prog:raI!l AC!f:.. 
